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Introduction

For a long time, logic programming and rule-based formalisms have been considered appealing
policy specification languages, as witnessed by a large body of literature.

The most common type of policies are security policies, which are used to pose constraints
on a systems’s behavior (such as file F cannot be accessed by user U ), but they can also be
seen as specification of more complex behavior, including decisions (what should be asked to
user U before granting access to service S? ) and explanations (such as suggesting how to get
the permissions to obtain the desired service). Such features are essential in an open scenario
such as the semantic web, where the clients or users of a service are often occasional and do
not know much about how to interact with the service.

More recently, the notion of policy has been generalized to include other specifications
of behavior and decisions, including business rules in all their forms (integrity, derivation,
and reaction rules). In the emerging area of service oriented computing, the word “policy” is
sometimes used to refer to the orchestration of elementary and compound services. In this broad
sense, policies specify the interplay (dialogs, negotiations, etc.) between different entities and
actors, for the purpose of delivering services while enforcing some desired application contraints
and client requirements.

Here are some of the potential advantages of representing policies with explicit rule-based
representations of their semantics. Writing rules is usually faster and cheaper than writing
imperative or OO code. The level of abstraction of rules facilitates their expression in user-
friendly languages such as controlled natural language. Rules are more concise and easier to
understand, share and maintain, especially in a global open environment such as the web, where
self-documenting specifications are one of the current approaches to enabling interoperability.

In a similar perspective, a single declarative (semantic) policy specification can be used in
several ways, for example not only to enforce a security policy, but also to enable negotiations
and explanations. The connection to the semantic web vision is clear: a knowledge-based
definition of the policy can be reused in a variety of ways that need not be figured out in
advance, thereby achieving a level of flexibility such as those required by modern interoperability
scenarios.

In this broad view, the following topics are definitely or potentially relevant to the design
and implementation of rule-based policy languages:

• Logic-based policy languages. There is a conspicuous number of approaches to logic-based
policy specification, taking into account different aspects of policy specification.

• Trust management. The notion of trust is getting more and more attention in the area of
secure open systems. Part of it is not (currently) formalized with rules.
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• Action languages. Policies may have to execute actions (e.g., saving certain requests into
log files, activating registration procedures, etc.) Thus logic-based languages for specifying
actions are relevant to policy language design.

• Business rules. As pointed out before, the notion of policy encompasses business rules.

• Controlled natural language. In order to let untrained users learn easily how to craft their
own policies, one promising approach consists in adopting a natural language front end.
The need for precision (an obvious requirement for a policy specification) can be tackled
by adopting a controlled fragment of natural language.

In this document, we survey the state of the art in the above areas. This deliverable is
meant to support the forthcoming policy language design phase.
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Chapter 1

Security Policies

1.1 Logic-based policy specification languages

The size and the complexity of real world security policies makes it impossible to handle “flat”
policy representations such as plain authorization lists. Policy complexity is increased by the
interplay of multiple, heterogeneous requirements, that must be harmonized and merged into a
coherent policy.

• In complex organizations, different branches or departments may have direct control over
their own data, and establish their own security policy. At the organization level, these
different policies must be merged.

• Frequently, different organizations share part of their data, and must agree on a disclosure
policy. For example, national statistical institutes typically distribute data owned by data
collectors. So the distributor and the owner must agree on a security policy, merging the
requirements of both.

• National laws are an external source of security constraints. In particular, privacy laws
(currently enforced in different forms by many countries) require sensitive personal data
to be protected from any use not explicitly authorized by the owner.

• Even within a single, homogeneous system, different groups of users and different classes
of objects may be treated according to different principles.

• A related issue is that there is a tradeoff between protection and system usability, es-
pecially when the system is open to the Internet. One of the most famous examples is
the security model of Java. The initial strict sandbox model soon turned out to be too
rigid for the intended applications of Java, and a finer grained model, based on a more
expressive policy language, has been adopted for Java 2 [31].

A further degree of complexity is introduced by the temporal dimension. The authorizations
granted by a policy may change along time.

Logic-based policy specification languages usually aim at providing language constructs that
enhance clarity, modularity, and other desirable properties. The semantics of policy languages
determine the extension of each policy (i.e., the set of authorizations granted by the policy).
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Logic languages are particularly attractive as policy specification languages. One obvious
advantage lies in their clean and unambiguous semantics, suitable for implementation validation,
as well as formal policy verification. Second, logic languages can be expressive enough to
formulate all the policies introduced in the literature. The declarative nature of logic languages
yields a good compromise between expressiveness and simplicity. Their high level of abstraction,
very close to the natural language formulation of the policies, makes them simpler to use than
imperative programming languages, especially for people with little or no technical training
(such as typical security managers). However, such people are not experts in formal logics,
either, so generality is sometimes traded for simplicity. For this reason, some languages do not
adopt a first-order syntax, even if the policy language is then interpreted by embedding it into
a first-order logic (e.g., [4, 17]).

The embedding often isolates a fragment of the target logic with nice computational prop-
erties. We have already pointed out that efficiency is an issue. In a real system with hundreds
of users and hundreds or thousands of data objects, the set of potential authorizations may
have 104-105 elements or more. Moreover, if the policy is time-dependent, then the number
of authorizations may increase significantly. Therefore, one can only afford policy languages
with low polynomial complexity. In fact, most of the logic-based policy specification languages
proposed so far are directly or indirectly mapped onto more or less extended forms of logic
programs, suitable for efficient, PTIME implementations. Moreover, the implementations tend
to materialize policy extensions (i.e., the canonical model of the logic program), in order to
speed-up the system response. There should be no inference at runtime.

The target logic is typically nonmonotonic, that is, the set of consequences of a theory does
not increase monotonically with the set of axioms in the theory. Policy specification (beyond
the realm of security) has been proposed long ago as an application of nonmonotonic logics
[45]. The reason is that sometimes decisions must be made in the absence of information. So,
when new information is added to the theory, some decision may have to be retracted (because
they have lost their justification), thereby inducing a nonmonotonic behavior. In the area of
security, such default decisions arise naturally in real world policies. For example, open policies,
prescribe that by default authorizations are granted, while closed policies prescribes that they
should be denied unless stated otherwise. It will be shown later that a particular form of
nonmonotonic reasoning (inheritance with overriding) is useful for incremental and compact
policy specification.

It is well known that logic programs with negation-as-failure can be regarded as a fragment
of major nonmonotonic logics such as default logic [52] and autoepistemic logic [48]. Logic
programs with negation-as-failure may have multiple canonical models called stable models
[28]. There are opposite points of view on this feature. Some authors regard multiple models
as an opportunity to write nondeterministic specifications, where each model is an acceptable
policy, and the system makes an automatic choice between the available alternatives [7]. For
instance, the models of a policy may correspond to all the possible ways of assigning permissions
that preserve a Chinese Wall policy [18]. The system may then choose a secure permission
assignment dynamically, trying to satisfy user requests. In general, the set of alternative models
may grow exponentially, and the problem of finding one of them is NP-complete, but there are
exceptions with polynomial complexity [54, 50].

Some other authors believe that security managers would not trust the system’s automatic
choice, and adopt restrictions such as stratifiability [2] to guarantee that the canonical model
be unique.1 Such restrictions, yield PTIME semantics at the same time.

1Note that the Chinese Wall policy can be expressed also with stratified programs [35].
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A nonmonotonic logic has been proposed for the first time as a policy specification language
by Woo and Lam [62]. They show how default logic can be used to express a number of different
policies. For example, if authorizations are expressed with a predicate auth(subj, action, obj)
and ⊤ is a tautology, then the following default rules express open and closed policies, respec-
tively.

⊤ : auth(x, y, z)

auth(x, y, z)

⊤ : ¬auth(x, y, z)

¬auth(x, y, z)
.

Intuitively, the first rule says that if ⊤ is derivable and it is consistent to assume auth(x, y, z),
then auth(x, y, z) can be derived. The second rule is similar.

Woo and Lam provide also an axiomatization of the Bell-LaPadula security model [3], refined
with the need-to-know principle.

In order to address complexity issues (inference in default logic is at the second level of the
polinomial hierarchy), Woo and Lam propose to use the fragment of default logic corresponding
to stratified, extended logic programs, that is, stratified logic programs with two negations
(negation as failure and classical negation), whose unique stable model can be computed in
quadratic time. Extended logic programs can be easily transformed into equivalent normal logic
programs (with only negation-as-failure) by means of a straightforward predicate renaming.

Default logic is a very flexible policy specification language. Different users and objects
can be treated with different policies. For example, open and closed policies may coexist if
suitably restricted versions of the above rules—e.g., where ⊤ is replaced with some condition
on x, y, z—are put together. In this way, the need of harmonizing heterogeneous requirements
is taken into account.

The approach by Woo and Lam has been subsequently refined by several authors. Some
have proposed fixed sets of predicates and terms, tailored to the expression of security policies.
In the language of the security community, such a fixed vocabulary is called a model, while in
the AI community it would be probably regarded as an elementary ontology. From a practical
point of view, the vocabulary guides security administrators in the specification of the policy.
This is an example of how generality is often traded for simplicity.

Furthermore, the original approach has been extended with temporal constructs, inheri-
tance and overriding, message control, policy composition constructs, and electronic credential
handling. All these aspects are illustrated in detail in the following subsections.

1.1.1 Dynamic policies

Security policies may change along time. Users, objects and authorizations can be created and
removed. Moreover, some authorizations may be active only periodically, e.g., an employee may
use the system only during work hours. Therefore, policy languages should be able to express
time-dependent behavior.

Policy modifications can be specified with an imperative language, but then security man-
agers need some training in programming. A streamlined such language has been investigated
by Harrison, Ruzzo and Ullman in [34]. Since an arbitrary number of users and objects can
be created with the language, the policy extension has no fixed finite bound, and can encode
the tape of an arbitrary Turing machine. Consequently, in this framework, the behavior of the
policy extension is undecidable.
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Temporal authorization bases

In [4] the sets of users and objects are fixed, and the temporal validity of authorizations is
specified through periodic expressions and suitable temporal operators. The resulting language
is not completely general, but it has three major advantages: it is expressive enough for typical
real-world policies, it does not require expertise in modal logic (actually, temporal expressions
and operators are “hidden” behind natural-language-like expressions), and its inferences are
decidable. In other words, the generality of temporal operators is traded for usability and
decidability.

The temporal authorization model includes both periodic authorizations and temporal op-
erators. Periodic authorizations are obtained by labeling each authorization—which is a 5-tuple
of the form (subject, object, action, sign, grantor)—with a temporal expression specifying the
the time instants in which the authorization applies. Temporal expressions are formulated in
a symbolic, user friendly formalism. They consist of pairs 〈[begin,end], P〉. P is a periodic
expression denoting an infinite set of time intervals (such as “9 a.m. to 1 p.m. on Working-
days”). The temporal interval [begin, end] denotes the lower and upper bounds imposed on
the scope of the periodic expression P (e.g., [2/2002,8/2002]). The authorization is valid in
all time points that lie within the interval [begin,end] and satisfy the periodic expression P.

The policy specification language supports derivation rules that can be used to derive new
authorizations from the presence or absence of other authorizations in specific periods of time.
For instance, it can be specified that two users that work on the same project must receive the
same authorizations on some given objects, or that a user should be authorized to access an
object in a period P , only if nobody else was ever authorized to access the same object during
P . The validity of a derivation rule can be restricted by labeling the rule with a temporal
expression, by analogy with periodic authorizations. Formally, a derivation rule is a triple
([begin,end], P, A 〈op〉 A), where 〈[begin,end], P〉 is the temporal expression, A is the
(ground) authorization to be derived, A is a boolean composition of (ground) authorizations,
and op is one of the following operators: whenever, aslongas, upon. The three operators
correspond to different temporal relationships that must hold between the time t in which A is
derived, and the time t′ in which A holds. The semantics is the following:

• whenever derives A for each instant in ([begin,end],P) where A holds (i.e., t = t′).

• aslongas derives A for each instant t in ([begin,end],P) such that A has been “con-
tinuously” true for all t′ < t in ([begin,end],P).

• upon derives A for each instant t in ([begin,end],P) such that A has been true in some
t′ < t in ([begin,end],P).

A graphical representation of the semantics of the different temporal operators is given in
Figure 1.1. Note that whenever corresponds to classical implication. For instance, a rule
can state that in the summer of year 2002, summer-staff can read a document whenever

regular-staff can read it. aslongas embodies a classical implication and a temporal operator.
aslongas derives A until A becomes false for the first time. For instance, with aslongas

one can formulate a rule stating that regular-staff can read a document every working day in
year 2002, until the first working day in which summer-staff is allowed to read that document.
Finally, upon works like a trigger. For instance, a rule can state that Ann can read pay-checks
each working day starting from the first working day in year 2002 in which Tom can write
pay-checks.
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([begin,end], P, A−) :
valid(t, A−) ← tb ≤ t ≤te, cnstr(P, t)

([begin,end],P, A+) :
valid(t, A+) ← tb ≤ t ≤te, cnstr(P, t), not(denied(t,s(A+),o(A+),m(A+))

([begin,end], P, A− whenever A) :
valid(t, A−) ← tb ≤ t ≤te, cnstr(P, t), validf (t,A)

([begin,end], P, A+ whenever A) :
valid(t, A+) ← tb ≤ t ≤te, cnstr(P, t), validf (t,A), not(denied(t,s(A+),o(A)+,m(A+))

([begin,end], P, A− aslongas A) :
valid(t, A−) ← tb ≤ t ≤te, cnstr(P, t), validf (t,A), not(once not validf (tb, t,P,A))

([begin,end],P, A+ aslongas A) :
valid(t, A+) ← tb ≤ t ≤te, cnstr(P, t), validf (t,A), not(once not validf (tb, t,P,A)),

not(denied(t,s(A+),o(A+),m(A+))

([begin,end], P, A− upon A) :
valid(t, A−) ← tb ≤ t ≤te, cnstr(P, t), once validf (tb, t,P,A)

([begin,end],P, A+ upon A) :
valid(t, A+) ← tb ≤ t ≤te, cnstr(P, t), once validf (tb, t,P,A), not(denied(t,s(A+),o(A+),m(A+))

Auxiliary clauses:

denied(t, s, o, m) ← valid(t, s, o, m,−, g)

{cnstr(P, t) ← t ≡periodicity(P) y}
∀y such that t ≡periodicity(P) y ⇒ t ∈ Π(P)

{once validf (t′′, t,P,A) ← t′′ ≤ t′ ≤ t, cnstr(P, t′), validf (t′,A)}
∀ distinct pair (P,A) appearing in an upon rule

{once not validf (t′′, t,P,A) ← t′′ ≤ t′ < t, cnstr(P, t′),not(validf (t′,A))}
∀ distinct pair (P,A) appearing in an aslongas rule

{validf (t,A) ← not(valid(t, A1)), . . ., not(valid(t, Ak)), valid(t, Ak+1), . . ., valid(t, Am)}

∀ distinct conjunct C =
∧k

j=1
¬Aj ∧

∧m

l=k+1
Al in A, k ∈ [0, m], m ∈ Z+,

and ∀ distinct A appearing in a derivation rule

Table 1.1: Semantics of periodic authorizations and rules [4]
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A

Legend

derivability of A if R is an ASLONGAS rule

derivability of A if R is an UPON rule

derivability of A if R is a WHENEVER rule

instants denoted by P

validity of formulaA

R=([tb,te],P,A <OP>    )

Figure 1.1: Semantics of the different temporal operators [4]

In this framework, policy specifications are called temporal authorization bases (TABs, for
short). They are sets of periodic authorizations and derivation rules. TABs are given a semantics
by embedding them into function-free constraint logic programs over the integers, a fragment
of CLP(Z) denoted by Datalognot,≡Z,<Z.

Temporal expressions are translated into equations and disequations called periodicity and
order constraints. This mathematical formalism is more appropriate for automated deduction
as well as for proving formal properties on the specifications. TABs are translated into sets of
Datalognot,≡Z,<Z clauses as summarized in Table 1.1.2

The predicate valid() represents the validity of authorizations at specific time points. Pred-
icate validf is the analogous of valid() for boolean expressions of authorizations. The auxiliary
predicates denied(), once not validf () and once validf () are introduced to express quantifica-
tion. denied(t, s, o, m) is true in an interpretation if there is at least one negative authorization A

such that s(A) = s, o(A) = o, m(A) = m, valid at some t. Atom once not validf (t′′, t, P,A) (re-
spectively once validf (t′′, t, P,A)) is true if there is at least one instant t′ such that t′′ ≤ t′ < t,
t′ satisfies P, and A is not valid (respectively valid).

The semantics of negation-as-failure is the stable model semantics, extended to constraint
logic programs. In order to ensure the uniqueness of the canonical model and its PTIME
computability, TABs are restricted in such a way that the corresponding logic program is
locally stratified.

In order to implement TAB-based access control efficiently, the canonical model of the
corresponding logic program is materialized. In this way, access control involves no deduction
and is reduced to retrieval. The technical difficulty to be solved is that the canonical model
is infinite because time is unbounded. The results of [4] show that policy extensions always
become periodic after an initial stabilization phase, therefore only this phase and one period
need to be materialized. The materialized view is computed using the Dred [33] and Stdel [44]
approaches.

The TABs framework embodies a fixed strategy for conflict resolution (denials-take-

2In the table, Ai is used as a shorthand for an authorization 5-tuple. Expressions A−
i

and A+
i

force the sign
to be negative and positive respectively. The formulas A occurring after temporal operators are assumed to be
in disjunctive normal form.
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precedence). The problem of specifying different strategies (see Section 1.1.2) is not addressed
in [4].

It is interesting to observe that inference in Datalognot,≡Z,<Z is in general undecidable,
whereas the syntactic restrictions satisfied by the embedding’s image guarantee decidability.
Adopting an ad-hoc policy language is often a good way of enforcing complex syntactic restric-
tions on the underlying logic transparently, with no extra burden on the users.

Active rules

An intermediate approach between imperative and declarative dynamic policy specifications
can be found in [6]. The specification language is based on active rules called role triggers,
whose head specifies actions that modify the policy extension. One difference between this lan-
guage and previous approaches is that dynamic changes concern roles, rather than individual
authorizations. Mathematically, a role can be regarded as a relation between users and per-
missions [57], so by activating and deactivating roles, active rules simultaneously handle entire
groups of authorizations. Moreover, roles are relatively static, as they typically correpond to
the organization’s structure—rules can only enable and disable them, role creation and deletion
are not supported. This feature makes dynamic policies decidable, even if the sets of users and
objects are unbounded.

The syntax of role activation/deactivation policies is based on event expressions and status
expressions. The former may have the form enable R or disable R, where R is a role name.
Event expressions can be prioritized by labeling them—as in p : enable R—with a priority p
taken from a partially ordered set. If the policy simultaneously entails two conflicting prioritized
events p1 : enable R and p2 : disable R, then the event with higher priority overrides the
other. If p1 = p2, then the default choice is p2 : disable R. This choice can be regarded as a
particular instantiation of the denial-takes-precedence principle. Status expressions may have
the form enabled R or ¬enabled R. Role triggers have the form

S1, . . . , Sn, E1, . . . , Em → p : E0 after ∆t

where S1, . . . , Sn are status expressions, E0, . . . , Em are event expressions (n,m ≥ 0) and ∆t
specifies a delay after which E0 will be executed. Conceptually, all role triggers whose body is
satisfied fire in parallel and schedule the event in their head. The bodies can be made true by
previously scheduled events, by events requested at runtime by the security administrator, and
by periodic events, that is, prioritized events labelled with a periodic expression of the same
form as those adopted in [4] (and illustrated previously).

The dynamic behavior of the policies is modelled via a transition function, obtained by
adapting the stable model semantics to role triggers and periodic events. A suitable form of
stratifiability is introduced to make the system behavior deterministic and computable in poly-
nomial time. While standard stratifiability takes into account only the dependencies between
the head and the bodies of program rules (role triggers, in this case), the new form of stratifi-
ability must take into account also the priorities associated with rule heads, and the temporal
delays ∆t. Events can be blocked by other simultaneous conflicting events, so there exist a
number of implicit negative dependencies between them.

Role triggers are more difficult to use than the temporal constraints of TABs (because of side
effects), but the former can be naturally implemented through the standard triggers supported
by several DBMS (a prototype implementation based on Oracle is described in [6]). Periodic
events are materialized like TABs, by considering only the stabilization phase and one period.
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The materialization, called agenda, is then used to generate events that activate triggers, that
are in one-to-one correspondence with the active rules of the policy language. In this way, the
policy language gives an abstract and cleaner view of the underlying procedural mechanism
supported by the DBMS. As a particular example, the syntactic restrictions introduced in the
paper make the effects of the actions independent from the order in which triggers are fired.

1.1.2 Hierarchies, inheritance and exceptions

Since the earliest time, computer security models have supported some forms of abstraction
on the authorization elements, in order to formulate security policies in a concise fashion.
For instance, users can be collected in groups, and objects and operations in classes. The
authorizations granted to a user group apply to all its member user and authorizations granted
on a class apply on all its members. This is a way of representing concisely sets of authorizations,
through an implicit form of qualified universal quantification.

Typically, groups (resp. classes) need not be disjoint and can be nested. The only constraint
is that no group (class) should be a member of itself. Roles can be structured in a similar way,
although role hierarchies reflect specialization rather than set inclusion [57]. This common
structure can be abstracted by the notion of hierarchy [35]. Hierarchies are triples (X,Y,≤)
where:

1. X and Y are disjoint sets

2. ≤ is a partial order on (X ∪ Y) such that each x ∈ X is a minimal element of (X ∪ Y); an
element x ∈ X is said to be minimal iff there are no elements below it in the hierarchy,
that is iff ∀y ∈ (X ∪ Y) : y ≤ x ⇒ y = x.

Here, X may be thought of as the set of “primitive” entities, while Y contains the “aggregate”
entities (or “generalized” entities, for roles).

The hierarchies of authorization elements—called basic hierarchies in the following—
naturally induce a hierarchy of authorizations. For example, if authorizations are simply triples
(subject,action,object), then let (s, o, a) ≤ (s′, o′, a′) iff s ≤ s′, a ≤ a′ and o ≤ o′. In this case,
we say that the authorization (s, o, a) is more specific than (s′, o′, a′). Now, if (s′, o′, a′) is in
the policy extension, then all the (s, o, a) such that (s, o, a) ≤ (s′, o′, a′) are implicitly in the
extension. By analogy with object-oriented languages, we say that (s, o, a) is inherited from
(s′, o′, a′). This is perhaps the simplest possible form of derivation that can be found in policy
languages.

The authorization hierarchy can be exploited to formulate policies in a top-down, incre-
mental fashion. An initial set of general authorizations can be subsequently and progressively
refined with more specific authorizations that introduce exceptions to the general rules. A
related benefit is that policies may be expressed in a very concise and manageable fashion.

Exceptions make inheritance a defeasible inference, in the sense that inherited authorizations
can be retracted (or overridden) as exceptions are introduced. As a consequence, the underlying
logic becomes nonmonotonic.

Exceptions require richer authorizations. It must be possible to say explicitly whether a
given permission is granted or denied. Then authorizations are typically extended with a sign,
‘+’ for granted permissions and ‘−’ for denials.

It may easily happen that two conflicting authorizations are inherited from two uncompara-
ble authorizations. Conflicting inheritance may arise even if the basic hierarchies are trees. For
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example, if s′ ≤ s and o′ ≤ o, then from the two uncomparable authorizations (s′, o, a,+) and
(s, o′, a,−) the two conflicting authorizations (s′, o′, a,+) and (s′, o′, a,−) are inherited. The
reader may easily verify that the authorization hierarchy can be a tree only when at most one
of the basic hierarchies is nontrivial.

Therefore, a policy specification language featuring inheritance and exceptions must nec-
essarily deal with conflicts. One of the simplest popular conflict resolution methods—called
denial-takes-precedence—consists in overriding the positive authorization with the negative one
(i.e., in case of conflicts, the authorization is denied), but this is not the only possible approach.

Recent proposals have worked towards languages and models able to express, in a single
framework, different inheritance mechanisms and conflict resolution policies. Logic-based ap-
proaches have been investigated as a means to achieve such flexibility.

Jajodia et al. [35] worked on a proposal for a logic-based language that attempted to balance
flexibility and expressiveness on the one side, and easy management and performance on the
other. The language allows the representation of different policies and protection requirements,
while at the same time providing understandable specifications, clear semantics, and bearable
data complexity. Their proposal for a Flexible Authorization Framework (FAF) corresponds to
a polynomial (quadratic) time data complexity fragment of default logic.

In FAF policies are divided into four decision stages, corresponding to the following policy
components (Figure 1.3).

• Authorization Table. This is the set of explicitely specified authorizations.

• The Propagation policy specifies how to obtain new derived authorizations from the ex-
plicit authorization table. Typically, derived authorizations are obtained according to
hierarchy-based derivation. However, derivation rules are not restricted to this particular
form of derivation.

• The Conflict resolution policy describes how possible conflicts between the (explicit and/or
derived) authorizations should be solved. Possible conflict resolution policies include: no-
conflict (conflicts are considered errors), denials-take-precedence (negative authorizations
prevail over positive ones), permissions-take-precedence (positive authorizations prevail
over negative ones), nothing-takes-precedence (the conflict remains unsolved). Some forms
of conflict resolutions can be expressed within the propagation policy, as in the case of
overriding (also known as most-specific-takes precedence).

• A Decision policy defines the response that should be returned to each access request. In
case of conflicts or gaps (i.e., some access is neither authorized nor denied) the decision
policy determines the answer. In many systems, decisions assume either the open or the
closed form (by default, access is granted or denied, respectively).

Starting from this separation, the Authorization Specification Language takes the following
approach:

• The authorization table is viewed as a database.

• Policies are expressed by a restricted class of stratified and function-free normal logic
programs called authorization specifications.

• The semantics of authorization specifications is the stable model semantics [28]. The
structure of authorization specifications guarantees stratification, and hence stable model
uniqueness and PTIME computability.
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Stratum Predicate Rules defining predicate

0 hie-predicates base relations.
rel-predicates base relations.
done base relation.

1 cando body may contain done, hie-
and rel-literals.

2 dercando body may contain cando, dercando, done,
hie-, and rel- literals. Occurrences of
dercando literals must be positive.

3 do in the case when head is of the form
do( , , +a) body may contain cando,

dercando, done, hie- and rel- literals.

4 do in the case when head is of the form
do(o, s,−a) body contains just one literal
¬do(o, s, +a).

5 error body may contain do, cando, dercando, done,
hie-, and rel- literals.

Figure 1.2: Rule composition and stratification of the proposal in [35]

The four decision stages correspond to the following predicates. (Below s, o, and a denote
a subject, object, and action term, respectively, where a term is either a constant value in the
corresponding domain or a variable ranging over it).

cando(o,s,±a) represents authorizations explicitly inserted by the security administrator.
They represent the accesses that the administrator wishes to allow or deny (depending
on the sign associated with the action).

dercando(o,s,±a) represents authorizations derived by the system using logic program rules.

do(o,s,±a) handles both conflict resolution and the final decision.

Moreover, a predicate done keeps track of the history of accesses (for example, this can
be useful to implement a Chinese Wall policy), and a predicate error can be used to express
integrity constraints.

In addition, the language has a set of predicates for representing hierarchical relationships
(rel-predicates), and additional application-specific predicates, called rel-predicates. Exam-
ples of rel-predicates are
owner(user,object), which models ownership of objects by users, or
supervisor(user1,user2), which models responsibilities and control within the organizational
structure.

Authorization specifications are stated as logic rules defined over the above predicates. To
ensure stratifiability, the format of the rules is restricted as illustrated in Figure 1.2. Note that
the adopted strata reflect the logical ordering of the four decision stages.

The authors of [35] present a materialization technique for producing, storing and updating
the stable model of the policy. The model is computed on the initial specifications and updated
with incremental maintenance strategies.

Note that the clean identification and separation of the four decision stages can be regarded
as a basis for a policy specification methodology. In this sense, the choice of a precise ontology
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Figure 1.3: Functional authorization architecture in [35]

and other syntactic restrictions (such as those illustrated in Figure 1.2) may assist security
managers in formulating their policies.

A general approach to authorization inheritance under the denial-takes-precedence princi-
ple can be found in [5]. In this framework, called hierarchical temporal authorization model
(HTAM), no distinction is made between primitive and derived authorizations. This feature
required an extension to the classical stratification techniques.

The syntax of the policy language is the same as the syntax of TABs [4] with one important
difference: the elements of authorization triples can be arbitrary nodes of the basic hierarchies.
The authorization hierarchy is defined by: (s, o, a, sgn, g) ≤ (s′, o′, a′, sgn, g) iff s ≤ s′, a ≤ a′

and o ≤ o′.
An authorization (s, o, a, sgn, g) (with sgn ∈ {+.−}) can be overridden by any more specific

authorization (s′, o′, a′, sgn, g) ≤ (s, o, a, sgn, g) with a non-defeasible proof, that is, a proof
that does not rely on inheritance. In case of conflicts between two inherited authorizations,
the contradiction is resolved according to the denial-takes-precedence principle. The formal
semantics is formulated by adapting the fixpoint construction underlying the stable model
semantics.

The major technical difficulty to be solved in this framework is that policy specifications
are always equivalent to a non-stratifiable logic program. In general, such programs do not
have a unique canonical model (and may have no canonical model at all), and inference is not
tractable.

Non-stratifiable programs are programs with recursive calls through negation. In the case
of authorization inheritance, given a positive authorization A+ with a parent A+

p , and given

the corresponding negative authorization A− with parents A−
1 , . . . , A−

n , the logic program rules
that define inheritance would have a structure similar to:

A− ← A−
i , not A+ (1 ≤ i ≤ n)

A+ ← A+
p , not A−, not A−

1 , . . . , not A−
n .

The first rule says that A− can be inherited if some of its parents A−
i is derivable and the

conflicting authorization A+ is not derivable. The second rule says that A+ can be inherited
if some of its parents is derivable, the conflicting authorization A− is not derivable, and none
of A−’s parents is derivable, that is, A− cannot be inherited. In this way the denial-takes-
precedence principle is enforced: A+ can be inherited only if A− cannot.

No program containing the above rules is stratifiable, because the two authorizations A+

and A− “call” each other through negation-as-failure. This is caused by the negative conditions
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not A+ and not A− in the bodies of the two rules, that cannot be removed because they are
needed to block inheritance when the opposite authorization has a non-defeasible proof (as in
the case of explicit exceptions).

Since the above rules are implicit in the semantics of the language, it turns out that the
uniqueness of the canonical model of the policy and its PTIME computability cannot be proved
by means of the usual stratification techniques. Indeed, the paper extends the theory of logic
programming by identifying a class of non-stratifiable programs—called almost-stratifiable pro-
grams—with the same nice properties as stratifiable programs.

Note that the bodies of the above rules are mutually inconsistent, because they contain A−
i

and not A−
i , respectively. If the inheritance rules are the only sources of non-stratifiable cycles,

then, roughly speaking, such cycles are “harmless” because the rules that yield such cycles
cannot be simultaneously applicable. Intuitively, after computing all the ancestors of A+ and
A−, one of the above rules can be discarded (because its body is false) and the remaining rules
at the same level become stratifiable. Accordingly, the paper introduces a formal definition of
a dynamic form of stratification, interleaved with the computation of the canonical model. The
formal results of the paper show that if the policy satisfies a weakened stratification condition
(ensuring that all nonstratifiable cycles are caused only by the inheritance rules), then the
policy has one canonical model computable in polynomial time.

Note that the denial-takes-precedence principle is extremely important for these results. It
disambiguates the meaning of the specifications and ensures that the bodies of the inheritance
rules involved in a negative cycle are always mutually inconsistent.

HTAM and FAF enjoy complementary properties. On one hand, HTAM gives a general
solution to inheritance and overriding, by resorting to non-stratifiable programs. In FAF it is
impossible to override an inherited authorization with a derived authorization, because of the
syntactic constraints enforcing stratifiability.

On the other hand, the conflict resolution and decision policies are fixed in HTAM (and
based on the denials-take-precedence principle, that is necessary for stable model uniqueness
and tractability), while FAF supports multiple such policies. Indeed, the main goal of FAF is
flexibility. So far, no attempt has been made at combining the advantages of both models.

A significantly different approach, inspired by ordered logic programs [39], can be found in
[7]. There, security policies generalize the structure of an access control matrix, by introducing
inheritance over the matrix indexes, and by allowing derivation rules in the matrix elements.
The logic language is inspired by ordered logic programs [39].

More precisely, let a reference be a pair (object, subject), and let references be structured
as usual, by the natural hierarchy induced by the basic object and subject hierarchies. A rule,
in this framework, is a pair

〈 (o, s), L0 ← L1, . . . , Lm, not Lm+1, . . . , not Ln 〉 ,

where (o, s) is a reference. Each Li is either a standard literal (A or ¬A, where A is a logical
atom) or a referential literal (o′, s′).L, where (o′, s′) is a reference and L is a standard literal.
The authorization predicate has the form auth(p, g) where p is a privilege (the analogous of the
action field of the authorizations discussed previously), and g is the grantor of the authorization.
As in the previous approaches, the semantics is obtained by adapting the stable model semantics.

This syntax is just a factorized reformulation of the syntax of the other approaches. By
default, subject and objects are specified by the rule’s reference. In rule bodies, one may refer
to other subjects and objects by means of referential literals. The real difference between this
approach on one hand, and HTAM and FAF on the other hand, is that
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when a policy specification has multiple stable models, the authors of [7] propose three
different conflict resolution strategies:

1. Use the well-founded model of the policy. This (partial) model approximates the inter-
section of all the stable models of the policy, and can be computed in polynomial time.

2. Use the intersection of the stable models (called the skeptical semantics of the policy).
Computing the intersection is a coNP-complete problem (data complexity).

3. Select dynamically a stable model that contains all the authorizations granted so far and
grants the current operation, if possible. Otherwise deny the operation. The problem of
finding such a stable model (called credulous semantics) is NP-complete (data complex-
ity). Moreover, the history of previous authorization must be stored and maintained.

The second and third strategies are computationally demanding. There exist powerful engines
for computing the skeptical and credulous stable semantics [49, 26], but so far they have not
been experimentally evaluated in this context. A further difficulty related to the third strategy is
that the policy cannot be materialized in advance, because its extension is selected dynamically
at access control time.

1.1.3 Message control

Many modern systems are based on distributed objects or agents that interact and cooperate
by exchanging messages. A natural way of achieving security in such systems is to formulate
policies at the level of the communication middleware. Messages may be delivered, blocked
or modified to enforce the security policy. For example, when the sender is not trusted, the
receiver specified in the message may be replaced by a secure wrapper. The message contents
may be changed, too—say—by weakening a service request.

This approach is pursued in a series of papers by Minsky et al. (e.g., [46, 47]). In the former
paper, the policy language of the Darwin system is described. It adopts a Prolog-like syntax
to formulate message handling and transformation rules.

The act of sending a message is denoted by the logical atom send(s,m, t), where s is the
sender object, m is the message, and t is the target object. Note that from a mathematical
viewpoint, messages have the same structure as authorization triples (subject,action,object).

Policies consist of sets of laws. Laws are functions that map each message send(s,m, t) onto
an action of the form deliver(m′, t′) or fail. It may be the case that t 6= t′ (the message is
redirected to another object) or m 6= m′ (the message contents are modified).

Each law can be composed of several rules, that are interpreted according to the procedural
semantics of Prolog. Consider the following example:

r1: send(S, ^M, T) -->

isa(T, module) &

T.owner=S &

deliver(^M,T).

r2: send(S, @M, T) -->

isa(S,module) &

isa(T,module) &

deliver(@M,T).
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The first rule prescribes that every object S can send a meta-message ^M (such as ^new, to create
objects, or ^kill to destroy objects) to any subclass T of the class module, provided that S is
the owner of T. The second rule allows arbitrary messages between the system’s modules. In
these rules, the message and the target are not modified.

The implementation follows two approaches. In the first approach, called dynamic, messages
are intercepted and transformed by interpreting the policy. The second approach, called static,
is more efficient. By means of static analysis, program modules are checked to see whether the
policy will be obeyed at runtime. When the policy prescribes message modification, the code
may have to be changed. Of course, the static approach is applicable only to local modules,
under the control of the security administrator.

The second paper [47] adapts these ideas to the framework of electronic commerce. Changes
mainly concern the set of primitive operations, rule structure is preserved. Moreover, the
language distinguishes the act of sending a message from the actual message delivery.

The level of abstraction and the expressiveness of these policy languages are appealing.
Unfortunately, semantics is described procedurally, by relying on the user’s understanding of
Prolog interpreters. No equivalent declarative formulation is provided, even if it seems possible
to give a declarative reading to law rules—e.g., in abductive terms.

Another interesting option is applying a policy description language based on event-
condition-action rules, such as PDL [43, 20], to message handling policies. However, so far
PDL has been considered only in the framework of network management, and static analysis
techniques have not been considered as an implementation technique.

1.1.4 Policy composition frameworks

The sources of multiple requirements mentioned at the beginning of this section motivate also
the need for combining different security policices, developed independently by different de-
partments, organizations or institutions. Similar needs arise when legacy databases have to be
integrated into a new information system.

Constraint-based approaches

The first approaches to policy composition in the literature are based on constraint languages
that express relationships between the elements of different policies. For example, in [30] a
constraint may state that object u can/cannot access object v (in this simplified model subjects
and objects coincide), where u and v belong to different sources. This approach, however, is
not based on logic, and focusses mainly on computational complexity results.

Another composition framework [13] deals with multilevel databases, and in particular with
the problem of merging different, partially ordered sets of security levels. In the multilevel
approach, each user and each data object is labelled with a security level belonging to a finite
set, partially ordered by a relation ¹. To preserve secrecy, a user with security level ℓ is allowed
to read only the objects with label ℓ′ ¹ ℓ, and write only those with label ℓ′′ º ℓ. Composition
is formalized following two guiding principles:

1. The interoperation constraints should be satisfied by the composition (trivial as it may
seem, this requirement is not formulated explicitly in [30], where some negative constraints
may be violated by the composition). The so-called interoperation constraints may have
the form ℓ1 : h1 ¹ ℓ2 : h2 or ℓ1 : h1 6¹ ℓ2 : h2. Their intended meaning is that in the
merged ordering, the security level ℓ1 of ordering h1 must be (resp., must not be) below
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the security level ℓ2 of ordering h2. The indexes after the colon disambiguate the cases
in which the same name has been used with different meanings in different orderings.
Conversely, two security levels with different names can be identified with a symmetric
pair of constraints, such as ℓ1 : h1 ¹ ℓ2 : h2 and ℓ2 : h2 ¹ ℓ1 : h1.

2. The original orderings should not be modified by the composition, that is, for all levels
ℓ and ℓ′ of any given ordering h, ℓ is below ℓ′ in the merged ordering if and only if ℓ
is below ℓ′ in h. In [30], the equivalent of this requirement is formulated as a pair of
properties: the principle of autonomy (the permissions granted by an individual source
are granted also by the composition) and the principle of security (the composition does
not introduce any new permissions within any individual source).

The result of merging the given orderings, called a witness of composability, consists of a new
ordering m and a family of translation functions ϕi : hi → m that map the original secu-
rity levels onto the new levels of m. If the witness satisfies all the interoperation constraints
and preserves the original orderings, then the given orderings are composable (w.r.t. the given
constraints).

The results of [13] show that: (i) if the orderings are composable, then the witness is unique
up to isomorphism, and (ii) composability can be checked in quadratic time (the algorithm
effectively constructs a witness).

If the sources are not composable with respect to the given interoperation constraints IC,
then [30, 13] consider the problem of relaxing the constraints to some IC ′ ⊂ IC that allows
composability. In [30] it is shown that finding such an IC ′ with maximal cardinality is an NP-
complete problem, and this result is extended to the refined framework in [13]. On the contrary,
[13] shows that the relaxation problem is in PTIME if IC ′ is only required to be maximal w.r.t.
set inclusion and—possibly—w.r.t. some preference relation over the constraints of IC.

In [13] logic plays two roles. First of all, the constraint language is in fact a logical language.
Second, the merging problem is axiomatized with a set of Horn clauses. This is a neat and
convenient way of showing some uniqueness and complexity results, by applying the theory
of logic programs. Horn clauses can also be used to implement the composability check, but
the complexity of this approach is not optimal—it becomes cubic due to the order transitivity
axiom that has three variables. The quadratic complexity bound is obtained with a graph-based
algorithm.

A simplified version of the constraint system of [13] can be found in [25]. This works is not
focussed only on composition and deals with query folding in a mediated framework.

The problem of merging heterogeneous security orderings—and the related technical
approach—can be easily adapted to the problem of merging heterogeneous user and object
hierarchies (cf. Section 1.1.2). An example can be found in [5].

Deontic approach

Cuppens, Cholvy, Saurel and Carrère [24] tackle the problem of merging security policies ex-
pressed in a deontic logic. They focus on conflict detection and resolution.

The given policies may adopt different vocabularies, that can be related to each other
by means of first-order formulas. Further axioms formalize the properties of the domain of
discourse. These axioms constitute the so-called domain knowledge that—in the examples
provided in [24]—are essentially Horn clauses with equality.
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Technically, when different policies contain conflicting norms, inconsistencies are avoided by
indexing the deontic operators with the name of the rules that occur in the given policies. In
[24], a rule r is a definite Horn clause whose head is a deontic literal of the form Oprα, where
Opr is an indexed deontic operator and α is a logical atom. Indexing suffices to distinguish the
context in which a norm has been formulated. By means of indexed operators, conflicting rules
can be axiomatized. Two rules r1 and r2 are conflicting if there exists a suitable first-order
formula s (describing what the authors call a situation), such that the union of the domain
knowledge with the set of policy rules entails one of the following formulas:

1. s → Fr1
α ∧ Pr2

α (normative contradiction)

2. s → Fr1
α ∧ Or2

α (moral dilemma).

Suppose s holds. In the first case, α is forbidden by r1 and permitted by r2. In the second
case, α is forbidden by r1 and obligatory according to r2.

Since Or2
α → Pr2

α is an axiom of deontic logic, moral dilemmas turn out to be a special case
of normative contradictions. Moreover, the formula in point 1 is equivalent to (Pr1

α∨Fr2
α) →

¬s, so the problem of finding normative conflicts can be reduced to consequence finding. An
inference rule called SOL-deduction can be applied to generate such s from the given sets of
rules, after translating the modal language into first-order clausal logic. The important technical
property of SOL-deduction is that it can be focussed on consequences s that belong to a given
sublanguage (in this case, the set of sentences that describe a situation).

When normative conflicts have been identified, they can be solved by applying a strategy
formulated in a suitable meta-language. The meta-language has:

• predicates for describing rules, policies and their components as terms,

• predicates for stating that a given policy is more specific than another policy,3

• predicates for expressing preferences on policy rules.

For example a strategy S1 stating that more specific rules are preferred (and hence override)
less specific rules can be formulated as follows:

∀r1,∀r2, preferred(S1, r1, r2) ↔

rule(r1) ∧ rule(r2) ∧

∃reg1,∃reg2,

regulation(reg1) ∧ regulation(reg2) ∧

more specific(reg1, reg2) ∧

belongs to(r1, reg1) ∧ belongs to(r2, reg2) .

The composition constraint language and the strategy language are very expressive, even
if nonmonotonic inferences are not tackled. In building a system based on this approach, a
correct and complete formulation of the domain knowledge is critical for security verification
and conflict detection. From the implementation viewpoint, optimization and scalability issues
have not been investigated.

3The authors show how to recognize specificity automatically, in some cases. When the automated technique
cannot be applied, specificity is declared explicitly, much like a preference relation.
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Algebraic approach

A more general approach to policy composition is taken in [17], where no assumption is made
on the languages used to specify the given policies. The authors note that nonmonotonic policy
specification languages can combine different policies, but the result is a monolithic specification,
which is hard to maintain and verify. The paper provides a list of desiderata for a better policy
composition framework:

1. Heterogeneous policy support The composition framework should be able to combine poli-
cies expressed in arbitrary languages and enforced by different mechanisms. For instance,
a data warehouse may collect data from different data sources whose security restrictions
may be stated with different specification languages, or refer to different paradigms (e.g.,
open vs closed policy).

2. Support of unknown policies It should be possible to leave part of the policies unknown.
It should also be possible to import policies specified and enforced in external systems.
These policies are like “black-boxes” for which no (complete) specification is provided.
They can be queried at access control time. Think, for example, of a situation where given
accesses are subject to a policy P enforcing “central administration approval”. While
P can respond yes or no to each specific request, neither the description of P , nor the
complete set of accesses that it allows might be available. Run-time evaluation is therefore
the only possible option for P . In the context of a more complex and complete policy
including P as a component, the specification could be partially compiled, postponing at
runtime only the evaluation of P (and its possible consequences).

3. Controlled interference Policies cannot always be combined by simply merging their spec-
ifications, even if they are formulated in the same language. This could have undesired
side effects so that the combined policy might not reflect the specifications correctly. As
a simple example, consider the combination of two systems Pclosed , which applies a closed
policy, based on rules of the form “grant access if (s, o,+a)”, and Popen which applies
an open policy, based on rules of the form “grant access if ¬(s, o,−a)”. In the union
of the two specifications, the latter decision rule would derive all the authorizations not
blocked by Popen , regardless of the contents of Pclosed . Similar problems may arise from
uncontrolled interaction of the derivation rules of the two specifications. Moreover, if the
adopted language is a logic language with negation, then the merged program might not
be stratified (which may lead to ambiguous or undefined semantics).

4. Expressiveness The language should be able to express conveniently and in a uniform
language a wide range of policy combinations (spanning from minimum privileges to
maximum privileges, encompassing priority levels, overriding, confinement, refinement,
etc.). The different kinds of combinations must be expressed without changing the in-
put specifications and without ad-hoc extensions to authorizations (like those introduced
by some authors to support priorities). For instance, consider a department policy P1

regulating access to documents and the central administration policy P2. Assume that
access to administrative documents can be granted only if authorized by both P1 and P2.
This requisite can be expressed in existing approaches only by extending explicitly all the
rules dealing with administrative documents with the additional conditions specified by
P2. One of the drawbacks of this approach is the resulting rule explosion and the complex
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structure and loss of control over the two specifications which, in particular, cannot be
maintained and managed autonomously anymore.

5. Support of different abstraction levels The composition language should help the iden-
tification of the policy components and their interplay at different levels of abstraction.
This feature is important to: i) facilitate specification analysis and design; ii) facilitate
cooperative administration and agreement on global policies; iii) support incremental
specification by refinement.

6. Formal semantics The composition language should be declarative, implementation in-
dependent, and based on a solid formal framework. An underlying formal framework is
needed to: i) ensure non-ambiguous behavior and ii) reason about policy specifications
and prove properties on them [37].

These issues are simultaneously tackled by introducing a suitable policy algebra. To make the
algebra compatible with a large number of policy specification languages, the algebra is designed
to operate only on policy extensions, independently from how they have been specified. The
only assumption is that three sets S, O, and A denoting the subjects, objects, and actions,
respectively, are given. Depending on the application context and the policy to be enforced,
subjects could be users or groups thereof, as well as roles or applications; objects could be files,
relations, XML documents, classes, and so on.

Authorization terms are triples of the form (s, o, a), where s is a constant in S or a variable
over S, o is a constant in O or a variable over O, and a is a constant in A or a variable over A.
A policy is a set of ground authorization terms (that constitute the extension of the policy).

Intuitively, a policy represents the outcome of an authorization specification, where, for
composition purposes, it is irrelevant how specifications have been stated and their outcome
computed.

The algebra (among other operations) allows policies to be restricted (by posing constraints
on their authorizations) and closed under given sets of inference rules. To make the algebra
compatible with many languages for constraining authorizations and formulating rules, the
algebra is parametric w.r.t. the following languages and their semantics:

1. An authorization constraint language Lacon and a semantic relation satisfy ⊆ (S × O ×
A)×Lacon ; the latter specifies for each ground authorization term (s, o, a) and constraint
c ∈ Lacon whether (s, o, a) satisfies c.

2. A rule language Lrule and a semantic function closure : ℘(Lrule) × ℘(S × O × A) →
℘(S × O × A); the latter specifies for each set of rules R and ground authorizations P
which authorizations are derived from P by R.

The syntax of algebraic policy expressions is given by the following grammar:

E ::= id | E + E | E&E | E − E | EˆC | o(E,E,E) | E ∗ R | T (E) | (E)
T ::= τ id.T | τ id.E

Here id is the token type of policy identifiers, E is the nonterminal describing policy expressions,
T is a construct called template, that represents incomplete policy expressions, C and R are
the constructs describing Lacon and Lrule , respectively (they are not specified here because the
algebra is parametric w.r.t. Lacon and Lrule).
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The semantics of algebraic expressions is a function that maps each expression onto a set of
ground authorizations, that is, a policy. The simplest possible expressions, namely identifiers,
are bound to sets of triples by environments.

An environment e is a partial mapping from policy identifiers to sets of ground authoriza-
tions. By e[X/S] we denote a modification of environment e such that

e[X/S](Y ) =

{

S if Y = X
e(Y ) otherwise

In symbols, the semantics of an identifier X w.r.t. an environment e will be denoted by [[X]]e
def
=

e(X) .
The meaning of the policy composition operators is described below. in the following, let

the meta-variables P and Pi range over policy expressions:

Addition (+) merges two policies by returning their union. Formally, let [[P1 + P2]]e
def
=

[[P1]]e ∪ [[P2]]e. Addition yields the maximum privilege of P1 and P2, that is, an autho-
rization is granted if at least one of the two policies grants it.

Conjunction (&) merges two policies by returning their intersection. Formally, [[P1&P2]]e
def
=

[[P1]]e ∩ [[P2]]e. Intuitively, conjunction corresponds to the minimum privilege granted by
the two policies.

Subtraction (-) The formal semantics is [[P1 − P2]]e
def
= [[P1]]e \ [[P2]]e. Intuitively, the second

argument of subtraction specifies exceptions to the authorizations of the firs argument.
Subtraction encompasses the functionality of negative authorizations. The advantages of
subtraction over explicit denials include a simplification of the conflict resolution policies
and a clearer semantics, as discussed in [17]. Subtraction can also be used to express
different overriding/conflict resolution criteria as needed in each specific context, without
affecting the form of the authorizations.

Closure (∗) closes a policy under a set of inference rules. The general definition is [[P ∗ R]]e
def
=

closure(R, [[P ]]e). Derivation rules can, for example, enforce propagation of authorizations
along hierarchies (inheritance), or enforce more general forms of implication, related to
the presence or absence of other authorizations.

Scoping restriction (ˆ) restricts the application of a policy to a given set of subjects, objects,

and actions. Formally, [[Pˆc]]e
def
= {(s, o, a) | (s, o, a) ∈ [[P ]]e, (s, o, a) satisfy c}, where

c ∈ Lacon . Scoping is particularly useful to “limit” the statements that can be established
by a policy and to enforce authority confinement. Intuitively, all authorizations in the
policy which do not satisfy the scoping restriction are ignored.

Overriding (o) replaces part of a policy with a corresponding fragment of a second policy. The

portion to be replaced is specified by means of a third policy. Formally, [[o(P1, P2, P3)]]e
def
=

[[(P1 − P3) + (P2&P3)]]e.

Template (τ) defines a partially specified policy that can be completed by supplying the
parameters. [[τX.P ]]e is a function over policies (ground authorization sets), such that for

all policies S, [[τX.P ]]e(S)
def
= [[P ]]e[X/S] . Templates can be instantiated by applying them
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Operator Semantics Graphical
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Figure 1.4: Operators of the algebra and their graphical representation

to a policy expression. For all policy expressions P1, [[(τX.P )(P1)]]e
def
=

[[τX.P ]]e([[P1]]e) = [[P ]]e[X/[[P1]]e] . We say that all the occurrences of X in an expression

τX.P are bound. The free identifiers of a policy expression P are all the identifiers with
non-bound occurrences in P . Clearly, [[P ]]e is defined iff all the free identifiers in P are
defined in e.
Templates are useful for representing partially specified policies, where some component
X is to be specified at a later stage. For instance, X might be the result of further policy
refinement, or it might be specified by a different authority. When a specification P1 for
X is available, the corresponding global policy can be simply expressed as (τX.P )(P1).
Templates with multiple parameters can be expressed and applied using the following
abbreviations:

τX1, . . . ,Xn.P = τX1.τX2. . . . τXn.P

(τX1, . . . ,Xn.P )(P1, . . . , Pn) = (. . . ((τX1, . . . ,Xn.P )(P1))(P2) . . .)(Pn) .

The expressiveness of the algebra is discussed extensively in [17], by reproducing examples
from the literature and by evaluating the algebra w.r.t. the list of desiderata.

Figure 1.4 summarizes the policy composition operators and their semantics. A nice feature
of the algebra is that policy specifications can be formulated in a graphical language. Figure 1.4
illustrates two possible graphical representations for each operator. Another advantage of an
algebraic language is that it is relatively familiar for the users of relational database languages.
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Indeed, the fragment of the algebra without closure and templates is a relational algebra over
relations with a fixed schema ([17] gives a formal account of this claim).

In [17] it is shown how to translate algebraic specifications into normal logic programs.
The reason is that one can then apply well-known partial evaluation techniques to materialize
compound policies. Intuitively, all the subpolicies that are given a complete specification are
reduced to sets of ground authorizations (i.e., their extensions is computed) while the incomplete
parts of the specification are simplified to an optimized program with suitable calls to the
modules that implement the policy (see [17] for further details).

1.1.5 Trust management

Some logic-based policy languages address data security and privacy protection by means of
trust management techniques, based on electronic credential negotiation. Trust management
encompasses many other issues, so we found it appropriate to devote an entire chapter to this
topic. We refer the reader to that chapter for an overview of the existing logic-based policy
languages involving credential handling.

1.1.6 XACML

Many of the ideas illustrated so far (including distributed policy composition) have been adopted
by XACML, an XML-based standard for policy specification developed by OASIS consortium4.

The semantics of XACML is not logical; it is expressed in terms of the functional language
Haskell. Nonetheless, most of the constructs have a declarative flavor, and could be naturally
modelled with a logical semantics. In particular, this is true of conflict resolution and policy
combination methods, that are specified procedurally (as algorithms) in XACML while they
might very well be expressed declaratively.

XACML specifies not only a policy specification language, but also a policy query language.
From REWERSE’s point of view, the query language is not powerful enough. It assumes the
answer may only concern an access control decision: Permit, Deny, Indeterminate (an error
occurred or some required value was missing, so a decision cannot be made) or Not Applicable
(the request can’t be answered by this service). Explanations and What-if queries are not
supported.

Two more limitations concern trust management and actions (also known as provisional
authorizations and called obligations in XACML), that are mentioned in the specification, but
currently not supported by the standard.

As part of REWERSE work, it would be interesting to extend the XACML standard with the
aforementioned advanced features, and possibly supply the standard with a logical semantics.

1.2 Policy evaluation and verification

The preceding sections show how powerful and sophisticated policy specification languages can
be. Clearly, as policies become more complex, even declarative and modular specification lan-
guages cannot prevent security administrators from inserting errors in their policies. Therefore,
some automated or semi-automated policy verification tools are needed.

4http://www.oasis-open.org/committees/tc home.php?wg abbrev=xacml
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Here we are concerned with the problem of identifying potential errors in the policy formu-
lation. In this respect, examples of relevant questions are:

• Is a given policy (or policy module) empty? More generally, we may ask whether each
object can be accessed by at least one subject. If this is not the case, then that object
cannot be used. These kind of checks has to do with the system’s availability and is
largely independent from the application.

• Similarly, we may ask whether the policy contains all possible authorizations (or, equiv-
alently, no access is ever denied).

• Application-dependent checks may need to decide whether a particular authorization can
possibly be granted by the policy, at some time. For example, in order to obey privacy
laws, we may ask whether any sensitive piece of data can ever be accessed without the
owner’s explicit authorization.

Of course, we are interested in static verification tools. Unfortunately, as we already pointed
out in Section 1.1.1, the extension of the policy is sometimes undecidable.

For example, Harrison, Ruzzo and Ullman [34] show that it cannot be decided whether a
given authorization can become part of a dynamic policy (this is known as the safety problem).
They prove their undecidability result for a simple imperative policy language supporting user
and object creation and deletion.

The other temporal policy languages illustrated in Section 1.1.1 are decidable, and so is
the safety problem. However, there is an independent problem affecting both these languages
and static languages. The problem is that policy specifications may be partially unknown
or unavailable at verification time. For example, the precise set of users and objects may be
unknown in advance. Moreover, some policy modules may be either specified later, or be always
unavailable as a whole—e.g., because they are formulated by a different organization. Then the
desired properties should hold for all possible ways in which the missing details can be filled in.

If policies were cast into a monotonic logic, incomplete policies could be naturally handled by
standard inference. However, the logic underlying policy languages is typically nonmonotonic,
and in such formalisms, the lack of information may support new conclusions—say, through
negation-as-failure. An appropriate verification procedure must be able to distinguish whether
an authorization is missing because it will not be included in the actual policy at runtime, or
whether the authorization is missing simply because that part of the policy is not known in
detail.

This kind of nonmonotonic reasoning had not been tackled before by the literature on
nonmonotonic logics. It has been introduced in [15] for the purpose of verifying complex security
policies and agent programs. Since all the languages mentioned so far can be embedded into
logic programs based on the stable model semantics or variants thereof, the problem of verifying
the policies written in these languages can be given a general formulation and general solutions
by tackling it in the framework of logic programs.

The notion of incomplete specification is formalized by open logic programs. They are triples
〈P, F,O 〉 where P is a normal logic program (the incomplete specification), F is a set of function
and constant symbols that do not occur in P , and O is a set of predicate symbols called open
predicates (that may occur in P ). Intuitively, F and O provide the syntactic material that can
be used to complete the partial specification P . The set F provides the symbols that can be
used to extend the program’s domain. For example, F may contain an infinite supply of login
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names and object identifiers. The set O identifies the predicates that are not completely defined
by the rules in P .

The complete specifications that can be obtained from Ω = 〈P, F,O 〉, called the completions
of Ω, are all the normal logic programs P ′ such that

1. P ′ ⊇ P ,

2. the constant and function symbols of P ′ occur in P or F ,

3. if r ∈ P ′ \ P , then head(r) ∈ O.

In other words, the rules that occur in P ′ and not in the incomplete specification P must be
constructed from the vocabulary of P extended with F and O, and must define one of the open
predicates.

The set of all the completions of 〈P, F,O 〉 is denoted by Comp(P, F,O). There exist four
kinds of open inference. They are derived from the two basic forms of inference supported by
the stable model semantics: a sentence Ψ is a credulous consequence of a logic program P if Ψ
holds in some stable model of P , while Ψ is a skeptical consequence of a logic program P if Ψ
holds in all the stable models of P .

1. (Credulous open inference) 〈P, F,O 〉 |=c Ψ iff for some P ′ ∈ Comp(P, F,O), P ′ credu-
lously entails Ψ.

2. (Skeptical open inference) 〈P, F,O 〉 |=s Ψ iff for all P ′ ∈ Comp(P, F,O), P ′ skeptically
entails Ψ.

3. (Mixed open inference I) 〈P, F,O 〉 |=cs Ψ iff for some consistent P ′ ∈ Comp(P, F,O), P ′

skeptically entails Ψ.

4. (Mixed open inference II) 〈P, F,O 〉 |=sc Ψ iff for each consistent P ′ ∈ Comp(P, F,O), P ′

credulously entails Ψ.

Intuitively, credulous open inference and mixed inference of type I can be used to check whether
the complete policy can possibly have an undesirable property Ψ, when the underlying appli-
cation semantics is credulous or skeptical, respectively. In the simplest case, Ψ can simply be
an undesirable authorization.

Similarly, skeptical open inference and mixed inference of type II can be used to check
whether the complete policy will necessarily have a desirable property Ψ, when the underlying
application semantics is credulous or skeptical, respectively.

The four open entailments are pairwise dual.

Proposition 1.2.1 (Duality) For all open programs Ω and all sentences Ψ,

1. Ω |=c Ψ iff Ω 6|=s ¬Ψ;

2. Ω |=sc Ψ iff Ω 6|=cs ¬Ψ.

As a consequence, in principle, it suffices to implement two of the four inference relations.
In order to understand the relative strength of the four entailments, note that they form a

diamond-shaped lattice.
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Proposition 1.2.2 (Entailment lattice) Suppose there exists a consistent P ′ ∈ Comp(Ω).
Then, for all sentences Ψ,

1. Ω |=s Ψ implies Ω |=cs Ψ and Ω |=sc Ψ;

2. Ω |=cs Ψ implies Ω |=c Ψ;

3. Ω |=sc Ψ implies Ω |=c Ψ.

The problem of computing open inference is still under investigation. In [15] two exten-
sions of resolution are introduced for skeptical open inference and mixed inference of type I,
respectively. The goals are conjunctions of implications, and there are 5-6 inference rules. The
so-called failure rule handles negation-as-failure. It is restricted to predicates p 6∈ O, as ex-
pected. The failure rule is expressed in terms of a counter-support function that abstracts the
actual mechanism for computing negation-as-failure. From the implementation viewpoint, this
is the most delicate part of the calculus. In the general setting, a complete implementation
of the counter-support function is impossible. Fortunately, the translation of the policy com-
position algebra into logic programs (cf. Section 1.1) enjoys syntactic restrictions that greatly
simplify counter-support computation.

Besides the resolution calculi, in some restricted cases one can apply standard engines such
as DLV [26] and Smodels [49], thanks to the relationships between open programs and answer
set programming investigated in [16]. It may also be possible to apply abductive procedures,
thanks to the relationships investigated in the same paper.
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Chapter 2

Trust Management

2.1 Introduction and motivation

The important role of trust and trust management in the development of modern open dis-
tributed and decentralized systems has been recognized by many researchers. Trust has been
studied in the context of decentralized access control, e.g. [11, 32], public key certification, e.g.
[7, 14], reputation systems for P2P networks, e.g. [2, 30, 50], and mobile ad-hoc networks, e.g.
[41].

The problem of trust has been also identified as one of the major difficulties for the Semantic
Web [20, 43]. Focused on issues pertaining to knowledge representation and ontology design,
the Semantic Web is emerging as a large and uncensored system to which anyone can contribute
and which anyone can access. However, this raises questions with regard to the trustworthiness
of the provided services and of the users accessing them. Thus, the issue of trust management
as solution to establishing and maintaining trust relationships among participating parties is a
major aspect for the success of the Semantic Web.

This chapter investigates the state of the art in the area of trust and trust management in
open distributed and decentralized systems.

The structure of the chapter is as follows. We start with defining the concept of trust,
investigate its components and properties, and give a taxonomy of different classes of trust.
Then we define the concept of trust management and distinguish the two main approaches for
trust management - the policy-based and the reputation-based. Following, sections 2.2 and 2.3
survey these two approaches.

2.1.1 Definitions, examples, and taxonomy of trust

Trust is a key issue in any interaction process, and humans apply trust constantly, every day.
Thus, trust has been the subject of studies for many disciplines such as sociology, psychology,
economy, as well as, more recently, computer science. However, one common feature of these
studies is the lack of a clear and generally agreed definition of the trust concept itself [44].

A variety of trust definitions have been put forward and investigated in [44, 21]. For the
purpose of our survey we adopt the following definition of trust by Grandison [21]:

Trust is ”the firm belief in the competence of an entity to act dependably, securely, and reliably
within a specified context”.
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Trust components and properties

Despite the variety of existing definitions, researchers tend to concur in modelling trust as a
relationship between two parties: the trustor, the entity which trusts, and the trustee, the entity
which is trusted by the trustor.

In general, trust is not symmetric. That is, if Alice trusts Bob, this does not imply that
Bob should trust Alice. Trust is a directed relation from Alice to Bob, it is the belief of Alice
regarding Bob. A possible mutual trust between Alice and Bob is modelled using two directed
trust relations.

Trust is usually seen as having a purpose or a context. For instance, Alice trusts Bob as a
doctor, but she might not trust Bob as a car mechanic.

In addition, a trust relation might also bear a trust level, which can be quantitative or
qualitative, characterizing the degree to which the trustor trusts the trustee. For instance, Alice
might trust Bob as a doctor very much, while she only moderately trusts Martin as a doctor.
Computing the right trust level is a major concern in reputation-based trust management.

Grandison [21] and Abdul-Rahman [1] discus a number of properties of trust which are
important in the context of electronic transactions in distributed systems:

• Trust is subjective. Different observers may have different perception of the same entity’s
trustworthiness.

• Trust is transitive, e.g. in [11], or non-transitive, e.g. in [1]. If transitive, when Alice
trusts Bob and Bob trusts Anna, Alice will trust Anna.

• Trust is dynamic. That is, trust is continuously changing over time.

• Trust is not monotonic. Further observations may elevate or lower the level of trust that
is invested in another entity.

The question about the transitivity of trust is a point of disagreement. For instance, starting
from the sociological characteristics of trust, Abdul-Rahman and Hailes [1] suggest that trust
is not inherently transitive. This opinion has been shared by [15], which formally argues that
trust transitivity could lead to unintentional transitivity. In such a situation, when Alice trust
(transitively) Bob, Bob can add to the trust assertions of Alice, without hers explicit consent.

On the other hand, trust transitivity has been widely accepted as a mean for decentraliza-
tion in policy-based mechanisms and also as tool for increasing the quantity of reached recom-
mendations in a reputation system. To cope with the problems of unintentional transitivity,
approaches such as limiting delegation depth [31] or trust decaying along recommendation paths
have been adopted [14].

Taxonomy of trust

Grandison [21] identifies a number of trust classes. As stated by the author, the taxonomy might
not be exhaustive. The identified trust classes are: access to trustor’s resources, provision of
trust by the trustor, certification of trustees, delegation, and infrastructure trust.

Trust has been also segregated on two other dimensions. First, distinction has been made
between trust in an entity to perform an action, and trust in an entity to recommend other
entities to perform the action. This is the distinction between Alice trusting Bob as a doc-
tor, and Alice trusting Bob to recommend a good doctor. Second, following the existence of
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recommenders, distinction has been made between trust resulting from direct observation and
assessment of the trustee and trust that is derived from the trust conveyed by the recommenders.
This is the distinction between Alice trusting Bob as doctor, trust resulting from Alice’s own
experience with Bob, and Alice trusting Bob as a doctor, based on the fact that she trusts Bill
as a recommender for a good doctor and on the fact that Bill trusts (and recommends) Bob to
be a good doctor.

2.1.2 Trust management

In their seminal paper [11], Matt Blaze and colleagues have coined the term trust management
as ”a unified approach to specifying and interpreting security policies, credentials, and relation-
ships which allow direct authorization of security-critical actions”. However, as shown in [21]
this definition is limiting and focused on authorization. The following broader definition has
been proposed instead:

Trust management is ”the activity of collecting, encoding, analyzing and presenting evidence
relating to competence, honesty, security or dependability with the purpose of making
assessments and decisions regarding trust relationships”

Two main approaches are currently available for managing trust:

Policy-based trust management This approach has been proposed in the context of open
and distributed services architectures as well as in the context of Grids systems as a
solution to the problem of authorization and access control in open systems. The focus
here is on trust management mechanisms employing different policy languages and engines
for specifying and reasoning on rules for trust establishment. The goal is to determine
whether or not a ceratin priori unknown user can be trusted, based on a set of credentials
and a set of policies.

Reputation-based trust management This approach has emerged in the context of elec-
tronic commerce systems, e.g. eBay. In distributed settings, reputation-based approaches
have been proposed for managing trust in public key certificates, in P2P systems, mobile
ad-hoc networks, and, very recently, in the Semantic Web. The focus here is on trust
computation models capable to estimate the degree of trust that can be invested in a
certain party based on the history of its past behavior.

In the following sections we survey the two trust management approaches.

2.2 Policy-based trust management

The concept of trust has come with many different meanings and it has been used in many
different contexts like security, credibility, etc... Work on authentication and authorization
allows to perform access control based on the requester’s identity or attributes. Trust in this
sense provides confidence in the source or in the author of a statement. In addition, trust
might also refer to the quality of such a statement. This section focuses on access control and
describes in detail the state of the art of policy-based trust management.

Typically access control systems are identity-based. It means that the identity of the re-
quester is known and authorization is based on a mapping of the requester identity to a local
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database in order to check if he/she is allowed to perform the requested action. For example,
given that Alice asks Bob for access to a resource, she must first authenticate to Bob. This
way, Bob can check if Alice should be allowed to access that resource.

Currently, due to the amount of information and the increase of the World Wide Web,
establishment of trust between strangers is needed, i.e., between entities that have never had
any common transaction before. Therefore, identity-based mechanisms are not sufficient. For
example, an e-book store might give a discount to students. In this case, the identity of the
requester is not important, but the fact of him or her being a student or not. These mechanisms
are property-based and, in contrary to identity-based systems, provide the scalability necessary
nowadays.

2.2.1 Trust Management

Existing authorization mechanisms were not enough to provide powerful and robustness for
handling security in a scalable manner as it is required in the current World Wide Web. For
example, Access Control Lists (ACL) are lists describing the access rights a principal (entity)
has on an object (resource). An example is the file system permissions mechanism used in the
UNIX operating system. However, although ACLs are easy to understand and they have been
used extensively, they lack of the following:

• Authentication: ACL requires that entities are known in advance. This assumption might
not hold in true distributed environments where an authentication pre-step (e.g. with a
login/password mechanism) is needed.

• Delegation: Entities must be able to delegate to other entities (not necessarily to be a
Certification Authority)

• Expressibility and Extensibility: A generic security mechanism must be able to be ex-
tended with new conditions and restrictions without the need to rewrite applications.

• Local trust policy: As policies and trust relations can be different among entities, each
entity must be able to define its own local trust policy.

In order to solve the problems stated above and provide scalability to security frameworks,
a new approach called trust management [11] was introduced.

In general, the steps a system must perform in order to process a request based on a signed
message (e.g. using PGP [52] or X.509 [25]) are:

1. Obtain the certificates, verify the signatures and determine public keys of issuers.

2. Check if the certificates have been revoked.

3. Search for a trust chain between the certificate’s public key and a trusted entity.

4. Extract names from certificates

5. Map names into actions that they are allowed to perform.

6. Check if the requester is authorized to perform the requested action according to the local
policy.
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7. Accept the request if everything was valid.

This can be summarize as “is the key, with which the request was signed, authorized to
perform the requested action?”. However, some of these steps are too specific and can be gen-
eralized integrating policy specifications with the binding of public keys to authorized actions.
The previous steps would be reduced to:

1. Obtain the certificates, verify the signatures and determine public keys of issuers.

2. Check if the certificates have been revoked.

3. Use a local “trust management engine” with the request, certificates, and descriptions of
the local policy as input.

4. Proceed if the request was approved.

or what is the same, “given a set of credentials, do they prove that the requested action
complies with a local policy?”. In [11, 9] the “trust management problem” is defined as a
collective study of security policies, security credentials and trust relationships. The solution
proposed is to express privileges and restrictions using a programming language.

In the next sections, some of the systems are described that try to provide a scalable
framework following these guidelines.

PolicyMaker

PolicyMaker [11, 12] addresses the trust management problem based on the following goals:

• Unified mechanism: Policies, credentials, and trust relationships are expressed using the
same programming language.

• Flexibility: Both standard-like certificates (PGP [52] and X.509 [25]) as well as complex
trust relationships can be used (with small modifications).

• Locality of control: Each party is able to decide whether it accepts a credential or on whom
it relies on as trustworthy entity avoiding a globally known hierarchy of of certification
authorities.

• Separation of mechanisms from policies: PolicyMaker uses general mechanisms for cre-
dential verification. Therefore, it avoids having mechanisms depending on the credentials
or on a specific application.

PolicyMaker consists of a simple language to express trusted actions and relationships and
an interpreter in charge of receiving and answering queries. PolicyMaker maps public keys
into predicates that represent which actions the key are trusted to be used for signing. This
interpreter processes “assertions” which confer authority on keys. The syntax of assertions is:

Source ASSERTS AuthorityStruct WHERE Filter

and can be read as Source trusts the public keys enumerated in AuthorityStruct to be
associated with action strings that satisfy Filter. Therefore, a Source represents the source of
the assertion. There are two types of assertions depending on whether the Source is the local
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policy (policy assertions) or the public key of a third entity (signed assertions or certificates).
AuthorityStruct specifies the public key to whom the assertion applies. Action strings must
satisfy the predicate in Filter for the assertion to hold.

The PolicyMaker interpreter receives queries of the form

key1, key2, ..., keyn REQUESTS ActionString

A public key or a sequence of public keys request an action string. Action strings depend
on the application and PolicyMaker does not even need to know their semantics.

The system may run in two different modes. The first one simply returns if the query is
satisfied or not (accepts or rejects action strings). The second one might add some annotations
to an accepted action string indicating restrictions or extra information.

REFEREE

REFEREE [16] (Rule-controlled Environment For Evaluation of Rules, and Everything Else)
is a trust management system that provides policy-evaluation mechanisms for Web clients and
servers and a language for specifying trust policies. There are two approaches to eliminate
potential security problems. The first one is to eliminate dangers (like for example Java applets
which are executed in an environment where only harmless actions can be performed). The
second one is to apply trust. The definition given in [16] is To trust is to undertake a potentially
dangerous operation knowing that it is potentially dangerous. The elements necessary to make
trust decisions are based on credentials and policies.

REFEREE uses PICS labels [42] as credentials. A PICS label states some properties of a
resource in the Internet. In this context, policies specify which credentials must be disclosed in
order to grant an action.

In REFEREE credentials are executed and their statements can examine statements made
by other credentials and even fetch credentials from the Internet. Therefore, policies are needed
to control which credentials are executed and which are not trusted. The policies determine
which statements must be made about a credential before it is safe to run it.

REFEREE improves PolicyMaker in the sense that PolicyMaker [11, 12] assumes that
credential-fetching and signature verification are done by the calling application. PolicyMaker
receives all the relevant credentials and assumes that the signatures have been already verified
before the call to the system.

In REFEREE there are three kind of data types:

• Tri-values: is one of true, false or unknown.

• Statements lists: is a collection of assertions. A statement is formed by some content and
a context for the content. Content and context are s-expressions. The interpretation of
the context depends on the agreement between REFEREE and the calling application. A
statement list is an unordered list of statements.

• Programs: A program can be a policy or a credential.

A program takes a statement list defining the current evaluation context and re-
quired/optional extra arguments as an input. It returns a tri-value (the result of the program)
and a statement list (a justification). The program returns true if it was possible to infer com-
pliance with a policy (credentials were sufficient to grant the requested action). It returns false
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if it was not possible to infer compliance (credentials were sufficient not to grant the action) or
unknown if no inference could be made at all (credentials are not sufficient to take a decision:
neither for approving nor denying the action).

Profiles-0.92 Language Profiles-0.92 is the language used in REFEREE and it has the
following features:

• Appending of statements returned by invoked programs

• The Load-labels invocable program

• Tri-value Combinators and Operators. The boolean operators AND, OR and NOT are
extended to manage tri-values. Therefore, for example, AND true unknown is evaluated
to unknown. The operators true-if-unknown and false-if-unknown translate the tri-values
into boolean values.

• Statement-list pattern matching

In addition, the keyword invoke is used to call another REFEREE program.

KeyNote

KeyNote [8, 10] extends the design principles used in PolicyMaker with standardization and
ease of integration into applications. Keynote performs signature verification inside the trust
management engine while PolicyMaker leaves it up to the calling application. In addition,
KeyNote requires credentials to be written in an assertion language designed for KeyNote’s
compliance checker.

In KeyNote, the calling application sends a list of credentials, policies and requester public
keys to the evaluator together with an “action environment”. This action environment contains
all the information relevant to the request and necessary to make the trust decision. The
identification of the attributes, which are required to be included in the action environment, is
the most important task in integrating KeyNote into different applications. The result of the
evaluation is an application-defined string which is returned to the application.

In KeyNote, policies and credentials are, in general, called assertions. They both are spec-
ified using the same format. The main difference between them is that policies are locally
trusted (and therefore they do not need any signature). An example of a KeyNote assertion
extracted from [9] is depicted in figure 2.1.

Programs in KeyNote are specified in the Conditions field. In Licensees the principal or
principals are specified to which authority is delegated. In order to satisfy an assertion, both
the Conditions and the Licensees fields must be satisfied.

A picture with the architecture of the KeyNote1 system is depicted in figure 2.2.

As well as PolicyMaker, KeyNote does not enforce policies but gives advise to applications
that call it. It is up to the calling application whether to follow KeyNote’s advises or not.

1The figure has been extracted from http://www.crypto.com/trustmgt/kn.html
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KeyNote-Version: 1
Authorizer: rsa-pkcs1-hex:”1023abcd”
Licensees: dsa-hex:”86512a1” ||

rsa-pkcs1-hex:”19abcd02”
Comment: Authorizer delegates read

access to either o the
Licensees

Conditions: ($file == ”/etc/passwd” &&
$access == ”read”) − >

{ return ”ok” }
Signature: rsa-md5-pkcs1-hex:”f00f5673”

Figure 2.1: Sample KeyNote assertion

SD3

SD3 [26] (Secure Dynamically Distributed Datalog) is a trust management system consisting
of a high-level policy language, a local policy evaluator and a certificate retrieval system. It
provides three main features:

• Certified evaluation: At the same time an answer is computed, a proof that the answer
is correct is computed, too.

• High-level language: SD3 abstracts from signature verification and certificate distribution.
It makes policies easy to write and understand.

• SD3 is programmable: Policies can be easily written and adopted to different domains.

SD3 language is an extension of datalog. The language is extended with SDSI global
names [17]. A rule in SD3 is of the form:

T(x,y) :- K$E(x,y) ;

In the previous rule, T(x,y) holds if a digital credential asserting E(x,y) and signed with the
private key of E was given. Whenever a global name is used, an authentication step is needed.
In addition, SD3 can refer to assertions in remote computers. Given the rule

T(x,y) :- (K@A)$E(x,y) ;

the query evaluator must query a remote SD3 evaluator at an IP address A. This gives SD3
the possibility to create “chains of trust”.

Figure 2.3 shows the structure of the evaluator. It consists of three elements: an optimizer,
a cache, and a core evaluator. The more novel implementation techniques of the evaluator as
well as the theoretical foundations of SD3 are described in [47].
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Figure 2.2: The KeyNote Architecture

2.2.2 Trust Negotiation

In traditional distributed environments, service providers and requesters are usually known
to each other. Often, shared information in the environment tells which parties can provide
what kind of services and which parties are entitled to make use of those services. Thus, trust
between parties is a straightforward matter. Even if on some occasions there is a trust issue, as
in traditional client-server systems, the question is whether the server should trust the client,
and not vice versa. In this case, trust establishment is often handled by uni-directional access
control methods, such as having the client log in as a pre-registered user.

In contrast, the Semantic Web provides an environment where parties may make connections
and interact without being previously known to each other. In many cases, before any meaning-
ful interaction starts, a certain level of trust must be established from scratch. Generally, trust
is established through exchange of information between the two parties. Since neither party is
known to the other, this trust establishment process should be bi-directional: both parties may
have sensitive information that they are reluctant to disclose until the other party has proved
to be trustworthy at a certain level. As there are more service providers emerging on the Web
every day, and people are performing more sensitive transactions (for example, financial and
health services) via the Internet, this need for building mutual trust will become more common.

Trust negotiation is an approach to automated trust establishment. It is an iterative process
where trust is established gradually by disclosing credentials and requests for credentials. This
differs from traditional identity-based access control and release systems mainly in the following
aspects:

1. Trust between two strangers is established based on parties’ properties, which are proved
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through disclosure of digital credentials.

2. Every party can define access control and release policies (policies, for short) to control
outsiders’ access to their sensitive resources. These resources can include services ac-
cessible over the Internet, documents and other data, roles in role-based access control
systems, credentials, policies, and capabilities in capability-based systems.

3. In the approaches to trust negotiation developed so far, two parties establish trust di-
rectly without involving trusted third parties, other than credential issuers. Since both
parties have policies, trust negotiation is appropriate for deployment in a peer-to-peer
architecture, where a client and server are treated equally. Instead of a one-shot au-
thorization and authentication, trust is established incrementally through a sequence of
bilateral credential disclosures.

A trust negotiation is triggered when one party requests to access a resource owned by
another party. The goal of a trust negotiation is to find a sequence of credentials (C1, . . . , Ck, R),
where R is the resource to which access was originally requested, such that when credential Ci

is disclosed, its policy has been satisfied by credentials disclosed earlier in the sequence—or to
determine that no such credential disclosure sequence exists. (For uniformity of terminology,
we will say that R is disclosed when “Peer1” grants “Peer2” access to R.)

In practice, trust negotiation is conducted by security agents who interact with each other
on behalf of users. A user only needs to specify policies for credentials and other resources.
The actual trust negotiation process is fully automated and transparent to users. Further, the
above example used objective criteria for determining whether to allow the requested access.
More subjective criteria, such as ratings from a local or remote reputation monitoring service,
can also be included in a policy.

Before we delve into details, though, let us highlight two general criteria for trust negotiation
languages as well as two important features already mentioned briefly above. A more detailed
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discussion can be found in [45].

Well-defined semantics Two parties must be able to agree on whether a particular set of
credentials in a particular environment satisfies a policy. To enable this agreement, a policy
language needs a clear, well-understood semantics.

Expression of complex conditions A policy language for use in trust negotiation needs the
expressive power of a simple query language, such as relational algebra plus transitive closure.
Such a language allows one to restrict attribute values (e.g., age must be over 21) and relate
values occurring in different credentials (e.g., the issuer of the student ID must be a university
that ABET has accredited).

Sensitive policies The information in a policy can reveal a lot about the resource that it
protects. For example, who is allowed to see Alice’s medical record—her parole officer? Her
psychiatrist or social worker? Because policies can contain sensitive information, and because
they may be shown to outsiders, they need to be protected like any other shared resource.

Delegation Trust negotiation research has also addressed the issue of delegation of authority.
For example, rather than issuing student IDs directly, a university may delegate that authority
to its registrar. Then student IDs from that university will not bear the digital signature of the
university itself, but rather the signature of the registrar.

RT: Role-based Trust-Management

The RT framework [35, 33, 34] is a set of languages for representing policies and credentials.
It is specially suited for “decentralized collaborative systems” (systems where they do not have
to loose the authority over the resources they control) and for attribute-based access control
(ABAC). Those systems must be able to express:

• Decentralized attributes: entities must be able to assert that other entity has an attribute.

• Delegation of attribute authority: an entity can delegate the authority over an attribute
to a different entity.

• Inference of attributes: attributes can be used to infer about other attributes.

• Attribute field: attribute credentials could also contain field values (e.g. age). They can
be used to infer other attributes (e.g. age > 21).

• Attribute-based delegation of attribute authority: it is possible to delegate on entities
which are only known and trust based on certified attributes.

RT uses roles in order to represent attributes. An entity has an attribute if it is a member
of the corresponding role. The RT framework consists of several parts which are now described.
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RT0 RT0 [35] is the most basic language of the RT set. It addresses all the requirements
described above except “attribute fields”.

In RT0 policy statements take the form of role definitions. Role definitions have a head of
the form KA.R and a body. KA represents a principal while R is a role term. The following
describe the different kind of construtions allowed in RT0:

• Simple member (KA.R ← KD)
The principal KD is a member off the role KA.R.

• Simple containment (KA.R ← KB .R1)
The role KA.R contains any principal that is a member of the role KB .R1.

• Linking containment (KA.R ← KA.R1.R2)
The role KA.R contains every role of the form KB .R2 for each KB which is a member of
the role KA.R1.

• Intersection containment (KA.R ← KB1
.R1 ∩ . . . ∩ KBi

.Ri)
The role KA.R contains the intersection of the members of the roles KB1

.R1∩. . .∩KBi
.Ri.

• Simple delegation (KA.R ⇐ KB : KC .R2)
In this statement, KA delegates its control over R to KB . If KC .R2 is present, KA

restricts its delegation in such a way that KB can only assigned members of KC .R2 to be
members of KA.R.

• Linking delegation (KA.R ⇐ KA.R1 : KC .R2)
KA delegates control over R to all the members of KA.R1 and the delegation is controlled
so only members of KC .R2 can be assigned as members of KA.R.

RT1 In RT0 roles do not take any paremeters. RT1 role definitions have the same form than the
one in RT0 but they may contain parameterized roles. In RT1 a role is of the form r(p1, . . . , pn).
r is the role name and pi can be name = c, name =?X[∈ S] (∈ S is optional) or name ∈ S
where name represents a name of a parameter, c represents a constant, ?X is a variable and S
is a value set.

RT2 RT2 adds to RT1 logical objects (also o-set) in order to group permissions between objects.
A credential in RT2 is either an o-set-definition or a role-definition. An o-set-definition is formed
by an entity followed by an o-set identifier (K.o(h1, . . . , hn) and allows to constraint variables
with dynamic value sets (inferred from roles or o-sets).

RTT Sometimes it is required that two or more different entities are responsible to perform
a sensitive task together for its completion. RTT provides manifold roles and role-product
operators. A manifold role defines a set of principals sets. Each of these sets is a set of
principals whose collaboration satisfies the manifold role. Manifold roles are constructed as
follows:

• Product containment (KA.R ← KB1
.R1 ⊙ . . . ⊙ KBk

.Rk)
The role KA.R contains every principal set p such p = p1∪ . . .∪pk|piisamemberofkBi

.Ri.
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• Exclusive product containment (KA.R ← KB1
.R1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ KBk

.Rk)
The role KA.R contains every principal set p such p = p1 ∪ . . . ∪ pk|pi ∪ pj = φfor1 <
pi 6= pj < kandpiisamemberofkBi

.Ri.

RTD RTD provides delegation of role activations which express selective use of capacities
and delegation of these capacities. A delegation credential presented by a principal D takes the

form of D
D as A.R
←− B0. With it a principal D activates the role A.R to use in a session B0. In

addition B0 can further delegate this role activation with B0
D as A.R
←− B1.

Regulating Service Access and Information Release

A formal framework to specify information disclosure constraints and the inference process
necessary to reason over them and to filter relevant policies given a request is presented in [13].
A new language is presented with the following elements:

• credential(c,K) where c is a credential term and K is a public key term.

• declaration(attribute name=value term)

• cert authorityy(CA,KCA) where CA represents a certification authority and KCA its pub-
lic key.

• State predicates which evaluates the information currently available at the site

• Abbreviation predicates

• Mathematic predicates like =, 6=, <.

Using the elements described above, rules can be specified in order to regulate the negoti-
ation. There are two kind of rules: service accessibility rules and portfolio disclosure rules. A
service is a functionality that a server offers in the form of e.g. an application that a client
can execute. A portfolio is the set of properties that a party can disclose during a negotiation
in order to obtain access to or offer services. Therefore service accessibility rules specify the
requirements that a client must satisfy in order to get access to a service and portfolio disclosure
rules specify the conditions a requester must satisfy in order to receive information from the
portfolio.

Service accessibility rules are subdivided in

• service prereqs(s(L)): service prerequisite rules define required credentials and declara-
tions which are a necessary condition for service access

• service reqs(s(L)): service requisite rules define required credentials and declarations
which are a sufficient condition for service access

• facet reqs(s(L), f): facet requisite rules define required credentials and declarations nec-
essary to apply a facet to a service.

Portfolio requisite rules (release reqs(o)) define required credentials and declarations that
other party must satisfy before portfolio information (credentials or declarations) are disclosed.
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These basic elements and rules are all needed to perform a negotiation between a server
which offers services and a client who wants to consume them. In order to allow the server to
select applicable rules a policy filtering mechanism is needed. This mechanism filters the rules
related to a specific request from the server’s knowledge base. Those selected rules will be then
pre-evaluated locally and/or sent to the client.
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Figure 2.4: Client/Server interplay

In figure 2.4 is shown an example scenario of the interaction process between client and
server.

PeerTrust

PeerTrust [19, 4, 38, 39] builds upon the previous work on policy-based access control and
release for the Semantic Web by showing how to use automated trust negotiation.

PeerTrust’s language is based on first order Horn rules (definite Horn clauses), i.e., rules of
the form

lit0 ← lit1, . . . , litn

where each liti is a positive literal Pj(t1, . . . , tn), Pj is a predicate symbol, and the ti are the
arguments of this predicate. Each ti is a term, i.e., a function symbol and its arguments, which
are themselves terms. The head of a rule is lit0, and its body is the set of liti. The body of a
rule can be empty.

Definite Horn clauses are the basis for logic programs [36], which have been used as the
basis for the rule layer of the Semantic Web and specified in the RuleML effort ([22, 23]) as
well as in the recent OWL Rules Draft [24]. Definite Horn clauses can be easily extended to
include negation as failure, restricted versions of classical negation, and additional constraint
handling capabilities such as those used in constraint logic programming. Although all of these
features can be useful in trust negotiation, we will instead focus on other more unusual required
language extensions.

References to Other Peers The ability to reason about statements made by other peers
is central to trust negotiation. To express delegation of evaluation to another peer, we extend
each literal liti with an additional Authority argument,
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liti @ Authority

where Authority specifies the peer who is responsible for evaluating liti or has the authority to
evaluate liti.

The Authority argument can be a nested term containing a sequence of authorities, which
are then evaluated starting at the outermost layer.

A specific peer may need a way of referring to the peer who asked a particular query. We
accomplish this with Context literals that represent release policies for literals and rules, so
that we now have literals and rules of the form

liti @ Authority $ contextj
liti ←contextj

lit1, . . . , liti−1

For example, suppose that “Peer1” has derived a clause C and it wishes to send this literal
to “Peer2”. It can only do so if it is able to derive C $ Requester = “Peer2”. Here, Requester
is a pseudovariable whose value is automatically set to the party that “Peer1” is trying to send
the literal or rule. If no context is specified for a literal or a rule, the default context ‘Requester
= Self’ applies, implying that the literal or rule cannot be sent to any other peer. ‘Self’ is a
pseudovariable whose value is a distinguished name of the local peer. The release policy for a
literal can be cleanly specified in rules separate from those used to derive the literal, e.g.,

p(X1, . . . ,Xn) $ contextp (X1, . . . ,Xn, Requester, Self) ← p(X1, . . . ,Xn)

In this document, we will strip the contexts from literals and rules when they are sent to
another peer. However, sticky policies can be implemented by leaving contexts attached to
literals and rules in messages and defining how to propagate contexts across modus ponens, so
that a peer can control further dissemination of its released information in a non-adversarial
environment.

Using the Authority and Context arguments, we can delegate evaluation of literals to other
peers and also express interactions and the corresponding negotiation

Signed Rules Each peer defines a policy for each of its resources, in the form of a set of
definite Horn clause rules. These and any other rules that the peer defines on its own are its
local rules. A peer may also have copies of rules defined by other peers, and it may use these
rules in its proofs in certain situations.

A signed rule has an additional argument that says who signed the rule. The cryptographic
signature itself is not included in the logic program, because signatures are very large and are
not needed by this part of the negotiation software. The signature is used to verify that the
issuer really did issue the rule. We assume that when a peer receives a signed rule from another
peer, the signature is verified before the rule is passed to the DLP evaluation engine. Similarly,
when one peer sends a signed rule to another peer, the actual signed rule must be sent, and not
just the logic programmatic representation of the signed rule.

More complex signed rules often represent delegations of authority.

Implementation PeerTrust 1.0’s outer layer is a signed Java application or applet program,
which keeps queues of propositions that are in the process of being proved, parses incoming
queries, translates them to the PeerTrust language, and passes them to the inner layer. Its
inner layer answers queries by reasoning about PeerTrust policy rules and certificates using
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Prolog metainterpreters (in MINERVA and XSB Prolog, whose Java implementation offers
excellent portability), and returns the answers to the outer layer. PeerTrust 1.0 imports RDF
metadata to represent policies for access to resources, and uses X.509 certificates and the
Java Cryptography Architecture for signatures. It employs secure socket connections between
negotiating parties, and its facilities for communication and access to security related libraries
are in Java. Figure 2.5 shows current PeerTrust architecture.
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Figure 2.5: Peertrust Architecture

In figure 2.6 is depicted an implemented scenario in an e-learning domain. Alice and E-
Learn obtain trust negotiation software signed by a source that they trust (PeerTrust Inc.)
and distributed by PeerTrust Inc. or another site, either as a Java application or an applet.
After Alice requests the Spanish course from E-Learn’s web front end, she enters into a trust
negotiation with E-Learn’s negotiation server. The negotiation servers may also act as servers
for the major resources they protect (the Learning Management Servers (LMS)), or may be
separate entities, as in our figure. Additional parties can participate in the negotiation, if
necessary, symbolized in our figure by the InstitutionA and InstitutionB servers. If access to
the course is granted, E-Learn sets up a temporary account for Alice at the course provider’s
site, and redirects her original request there. The temporary account is invisible to Alice.

Cassandra

Cassandra [5, 6] is a role-based trust management system. It uses a policy language based on
datalog with constraints and its expressiveness can be adjusted by changing the constraint do-
main. Policies are specified using the following predicates which govern access control decisions:

• permits(e, a) specifies who can perform which action

• canActivate(e, r) defines who can activate which role (e is a member of r)

• hasActivated(e, r) defines who is active in which role
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Figure 2.6: Peertrust: Automated Trust Negotiation for Peers on the Semantic Web

• canDeactivate(e, r) specifies who can revoke which role

• isDeactivated(e, r) is used to define automatically triggered role revocation

• canReqCred(e1, e2, p(e)) specifys the requirements that a request must satisfy in order to
issue and disclose credentials

Policy managers can define and use new predicates as they need.
A Cassandra predicate also contains an issuer and a location like

loc @ iss.p(e)

where location represents the entity where the assertion applies (and therefore it allows
queries over the network) and the issuer is the entity that asserts it.

Although Cassandra does not provide special constraints to specify role validity periods,
auxiliary roles, role hierarchy, separation of duties, role delegation, automated trust negotiation
and credential discovery, it can express these kind of policies. That way the language and its
semantics are simpler and makes easier to extend the language.

A policy rule in Cassandra is of the form:

Eloc@Eiss.p0(e0) ← loc1@iss1.p1(e1), . . . , locn@issn.pn(en), c

where pi are the names of the predicates, ei is a set of expression tuples and c is a constraint.
A rule with only a constraint c in its body like

Eloc@Eiss.p0(e0) ← c

represents a credential signed and issued by Eiss asserting p0(e0) which is stored at Eloc.
Table 2.1 shows a summary of the syntax of the Cassandra policy language.
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Predicate names
p ::= canActivate | hasActivated | permits | canDeactivate |
isDeactivated | canReqCred, and user-defined predicate names

Policy rule
Eloc@Eiss.p0(e0) ← loc1@iss1.p1(e1), . . . , locn@issn.pn(en), c

Credential(rule)
Eloc@Eiss.p0(e0) ← c

Aggregation rule
Eloc@Eloc.p(agg − opx, y) ← Eloc@iss.q(x), c
where agg-op is group or count

Ceq expressions
e ::= x | E

Ceq constraints
c ::= true | false | e = e | c ∧ c | c ∨ c

C0 expressions
e ::= x | E | N | C | () | (e1, . . . , en) | πn

i (e) | R(e1, . . . , en) | A(e1, . . . , en) |
f(e1, . . . , en) | φ | Ω | e1, . . . , en | e − e | e ∩ e | e ∪ e

C0 constraints
c ::= true | false | e = e | e < e | e ⊆ e | c ∧ c | c ∨ c
and derivable constraints c ::= . . . | e ∈ e | e /∈ e | e ∈ [e1, e2] | [e1, e2] ⊆ [e1, e2]

C0 types
τ ::= entity | int | const | unit | τ1 × . . . × τn | role(τ) | action(τ) | set(τ)

Access-control operations
doAction(A(e)), activate(R(e)), deactivate(Ev, R(e)), reqCred(Es@Eiss.p(x) ← c)

Table 2.1: Cassandra policy language syntax

2.3 Reputation-based trust management

In a distributed and decentralized system each peer builds trust in the peers she has interacted
with based on the history of their encounters. However, building trust only based on individual
experiences is limiting because of at least two reasons. First, it does not enable peers to
trust other peers they have not encountered yet, potentially missing good opportunities for
interactions. Second, it does not take in consideration the potential huge amount of others’
experiences with same peers, affecting the accuracy of trust evaluation.

To address this problem researchers have exploited mechanisms pertaining to the social trust
networks formation. That is, peers would base their trust not only on their individual experi-
ences but also on the recommendations received from others. This word of mouth mechanism
has been successfully implemented in centralized recommender systems for e-commerce such as
eBay and Amazon. In decentralized settings, the word of mouth principle has been proposed
for managing trust in public key certificates (e.g. PGP), peer-to-peer (P2P) systems, and, very
recently, in the Semantic Web.

A major problem in these systems is the computation of trust from experiences and received
recommendations. The questions are: a) how to aggregate the individual experiences into trust,
b) how to aggregate the trust along a recommendation path, and c) how to aggregate the trust
across possible multiple recommendations paths.

The existing systems can be distinguished based on their approaches to the above questions.
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However, they can be also split into two major categories based on whether they consider trust
to be transitive or not.

With regard to trust transitivity, most of the reputation systems in P2P consider (implicitly
or explicitly) trust to be non-transitive. They focus on aggregating experiences and recommen-
dations into trust, while also dealing with malicious recommenders.

On the other hand, the computational models from public key certification and the Semantic
Web consider trust to be transitive. The algorithms proposed there are capable of ”walking the
web of trust” [14] and compute the trust based on the recommendations of a friend of friend,
etc.

Following, we investigate the existing problems and solutions related to trust computational
models both in P2P reputation systems as well as in the web of trust.

2.3.1 Trust computation in P2P reputation systems

In P2P the global interaction history is distributed over all peers and it is not available to a
single peer. Trust based on the global history is often just a theoretical notion and it is called
global trust. A single peer has a subset of the global transaction history when determining trust.
We call that type of trust local trust or just trust. In particular, if trust is based only on own
experience (not recommendations) then we call it direct trust.
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Figure 2.7: The model of computing local trust

Figure 2.7 depicts a generalization of the trust computation model as proposed by Abdul-
Rahman and Hails [1]. The model assumes the following scenario.
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Peer Alice searches the P2P network for a certain service. She finds that the service is
provided by peer Bob. Alice would interact with Bob, but she does not know whether Bob is
trustworthy or not. Therefore, in order to learn the reputation of Bob, Alice asks other peers
for their recommendations regarding Bob.

Following Alice’s request, a number of peers respond with recommendations. However,
some of the recommenders might be malicious. Thus, when evaluating the reputation, Alice
takes into account her previous experience with the recommenders, in order to determine their
trustworthiness.

Once Bob’s reputation is computed Alice inspects also her own experience history to find
records of previous interactions with Bob. That experience is then combined with previously
computed reputation to determine the (local) trust Alice can invest in Bob.

If the computed trust exceeds a certain trust threshold required for the given context, then
Alice will interact with Bob.

After the interaction, Alice evaluates the interaction’s outcome and updates her experiences
with Bob. Also, Alice evaluates the recommendations she received for Bob and updates her
trust in the recommenders.

Based on this model we outline the major approaches for computing trust in P2P reputation
systems.

Notation

P is the set of peers. Dt is the domain of the trust function, denoting the level or the degree
of trust. The domain of trust varies from system to system. For instance in a probabilistic
approach Dt is the interval [0, 1].

Trust is context dependent. However, for the sake of simplicity we consider that all the
trust computation is about one context only.

The level of trust peer a invests in peer b is the function t(a, b), defined as:

t : P × P 7→ Dt

We can also define a global trust function, which shows the reputation of a ceratin peer
based on all the experiences with that peer:

gt : P 7→ Dt

The direct trust is the trust which result solely from peers own’s experiences:

dt : P × P 7→ Dt

The trust t(a, b) is the result of combining the direct trust dt(a, b) and the recommendations
received from others.

The recommendation a gives for b will be denoted by rec(a, b) and defined as:

rec : P × P 7→ Dt

Similarly, the recommender trust, that is a peer’s belief that another peer is trustworthy for
giving recommendations about other peers, is given by:

rt : P × P 7→ Dt
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As already stated, when computing trust one can take own experience and/or recommen-
dations given by other peers.

The direct trust depends on the history of previous transactions. Therefore, every peer has
to keep a record of experiences from previous interactions. The set of experiences of a peer a is
denoted by Qa where Qa ⊆ a × P × Ds × Time. The tuple (a, b, s, t) ∈ Qa denotes a ”record”
with the following meaning: peer a has interacted with b at the time point t and the a’s is
satisfaction degree is s. The satisfaction values range over the domain Ds. The Ds is the same
as Dt, but need not to be. The global set of experiences of all peers can also be defined as
Q ⊆ P × P × Ds × Time.

The set W (b) ⊆ P denotes a set of peer witnesses who have interacted with b and can
provide recommendations to the others with regard to b:

W (b) = {a | a ∈ P, (a, b, s, t) ∈ Q}

Global trust

Ideally, when computing the trust in a certain peer, all the experiences with that peer should
be taken into consideration. In this case a unique trust value will globally characterize each
peer, independent of the observer. This is the global trust:

gt(b) = α
∑

(a,b,s,t)∈Q

s · cr(a)

where α is a suitable normalizing factor and cr(a) denotes the credibility of peer a who
provided the feedback s. A similar global trust function is defined in [2], [50], and [46].

Starting from the assumption that peers are by default trustworthy, [3] records only negative
experiences in form of complains. In this setting the global trust in a peer is computed based on
the number of complains a peer has received. The lower this number the more trustworthy the
peer is. The credibility of a peer as a source of feedback is also measured in terms of complains:
the more complains have been filed by the peer the less trustworthy the source is. However, this
interpretation might inhibit peers willingness to submit complains, as this is damaging their
reputation.

Based on similar principles for global trust computation as [3], but departing from storing
only complains, in [50] the credibility of a peer is computed based on its reputation. The higher
the reputation the more credible is the peer for providing feedback.

On the other hand, in [46] the trust computation is very simple and does not take into
consideration the credibility factor. However, in this system a peer reporting a feedback must
provide in addition a proof of interactions. This limits the number of fake feedbacks as each
feedback is at the cost of an interaction.

The global trust has the advantage of taking into account all the experiences that are avail-
able with a certain peer. However, in general, experiences are distributed to all the peers in the
network and making them globally available requires special data management. For instance,
[18] implements the data management by extending the Gnutella protocol with messages for
handling queries and answers pertaining to trust. But this increases considerable the load of the
network. To solve scalability issues, [3] employs a virtual data (tree) structure, called P-grid,
to manage the reputational information. The P-grid efficiently locates and retrieves all the
necessary information for computing the trust.
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Local trust

Computing the global trust is not in general feasible [2]. Instead, each peer computes its own
local trust in another peer. The local trust is computed as a function of the local experiences
and the received recommendations.

The part of the trust which is dependent only on the own experiences is the direct trust:

dt(a, b) = α
∑

(a,b,s,t)∈Qa

s

Taking in consideration only local available experiences is limiting. As shown in [49, 37, 30]
exchanging recommendations helps peers learn more accurately the trustworthiness of the ones
they intend to interact with. Therefore, direct trust is merged with the recommendations re-
ceived from others. Ideally peer a, who computes the trust in peer b, should receive recommen-
dations from all the peers who interacted with b. That is, peer a will get recommendations from
all the peers in the set W (b). However, in reality it is only a subset of the W (b) that will even-
tually provide recommendations to a. We denote this subset as Wa(b), where Wa(b) ⊆ W (b).
With this, the formulae for computing trust is:

t(a, b) = wd ∗ dt(a, b) + wr ∗ β
∑

r∈Wa(b)

rt(a, r) · rec(r, b)

where the wd and wr are the weights for the direct trust and the trust resulted from rec-
ommendations, and β is the normalization factor for the aggregation of recommendations. A
trust computation function similar to this is proposed in [1, 3, 18, 49, 46, 50].

As pointed out in [50] it is reasonable to distinguish between trust in service providers
and trust in recommenders, as in extreme case, a peer may maintain a good reputation by
performing high quality services and sending malicious recommendations about her competitors.
Thus, a ceratin recommendation should be combined with the trust that can be invested in the
recommender before it is considered in the trust computation.

Other factors could influence the accuracy of the trust computation. For instance, [50]
investigates the following factors:

• feedback in terms of amount of satisfaction,

• credibility of feedback,

• number of transactions,

• time when the reported transactions occurred,

• transaction context factor which allows for differentiating feedbacks from various types of
transactions,

• community context factor as a peer may be considered to be more or less trustworthy
depending on her social position.

The recommender trust can be computed based on the recommendations that the peer
has previously given compared to the evaluated interaction. In [49] the recommender trust is
computed as a learning function based on the previous trust and the outcome of the interaction.
That is, rtnew(a, r) = γ ∗ rtold(a, r) + (1 − γ) ∗ s, where γ is the learning factor.
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Although the computation of the recommendations is note explicitly stated by the existing
systems, this is a sensitive aspect. Recommendations convey other peers’ trust in a certain
entity. Thus, the recommendation should be computed as trust is computed. However, it is
important that recommendations coming from different peers are independent. They should
not be based on the same set of experiences. Therefore, a requirement for the recommendation
is that they should convey peers direct trust and they should be computed based only on the
peer’s own experiences. This means that rec(a, b) = dt(a, b).

Aggregating complete opinions

When computing t(a, b), the local trust computation will not take in consideration the opinions
of all the peers that have interacted with peer b, that is the set W (b), but only the opinions of
a the ”friends” of peer a (peers that a trusts as recommenders), that is the Wa(b) ⊆ W (b).

However, it is possible to extend the trust computation from taking into account not only
the friends of a but also the friends of the friends of a and so on [30]. All the peers can be seen
as part of a trust graph, where the neighbors nodes of a peer a correspond to the peers that a
trusts (see section 2.3.2).

The EigenRep reputation system, by Kamvar and colleagues, uses a distributed trust com-
putation algorithm where the computation is iteratively carried by all the peers in the graph
[30]. At each step in the algorithm, each node in the graph receives trust information from its
predecessor nodes, merges this data with its own trust, and propagates the resulting data to
its successor nodes in the graph. The computation has as many steps as the length of the trust
chain. As shown in [30], if the global trust matrix is irreducible and aperiodic then the trust
computed at each node will eventually converge towards a unique trust value for each peer in
the system.

This approach has the advantage of merging the opinions of all peers in the system therefore
giving a more accurate approximation of the trustworthiness of a certain peer. However, the
approach introduces certain issues. The conditions under which the algorithms converges might
be too strong for a real trust matrix. Also, the distributed algorithm requires tight synchro-
nization of all peers, which might be a too strict requirement for the peer to peer network.
Moreover, the trust computation convergence depends on the eagerness or laziness of nodes to
propagate information.

Bayesian-network based trust computation

Trust depends on the context. That is, Alice trusts Bob as a car mechanic, but she might not
trust him as an accountant. However, trust is also multi-faceted, even in the same context, and
peers have to develop trust in different aspects of other peers [48]. For example, in a file sharing
application one may be interested in different aspects characterizing the trustworthiness of a file
providers, such as the file type, the file quality, or the download speed. Moreover, one aspect
might be more important for one user and less important for another. Thus, every peer keeps
a Bayesian network for each file provider she has interacted with.

For example, assume that T = 1 denotes a satisfying transaction and FT = music the fact
that the file involved contains music. Given the history of previous interactions, the following
probabilities can be easily computed: probability P (T = 1) of a transaction being satisfying; the
probability P (FT = music); and the conditional probability P (FT = music | T = 1) denoting
that the file type is music given the transaction is satisfying. Given these probabilities, one
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can now compute, based on Bayes rules, the P (T = 1 | FT = music) denoting the probability
that a satisfying transaction will occur, provided that we are searching for music.

P (T = 1 | FT = music) =
P (FT = music | T = 1) · P (T = 1)

P (FT = music)

The Bayesian networks approach clusters peers with similar norms for trust evaluation. As
shown in [48] this increases the rate of successful interactions. However, the requirement for
each peer a to store one Bayesian network for each other peer b she interacts with raises serious
scalability concerns.

2.3.2 Trust computation in the web of trust

The web of trust has been proposed primarily in the context of decentralized Public Key
Infrastructures, such as the PGP. In such a system any peer can play the role of certificate
authority and sign certificates binding the public keys to identities. The result is a web of
trust where key holders can make publicly known whose keys they trust to be authentic and
who they trust to be an introducer of new keys. However, not all peers can be trusted the
same, and therefore trust levels can be assigned to links in the web of trust indicating the
credibility invested in each link. Allowing the trust to be transitive and giving appropriate
rules for aggregating trust values, one can compute the trust among any two nodes in the web
of trust, even if not directly connected.

A similar scenario exists for the emerging Semantic Web. One major problem is that, by its
nature, Semantic Web is a large and uncensored system to which any one can contribute. This
raises the question of how much credence to give each source [43]. Keeping a central repository
with trustworthiness of each participant is unfeasible. Instead, each peer in the Semantic Web
develops and maintains trust relationships in a relatively small number of other peers she has
encountered so far. All the peers form therefore a web of trust. In order for one peer to trust
the statements made by another peer she does not directly trust, algorithms are proposed to
traverse the web of trust and aggregate the trust values of intermediate links.

Trust transitivity

It has been argued that trust is not transitive [15, 1]. That is, if Alice trusts Bob, and Bob
trusts Anna, it does not necessarily follow that Alice must trust Anna by any degree. This is
because trust is within a certain context. If for example Alice trusts Bob to be a good doctor,
and Bob recommends Anna to be a good doctor, Alice should not necessarily trust Anna to be
a good doctor unless Alice trusts Bob to be a good recommenders of doctors. But ”trust as
good doctor” and ”trust as a good recommender for a doctor” have different contexts.

This is further complicated if Alice trusts Bob to be a good recommender for a doctor,
and Bob recommends Anna to be a good recommender for a doctor. Should Alice trust the
recommendations from Anna? According to the argument above she should not. However, a
more compact and general interpretation of the trust as recommender can be adopted [29]: if
Alice trusts Bob as a recommender she will also trust Bob to recommend a recommender for a
doctor. In this case recommender trust becomes transitive.

Some authors, e.g. [14, 43], do not distinguish the trust for a context from trust for recom-
mending for a context. Instead they consider that trust is, in general, transitive. That is, if
Alice trust Bob, and Bob trusts Anna, then Alice trusts Anna. As shown in [14], the distinction
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between the two different types of trust do not change the complexity of the trust computation
problem.

In general trust transitivity enriches the possibilities to get more recommendations. If
Alice trusts Bob as a recommender, and Bob recommends Anna as a recommender, Alice, by
trusting Anna as recommender, has the opportunity to reach the experiences of all the entities
that Anna trusts. These experiences would have been remained unknown or untrussed to Alice
if the recommender trust was not transitive. Trust transitivity allows one peer to ”walk the web
of trust” [14] and find new recommendations that enriches the knowledge about other peers,
allowing for a more accurate trust computation.

Computational models in the web of trust

The main issues to be addressed are: what is the semantic of trust and how to compute trust
in the web of trust?

In general, a probabilistic semantic of trust has been preferred in the context of web of
trust. For instance in [14] the trust value assigned to a link in the web of trust is a probability
indicating the degree of belief a peer has in the fact that a certain public key is indeed bound to
a certain peer. Similarly, in [43] links in the web of trust are probabilities indicating either peers’
personal beliefs in semantic statements or peers’ personal trusts in other peers. Probabilistic
interpretations of the trust value are given also in [7, 29].

On the other hand, for the trust computation both probabilistic and non-probabilistic in-
terpretations have been given.

Probabilistic interpretation

The trust computation has been split into trust computation along a trusting path (serial
trust path) and trust computation across multiple parallel paths (parallel trust path). For
serial and parallel trust paths the probabilistic computation is intuitive and efficient. However,
for a more general topology of the web of trust, including interconnected paths and cycles,
the probabilistic interpretation exists but the computation is very expensive. We show the
probabilistic interpretation, as proposed in [14], by first introducing some simple examples for
the serial, parallel, and interconnected trust paths.

Serial trust path

a b c

Figure 2.8: Serial trust paths

Figure 2.8 shows a very simple serial path topology for the web of trust. In terms of
probabilities the two trust links corresponding to two independent events (ab and bc), where
the final trust a has in b corresponds to the intersection of these two independent events (ab∩bc).
Following the rules of probability, the trust a has in c is the result of the product of the serial
trusts, that is:

t(a, c) = t(a, b) ∗ t(b, c)

.
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Note that the trust in the target decreases along the serial path when more entities lie
between the start and the target node.

Parallel trust path

a

b

c

d

Figure 2.9: Parallel trust paths

A parallel trust path topology is depicted in figure 2.9. In this case the trust of a in c
corresponds to the event (ab ∩ bc) ∪ (ad ∩ dc). Note that this is the union of two independent
paths and thus following the rules of probability the final trust is:

t(a, c) = 1 − (1 − t(a, b) ∗ t(b, c)) ∗ (1 − t(a, d) ∗ t(d, c))

Interconnected paths

The serial and the parallel topologies are idealizations. In reality the trust topology may
contain interconnected paths and cycles which complicates the trust computation. For instance,
figure 2.10 shows the previous parallel paths scenario but now with the two paths interconnected
by the link from b to d.

a

b

c

d

Figure 2.10: Interconnected trust paths

In this case the resulting trust a has in c corresponds to the event (ab∩ bc)∪ (ab∩ bd∩dc)∪
(ad ∩ dc). This event is the concatenation of all the possible paths from a to c. However, the
paths are not independent of each other and therefore the trust can not be computed iteratively
as it was the case for the serial and parallel trust scenarios.

Although some of the proposed probabilistic computation models, e.g. [27], fail to deal with
interconnected paths, a pure probabilistic interpretation of the general trust topology is possible.
A generalized probabilistic algorithm for computing trust is given in [14]. The algorithm is
capable to deal with any kind of trust graph. However, as shown there, the theoretical algorithm
for computing trust based on the probabilistic interpretation is of exponential complexity for
the general case. Similar results have been shown in [7] where the probability interpretation
was only partially followed.
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Heuristics for trust computation

The probabilistic interpretation of trust computation leads to exponentially complex algorithms.
As an alternative, many non-probabilistic interpretations of trust computation have been pro-
posed [14]:

• The worst path. Only consider the worst available path leading from the start node to
the target. This is a pessimistic approach which discredits all the possible good paths.

• The best path. Only consider the best available path leading from the start node to the
end node. This is probably an overoptimistic approach. Note that both the worst and
the best path are poorly resilient to malicious recommenders. A malicious recommender
can control the computation path by giving very bad or very good recommendations.

• Find all independent paths and calculate their mean value. Although simple, intuitive,
and efficient to compute, the mean breaks the probability interpretation.

• Hull. Select the best path from start to the target, calculate and remove it. Repeat
until no more paths can be found. This assures that all the independent paths have been
found. Now combine these paths by distrust. The approach keeps up with the probability
interpretation by ignoring some of the links in the graph.

• All. Calculate the probability of all possible paths. Combine them via distrust. Unfortu-
nately, this breaks the independence assumptions from the probability laws. Considering
all path between the start and the target nodes resembles the path algebra interpretation
from [43] and the trust computation proposed in [51]. However the latter two approaches
use different heuristic for aggregating the paths in the final trust value, which depart from
the probability interpretation. [43] uses the sum of all paths while [51] uses a variation of
the simple maximum function.

• Interleaving. This is an iterative process which starts from the start node, computes trust
in the neighbors of the start node, then computes trust in the neighbors of the neighbors
and so far until the computation reaches the target node. If the trust graph suffice ceratin
laws of independence then interleaving is an acceptable heuristic. The approach is fast and
of practical use [14]. However, it is not exact, but it tends to be overly optimistic when
trust paths contain looping structures or are otherwise interconnected. This heuristic is
similar to the random walk interpretation from [43].

Path algebra interpretation

Borrowing from the generalized transitive closure algorithms, Richardson and colleagues [43]
proposed a path algebra interpretation of the trust computation in the web of trust. Idea
is similar to the ”All” approach introduced by Caronni [14] (and described above) and it is
based on finding all the paths from the start to the target node. However, [43] generalizes the
operators for serial and parallel trust computation as follows: ◦ is the concatenation of trusts
along a path, and ⋄ is the aggregation of trusts from different paths (resulted by applying
the ◦ operator). Some possible concatenation functions are the multiplication, minimum, or
maximum of the links along a trust path. Some possible aggregation functions are the addition,
maximum, or minimum. The selection of the concatenation and aggregation operators may
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depend on the application domain, desired trust, the cyclic semantics of the web of trust, and
the expected social behavior in the domain.

Note that the algorithm enumerating all the possible paths from a start to a target node
is feasible only if the topology of the web of trust is globally known. However, this might
be unrealistic. Therefore, [43] propose a distributed algorithm which iteratively computes
the trust in the neighbors, and then the trust in the neighbors’ neighbors and so far. This
approach is similar to the ”Interleaving” algorithm proposed by Caronni. Defining • as being
the combination function incorporating both the concatenation and the aggregation, the trust
can be computed iteratively as:

T (0) = T, T (n) = T • T (n−1), repeat until T (n) = T (n−1)

where T (i) is the computed trust at the ith iteration, while T is the local trust vector.
The combination of trust will converge on acyclic graphs. For cyclic graphs the combination

function will converge only if the combination is cyclic-indifferent. That is, the combination
is not affected by the introduction of a cycle in the path between two peers. As shown by
the authors, the multiplication and the maximum are cyclic-indifferent aggregation functions,
whereas minimum and average are not.

Random walks interpretation

The path algebra interpretation requires the combination function to be cyclic-indifferent for
the algorithm to converge. However, this might be a too restrictive requirement. Instead, a
probabilistic interpretation based on the random walks on Markov chains has been proposed
in [40] and similarly in [43]. A surfer x searching for trustworthy peers can crawl the network
using the following rule: at each peer a, it will crawl to peer b with the probability t(a, b). After
crawling for a while in this manner, the surfer is more likely to be at a reputable peer then at
an unreputable peer. Departing from the random surfer algorithm, [43] also considers the so
called self trust of the surfer - that is at each peer a the surfer will jump back to the initial
node x with a probability equal to t(x, x).

In this interpretation the combination function can be non cyclic-indifferent and the algo-
rithm will still converge. The random walk approach, used in a simplified version in PageRank,
has been found to be of practical use in discovering high-quality web pages [40].

Nonmonotonicity of the trust computation

The aggregation of trust values has the property of being nonmonotonic. The computed trust
can increase or decrease as new trust relationships are added.

In general, it is unknown whether all possible trust relationships have been derived and given
as input to the computation. Thus, an estimation of the possible effects of new relationships on
the combined trust value is necessary (by taking into account the probability density). Other-
wise, when using the ”incomplete” combined trust value, one can but hope that no significant
changes will appear [7].

Trust relationship specification

Deriving new trust relationships starting from the exiting ones should be done based on certain
rules. However, most of the proposed models use implicit, or informally defined, derivation
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rules. Notably, the early work by [7] has explicitly and formally defined rules for deriving trust
relationships. Moreover, the model allows for specifying constants on the trust relationships.

The model allows for specifying direct trust (that is trust in a context) and recommendation
trust relationships as follows.

Direct trust
a trustsseq

x b value v
A direct trust relationship exists if all experiences with b with regard to trust class x which

a knows about are positive experiences. seq is the sequence of entities that mediated the
experiences (i.e. the recommendation path)excluding a and b. v is the value if the trust
relationship which is an estimation of the probability that b behaves well when being trusted.

Recommendation trust
a trusts.recseq

x b when.path Sp when.target St value v
A recommendation trust relationship exists if a is wiling to accept reports from b about

experiences with third parties with respect to trust class x. This trust is restricted to experiences
with entities in St (the target constraint set) mediated by entities in Sp (the path constraint
set). v is the value of the trust relationship. It represents the portion of offered experiences
that a is willing to accept from b and is based on the experiences a has had with the entities
recommended by b.

Beth and colleagues [7] also make explicit the rules for deriving trust and recommender
trust.

Rule 1 (new direct trust):

a trusts.recseq1

x b when.path Sp when.target St value v1

∧ b trustsseq2

x c value v2

∧ c ∈s St

∧ ∀X : (X ∈l seq2 ⇒ (X ∈s Sp ∧ X 6∈l a ◦ seq1))
⇒ atrustsseq1◦b◦seq2

x c value (v1 ⊙ v2)

Rule 2 (new recommendation trust):

a trusts.recseq1

x b when.path Sp1 when.target St1 value v1

b trusts.recseq2

x c when.path Sp2 when.target St2 value v1

∧ ∀X : (X ∈l seq2 ◦ c ⇒ (X ∈s Sp1 ∧ X 6∈l a ◦ seq1))
⇒ atrusts.recseq1◦b◦seq2

x c
when.path(Sp1 ∩ Sp2)when.target(St1 ∩ St2) value (v1 · v2)

The symbol ◦ denotes concatenation of sequences, ∈l denotes membership to a sequence, and
∈s denotes the membership to a set. The operator ⊙ is defined as follows: v1⊙v2 = 1−(1−v2)

v1 .
The authors show that the choice of the derivation strategy has no influence on the resulted

trust expressions. That is, from a given sequence of trust expressions one can either derive a
unique trust expression or none at all, independent of the order in which the rules are applied.

To track all the peers which can be trusted by a peer p with respect to a trust class, one
has to go along all noncyclic paths in the network which consists of trust relationships of the
desired class, start at a, follow the collected constraints and end with a direct trust relationship.
A trust derivation algorithm is proposed which has exponential complexity in the number of
nodes and the problem has been proven to be NP-complete. To remedy this, heuristics have
been proposed. A distributed algorithm is proposed which can handle all types of networks
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but it is specially designed for tree-like structures. For pure tree structures the algorithm’s
complexity is logarithmic.

Logic based calculus

Josang [27] proposes an algebra for determining trust in certification chains. The algebra is
based on Subjective Logic and it can cope with uncertainty. The assumption is that one can
not always have a belief or a disbelief with regard to a certain statement. Instead, one can be
in the position of not knowing. Therefore in [27] each statement is assigned an opinion which is
defined as the triplet consisting of: b (a measure of one’s belief), d (a measure of one’s disbelief),
and u (a measure of uncertainty), such that b + d + u = 1, and b, d, u ∈ [0, 1]. Subjective logic
defines various logical operators for combining trust. The operators for aggregating trust along
the paths and across paths are defined in terms of probability, similar to what we have discussed
in section 2.3.2. However, the system is not capable to completely analyze and compute trust
in the general case where interconnected paths exist.

Josang and Grandison [28] augments the Subjective Logic with a new operator, the condi-
tional inference, highlighting the usefulness of subjective logic over binary logic and probability
calculus because it can model situations where the antecedent, the consequent and the condi-
tional itself are uncertain. That is, given that statement x has the associated opinions ox and
the conditional x → y (if x then y) has the opinion ox→y, the problem is to find oy, the opinion
of the conclusion y.

2.3.3 Open problems and future work

Trust computation models have the advantage of being highly sensitive to the dynamics of peer’s
behavior. However, for the computed trust to accurately reflect the trustworthiness of peers it
needs to take in consideration all the relevant feedback existing in the system. Therefore, when
using the incomplete knowledge, one should also consider the probability density and estimate
the possible changes induced by the data that is missing.

Trust computation for the web of trust can gather opinions of the friends of the friends and so
on, thus increasing its accuracy. Pure probabilistic interpretation of the computation is possible,
but the algorithm is of exponential complexity. Instead, a number of heuristics have been
investigated, from which the path algebra and the random walk interpretations are the most
promising. However, these heuristics raise the questions of convergence and synchronization.
For the algorithms to converge it is necessarily that the trust graph is irreducible and aperiodic,
properties that are not necessary satisfied by a real trust graph. Also, the convergence of the
algorithm depends very much on the synchronization of the peers and on their willingness to
actually perform the computation and propagate the results. Therefore, a reputation-based
trust solution would need to include incentives for peers to collaborate and be truthful.

In order for the reputation systems to be used in large open distributed systems well defined
semantics for trust information as well as for the trust computation should be established. Also,
the trust computation should be integrated better with other security decision function, such
as access control. In addition, languages for querying, retrieving, and inserting reputational
information as well as scalable and efficient management of this data needs to be provided by
the underlying data management infrastructure.
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Chapter 3

Action Languages

3.1 Introduction

Reasoning about action and change is a kind of temporal reasoning where, instead of reasoning
about time itself, we reason on fenomena that take place in time.

Indeed, theories of reasoning about action and change describe a dynamic world changing
because of execution of actions. Properties characterizing the dynamic world are usually spec-
ified by propositions which are called fluents. The word fluent stresses the fact that the true
value of these propositions depends on time and may vary depending on the changes which
occur in the world.

The problem of reasoning about the effects of actions in a dynamically changing world is
considered one of the central problem in knowledge representation theory.

Different approaches in literature took different assumptions on temporal ontology and then
they developed different abstraction tools to cope with dynamic worlds. However, most of
formal theories for reasoning about action and change (action theories) describe dynamic worlds
according to the so-called state-action model. In the state-action model the world is described
in terms of states and actions that cause the transition from a state to another. More precisely,
there are some assumptions that typically hold in action theories referring to the state-action
model. These assumptions are listed below:

• the dynamic world that the theory aims to model is always in a determined state;

• change is interpreted as a transition from a world state to another;

• the world persists in its state unless it is modified by an action’s execution that causes
the transition to a new state (persistency assumption).

Based on the above conceptual assumptions, the main target of action theories is to use a
logical framework to describe the effects of actions on a world where all changes are caused by
execution of actions. To be precise, in general, a formal theory for representing and reasoning
about actions allows us to specify:

(a) causal laws, i.e. axioms that describe domain’s actions in terms of their precondition and
effects on the fluents;
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(b) action sequences that are executed from the initial state;

(c) observations describing the fluent’s value in the initial state;

(d) observations describing the fluent’s value in later states, i.e after some action’s execution.

In the following, the term domain descriptions is used to refer to a set of propositions that
express causal laws, observations of the fluents value in a state and possibly other information
for formalizing a specific problem.

Given a domain description, the principal reasoning tasks are temporal projection (or pre-
diction), temporal explanation (or postdiction) and planning.

Intuitively, the aim of temporal projection is to predict action’s future effects based on even
partial knowledge about actual state (reasoning from causes to effect). On the contrary, the
target of temporal explanation is to infer something on the past states of the world by using
knowledge about the actual situation. The third reasoning task, planning, is aimed at finding
an action sequence that, when executed starting from a given state of the world, produces a
new state where certain desired properties hold.

Usually, by varying the reasoning task, a domain description may contain different elements
that provide a basis for inferring the new facts. For instance, when the task is to formalize
the temporal projection problem, a domain description might contain information on (a), (b)
and (c), then the logical framework might provide the inference mechanisms for reconstructing
information on (d). Otherwise, when the task is to deal with the planning problem, the domain
description will contain the information on (a), (c), (d) and we will try to infer (b), i.e. which
action sequence has to be executed on the state described in (c) for achieving a state with the
properties described in (d).

An important formalization difficulty is known as the persistency problem. It concerns the
characterization of the invariants of an action, i.e. those aspects of the dynamic world that
are not changed by an action. If a certain fluent f representing a fact of the world holds in a
certain state and it is not involved by the next execution of an action a, then we would like to
have an efficient inference mechanism to conclude that f still hold in the state resulting from
the a’s execution.

A second formalization difficulty, known as the ramification problem, arises in the presence
of the the so-called indirect effects (or ramifications) of actions and concerns the problem of
formalizing all the changes caused by an action’s execution. Indeed, action’s execution might
cause a change not only on those fluents that represent its direct effects, but also on other
fluents which are indirectly involved by the chain of events started by the action’s execution.

Various approaches in the literature can be broadly classified in two categories: those choos-
ing classical logics as knowledge representation language [47, 42] and those addressing the prob-
lem by using non-classical logics [56, 16, 62, 29] or computational logics [27, 12, 45, 6]. In the
following, we will briefly review the most popular logic-based approaches to reason about action
and change.

3.2 Logical Approaches

Among the various logic-based approaches to reasoning about actions one of the most popular
is still the situation calculus, introduced by Mc Carthy and Hayes in the sixties [47] to capture
change in first order classical logic. The situation calculus represents the world and its change by
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a sequence of situations. Each situation represents a state of the world and it is obtained from
a previous situation by executing an action. Later on, Kowalski and Sergot have developed
a different calculus to describe change [42], called event calculus, in which events producing
changes are temporally located and they initiate and terminate action effects. Like the situation
calculus, the event calculus is a methodology for encoding actions in first-order predicate logic.
However, it was originally developed for reasoning about events and time in a logic-programming
setting.

Another approach to reasoning about actions is the one based on the use of modal logics.
Modal logics adopts essentially the same ontology of situation calculus by taking the state of
the world as primary and by representing actions as state transitions. In particular, actions
are represented in a very natural way by modalities whose semantics is a standard Kripke
semantics given in terms of accessibility relations between worlds, while states are represented
as sequences of modalities.

Both situation calculus and modal logics influenced the design of logic-based languages for
agent programming. In the following we will describe a high-level robot programming language,
called GOLOG, based on a theory of actions in the situation calculus, and the logic programming
language DyLOG based on modal logic

3.2.1 Situation Calculus

The situation calculus [47] was designed for representing dynamically changing worlds in first
order classical logic. All changes to the world are the result of the execution of actions. A world
is represented as a sequence of actions, called a situation, starting from an initial situation S0.
A binary function symbol do(a, s) denotes the successor situation resulting from performing
action a in situation s. For example, the term do(putdown(A), do(pickup(A), S0)) is a situation
denoting the world resulting from the sequence of actions [pickup(A), putdown(A)]. Fluents, i.e.
relations whose truth values vary from situation to situation, are denoted by predicate symbols
taking a situation as their last argument. For example on(A,B, s) means that block A is on
block B in situation s.

An action theory can be defined by giving preconditions and effects for each actions. Pre-
conditions can be represented with a predicate Poss, as in:

Poss(pickup(x, s) ≡ [∀z¬holding(z, s)] ∧ nexto(x, s) ∧ ¬heavy(x)

whereas effects can be specified as:

Poss(drop(r, x), s) ∧ fragile(x, s) ⇒ broken(x, do(drop(r, x), s))

meaning that dropping a fragile object causes it to be broken, or

Poss(repair(r, x), s) ⇒ ¬broken(x, do(repair(r, x), s))

meaning that repairing an object causes it to be not broken.

3.2.2 Modal approaches

The suitability of dynamic logics or modal logics to formalize reasoning about actions and
change has been pointed out in various proposals [19, 56, 16, 62, 29]. Modal logics adopts
essentially the same ontology of situation calculus by taking the state of the world as primary
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and by representing actions as state transitions. In particular, actions are represented in a very
natural way by modalities whose semantics is a standard Kripke semantics given in terms of
accessibility relations between worlds, while states are represented as sequences of modalities.

In modal logic, a primitive action a can be represented by a modal operator [a], and a
sequence of actions a1, a2, . . . , an by the modal operator [a1; a2; . . . ; an] ([ε] represents the empty
sequence of actions, i.e. the initial state). Furthermore we can make use of a modality 2 to
represent an arbitrary sequence of actions.

For instance , action effects can be expressed as:

2[load]loaded

meaning that fluent loaded holds after execution of action load in any state, or:

2(loaded ⇒ [shoot]¬alive)

2[shoot]¬loaded

meaning that after action shoot fluent loaded will be false, and fluent alive will be false if loaded
holds before executing the action.

Although the representation with modal logic and the one with first-order logic are appar-
ently similar, it is important to point out a significant difference between the two. In fact, if
we do not assume any particular property for the modal operators representing actions (modal
logic K), the two formulas ¬[s]φ and [s]¬φ have different meanings, whereas in the situation
calculus both would be represented by ¬φ(s). Thus, differently from the situation calculus, we
cannot derive ¬loaded from the above rules and [shoot]alive, i.e. action rules cannot be used
contrapositively.

Preconditions might be represented as:

2(¬have gun ⇒ [shoot]⊥)

meaning that action shoot cannot be executed if the fluent have gun is false.

One of the most challenging problems in reasoning about actions is ramification, i.e. the
problem of dealing with indirect effects of actions. It rests on the concept of causality, which
has been widely studied in philosophy, and for which several theories have been proposed. For
instance we want to be able to express rules where ¬alive causes ¬walking for the previous
example. Thus, if the gun is initially loaded, and Fred is alive and walking, after shoot, ¬alive
will hold, and ¬walking as well, according to the above causal rule.

In general we do not want to represent causal rules with material implication because it
has undesired properties such as contraposition. In our example we do not want to use the
causal rule to derive alive from walking, because we do not expect the truth value of the fluent
alive to be influenced by the one of walking. Thus any approach to causality should avoid
using contrapositives of causal rules. A solution proposed in [30] is to introduce a new modal
operator c©, which blocks contraposition of implication, such that the above causal rule will be
represented as:

2(¬alive ⇒ c©¬walking).

An action theory expressed in modal logic can be enriched by making use of dynamic or
temporal logics. Dynamic logic allows to reason about complex actions, by expressing them as
regular expressions on the alphabet of primitive actions. A related approach, used by language
DyLOG, will be presented below. Temporal logic allows to formulate time related properties
and constraints. For instance, the need of temporally extended goals has been motivated by
Bacchus and Kabanza [1] and by Kabanza et al. [40], who proposed an approach to planning
based on a linear temporal logic. This approach allows to formulate general goals, such as
achievement and maintenance goals.
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3.2.3 The frame problem

As pointed out by McCarthy and Hayes [47] formalizing an action theory requires dealing with
persistency, by specifying those fluents which remain unaffected by a given action. Since most
of the fluents do not change from a state to the next one, we want a parsimonious solution to
this problem. Various approaches have been proposed. The main idea is to minimize change
from one state to the next by making use of nonmonotonic logics or of completion constructions.

In particular, Reiter [58] proposed a solution which rests on the completeness assumption
that the action theory describes all action laws affecting the truth value of any fluent f . Under
this assumption, it is possible to define a successor state axiom for each fluent, giving the value
of this fluent in the next state. For instance, the successor state axiom for fluent broken will
be:

Poss(a, s) ⇒ [broken(x, do(a, s)) ≡
(∃r(a = drop(r, x)) ∧ fragile(x, s))∨
broken(x, s) ∧ ¬∃r(a = repair(r, x))].
[30] adopt a nonmonotonic approach, by adding persistency assumptions of the form:

[a1; a2; . . . ; an](l ⇒ [a]l). The basic idea is that persistency of a fluent from a state to the
next one must be assumed, if it does not lead to an inconsistent state. Therefore the above
persistency assumption must be assumed unless we are able to prove that ¬l holds after execu-
tion of action a, i.e. unless we are able to prove [a1; a2; . . . ; an; a]¬l. This solution was proved
equivalent to using default logic.

3.3 Computational Logic

Non-classical logics have been successfully used for developing agent theories, for representing
and reasoning about action and change as well as for modeling mental attitudes as beliefs,
knowledge and goals. This is mainly due to their capability of representing structured and
dynamic knowledge. However a wide gap between the expressive power of the formal models
and the practical implementations has emerged, due to the computational effort required for
verifying that properties granted by logical models hold in the systems that implement them.

For this reason among the researchers is growing the interest on the use of computational
logic, which allow one to express formal specifications that can be directly executed, thanks to
the fact that logic programs have a procedural interpretation, beside the declarative one [67].

3.3.1 The A family

In ’93 Gelfond and Lifschitz have defined a simple declarative language for describing actions,
called A [27]. Various extensions of A have been proposed in the last years with the intention
to deal with nondeterministic actions [41, 9], concurrent actions [10], ramifications [41, 34] or
sensing actions [11, 45, 12]. Most of the times, a sound translation of such extensions into
logical languages is provided1.

In most of these formulations, the target is to define a logical entailment relation between a
domain description D (that contains causal laws for the domain’s actions and observations on
fluents value in the initial state) and simple queries of the form “f after a1, . . . , an” where f

1For the language AR0 defined in [41] a translation is given into a formalism based on circumscription, rather
than into logic programming.
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is a fluent and a1, . . . , an are elementary actions:

D |= f after a1, ..., an

For instance, the following domain description for the shooting problem:

initially ¬loaded

initially alive

Load causes loaded

Shoot causes ¬alive if loaded

Load causes ¬loaded

entails

¬alive after Load;Wait;Shoot

The language A has been formally defined by giving a translation into general logic program-
ming extended with explicit negation. Note that the entailment relation of A is nonmonotonic,
and this aspect is modeled by negation as failure of logic programming.

Also more general queries have been considered where beside to reason about the effects of
sequences of simple actions, it is possible to reason about conditional or complex plans execution.
It is the case in the works [11, 45, 12] where the problem of extending the Gelfond and Lifschitz’
language A for reasoning about complex plans in presence of sensing and incomplete information
has been tackled.

3.4 Dealing with Incomplete Knowledge

In a pioneering work of ’85 [51], Robert C. Moore was one of the firsts to recognize the central
role the agent’s knowledge plays in acting and achieving goals, especially considering that in
the real world planning and acting must be performed without complete knowledge about the
situation. “When the agent entertains a plan for achieving some goal he must consider not only
whether the physical prerequisite for the plan have been satisfied, but also whether he has all
the information necessary to carry out the plan” [51]. If it has not all this knowledge, the agent
may need to have at its disposal knowledge-producing actions (also called sensing actions),that
allow to acquire new information and, then, affect the mental state of the agent (instead of
affecting the world state).

Moore proposed a formal theory of action and knowledge based on first-order logics. In his
theory, in order to deal with incomplete information, he introduced a distinction between the
state of the world and the state of the agent’s knowledge. Furthermore, beside uninformative
actions, he allows of sensing actions to acquire new information. To the best of our knowledge,
it was the first theory allowing to represent and reason about mental effects of actions, beside of
world effects. Moreover, note that Moore’s model copes not only with mental effects of sensing-
actions but mental effect of non-sensing actions as well. Indeed, he pointed out that even if an
action is not informative, i.e. it does not provide an agent with new information, performing
the action will still alter the agent’s epistemic state. In fact, since the agent is aware of its
action, it will know that it has been performed. “As a result, the tense and modality of many
of the things he knows will change”: if, for instance, before performing the action he knows
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that a fact f will hold after performing the action, then after the execution of the action he
will know that f is true.

Such concepts were represented by Moore in terms of possible world using first-order logics.
Later, Scherl and Levesque [61] adapted the possible world model of knowledge proposed by
Moore to the situation calculus.

In [22] De Giacomo and Rossati present a minimal knowledge approach to reasoning about
actions and sensing in presence of incomplete information. Their proposed formalism combines
the modal µ-calculus and autoepistemic logic.

In a recent work, Thielscher [66] faces the problem of representing a robot’s knowledge about
its environment in the context of the Fluent Calculus, a formalism for reasoning about actions
based on predicate logic. In order to account for knowledge, basic fluent calculus is extended
by introducing the concept of possible world state and defining the knowledge of a robot in
terms of possible states. The formalism deals with sensing actions and it allows to distinguish
between state of the world and state of knowledge of an agent about the world.

In [45] Lobo et al. introduce the language AK which provides both actions to increase agent
knowledge and actions to lose agent knowledge. It has a general semantics in which epistemic
states are represented by sets of worlds. Complex plans are defined as Algol-like programs
containing sequences, conditional statements and iteration. Given a domain description in AK ,
a query of the form φ after [α] is true if φ holds in every model of D after the execution of
the plan α in the initial state, where α is a complex plan, possibly including conditionals and
iterations.

In [12] Baral and Son define an action description language, also called AK , which deals
with sensing actions and distinguishes between the state of the world and the state of knowledge
of an agent about the world. The semantics of the language are proved to be equivalent to the
one in [45] when rational models are considered.

The action language presented in [8] defines a language capable of representing incomplete
belief states and of dealing with sensing actions. An epistemic level is introduced in the action
logic in order to represent the mental state of an agent, by using belief modalities. As concerns
world actions, i.e. actions affecting the real world, the language model what the agent believes
about actions effects based on its beliefs about the preconditions. Sensing actions are considered
as input actions which produce fresh information on the value of some fluents in the real world.
In essence, sensing actions are regarded as non-deterministic actions, whose outcome cannot be
predicted by the agent.

3.5 Logic-based agent languages

The theory of computational agents plays a central role in AI, providing powerful conceptual
tools for characterizing complex software systems situated in dynamic environments where they
possibly interact with other computational entities. In the literature there is a wide agreement
in defining agents as intelligent systems toward which we take the intentional stance [24]. This
is done by attributing agents with cognitive concepts such as beliefs and goals in order to
describe, analyze or predict their behaviour. Moreover, software agents are usually designed as
computational entities exhibiting

• high-degree of autonomy,

• capability of pursuing their goals eventually by interacting with other software or humans
(proactiveness), and
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• capability of getting feedback on changes which occur in the environment they are situated
in (reactivity).

One of the core research issues in the community dealing with agents is the design of knowl-
edge representation languages for specifying and reasoning about the internal behavior of an
agent, as well as about the dynamic change of its mental state.

In general, modeling agent’s internal behaviour and attitude dynamics is a difficult task. In
particular, many theories of agency have been proposed which are based on logic formalisms.
In different ways, they all try to define a formal model including accounts of the individual
agent’s general reasoning and behaviour strategies.

One of the technical difficulties regards the ability to manage incomplete and multiple
knowledge. Indeed, generally it is impossible to assume either knowledge completeness (agents
can have partial and incomplete views on the external world) or knowledge uniqueness (different
agents can have different views on the external world). In order to cope with these issues,
extensions of classical logics and new reasoning techniques have been studied. Most of the
approaches build on the top of an action theory expressed in one of the formalisms reviewed
in the previous sections. Non-classical logics (as modal logics, deontic logic and non-monotonic
logics) have been successfully used for developing agent theories, both to represent and reason
about actions, and to formalize mental states and their dynamics.

Nonetheless, due to the technical difficulty of verifying that those properties granted by
the formal models are granted also in the practical systems that implement them, there is
a gap between expressive power of formal models of agency and practical implementations.
One way of filling the gap between agent theories and agent system’s implementation is to use
computational logic which supports logic-based executable agent specifications and facilitates
verification tasks. In fact, in logic programming, logic is the programming language and agent
programs can be specified as logical rules that can be executed by a SLD-style proof procedure.

Starting from such premises, computational counterparts of non-classical logics seem to be a
promising candidate as agent specification languages [8, 59]. Indeed, in non-classical logics it is
easier and more natural to describe systems which involve notions such as knowledge, beliefs and
reasoning about actions. Moreover, the logic programming framework offers efficient execution
mechanisms for the language retaining its desirable properties such as its declarative semantics
and high-level descriptive capabilities.

Both situation calculus and modal action logics influenced the design of logic-based lan-
guages for agent programming. On the one hand, recently the research about situation calculus
gained a renewed attention thanks to the cognitive robotic project at University of Toronto.
This project has lead to the development of a high-level agent programming language, called
GOLOG, based on a theory of actions in situation calculus [44]. On the other hand, in [8], a
modal action theory has been used as a basis for specifying and executing agent behaviour in a
logic programming setting. Finally, the language IMPACT is an example of use of deontic logic
for specifying agents. The agent’s behavior is specified by means of a set of rules (the agent
program). These rules are suitable to specify, by means of deontic modalities, agent policies,
that is what actions an agent is obliged to take in a given state, what actions it is permitted to
take, and how it chooses which actions to perform.

A review of such languages is given in section 3.6.
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3.5.1 Linear and conditional plans

Agent settled in dynamic environments must be able to perform practical reasoning, as deciding
what state of affairs it wants to achieve (deliberation) and deciding how it is going to achieve
this state of affairs (means-ends reasoning). Means-ends reasoning is the process of deciding
how to achieve an end (i.e. a goal) using the available means (i.e. the actions which can be
performed). This process is also known as planning. Typically an agent uses some function
plan(B,G) which determines a plan π to achieve the goal G.

An agent could engage in the generation of a plan from scratch, as in standard planning in
AI. For efficiency reasons, in most agent systems, the plan function is implemented by giving
the agent a library of plans, which have been predefined by the designer of the agent. Finding a
plan to achieve a goal means extracting from the library a plan that, when executed, will have
the goal as a post-condition, and will be sound given the the agent’s current beliefs.

In some approaches [8, 44] the starting point is not a simple set of atomic action definitions,
but a procedure defining a complex action the agent can perform for achieving its tasks. In
this case the planning task is interpreted as finding a terminating execution of the procedure
that, when executed, leads to a state where the desired goal holds. Such terminating execution
will be a legal sequence of actions and a correct plan w.r.t the goal. It easy to see that this
is a special case of the planning problem, where the procedure definition constrains the search
space in which to look for the wanted sequence

The issue of formulating the planning task in dynamic domains including sensing was for-
mulated by Levesque in [43]: “A number of researchers are investigating the topic of conditional
planning. [...] where the output for one reason or another is not expected to be a fixed sequence
of actions, but a more general specification involving conditionals and iteration. In this paper
we will concern with conditional planning problems where what action to perform next in a
plan may depend on the result of an earlier sensing actions.”

The Guardian of the Room Example A room has only two sliding doors, door1 and door2,

leading outside. In the initial situation the robot is inside the room close to door2. It is possible to

go from a door to another. Being close to a door, it is possible to close or open it, by toggling the

switch next to the door: if the door is open, by toggling the switch the robot will close it and viceversa.

Moreover, robot can check if a door is open by activating its sensors. The goal is to close all doors.

A linear plan (i.e. a sequence of actions) cannot solve this problem. Indeed both in case it
has incomplete knowledge on the door state, and in the case it cannot exclude that someone has
closed it since the last time it checked (i.e. an exogenous action has occurred), the robot could
not know in advance whether the door is open or not. Then, it has to be able to condition its
course of actions on the runtime result of sensing. What we expect in this setting is a complex
(conditional) plan that leads to a goal state no matter the sensing turns out. For our example
an expected solution could be something like:

/* Assuming the robot close to door2 initially */

check the state of door2;
if door2 is open

then close it;
go to door1;
check the state of door1;
if door1 is open

then close it;
else do nothing;

else go to door1;
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check the state of door1;
if door1 is open

then close;
else do nothing.

3.6 Executable agent specification languages: literature

Logic-based executable agent specification languages have been deeply investigated in the last
years. In this section we will briefly recall the main features of three of them - GOLOG [44],
DyLOG [8] and IMPACT [59]-, which seems to be particularly promising as implementation
languages for intelligent applications in the semantic web context.

3.6.1 GOLOG: ALGOL in logic

GOLOG is a programming language, developed at the University of Toronto, for the specifi-
cation and the execution of complex actions in dynamic domains. It is a procedural language
mainly designed for applications as programming high-level robot control and intelligent soft-
ware agents. Recently it has been used as high-level formalism for automatically composing
services on the semantic web in the context of the DAML-S initiative [49, 50]. GOLOG is based
on a logic for actions expressed in an extended version of the situation calculus. The meaning
of primitive actions is specified in situation calculus by giving their preconditions and effects in
terms of suitable axioms (see section 3.2.1), while larger programs are defined by macro spec-
ifications which expands into (sometimes second order) formulae of the situation calculus and
allow to assemble primitive actions into complex actions. In particular, complex actions are
defined using the abbreviation Do(δ, s, s′) where δ is a complex action expression; intuitively
Do(δ, s, s′) will hold whenever the situation s′ is a terminating situation of an execution of δ
starting in situation s. Constructs for building complex actions include the following:

a - primitive action
δ; δ - sequence
φ? - test
δ1|δ2 - non deterministic choice between actions
(πx)δ(x) - non deterministic choice of arguments
δ∗ - nondeterministic iteration

Formalization of complex actions draws considerably from dynamic logic. It reifies as sit-
uations in the object language of the situation calculus the possible worlds with which the
semantics of dynamic logic is defined (see [44] for details). GOLOG attempts to blend ALGOL
programming style into logic. In fact, on the one hand, it borrows from ALGOL very well-
studied programming constructs as sequence, conditionals, recursive procedure and loops. For
instance:
if φ then δ1 else δ2 =def [φ?; δ1] | [¬φ?; δ2]
It is also possible to define recursive procedures, whose semantics is given as least fixed-point.
The following is a generic procedure for making travel arrangement:

proc Travel(cust, origin, dest, dDate, rDate);
if registrationRequired

then Register endIf;
BookTransport(cust, origin, dest, dDate, rDate);
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BookAccomodations(cust, origin, dest, dDate, rDate);
Inform(cust)

endProc

where Inform(cust) is a primitive action and Register is a fluent in the language of situa-
tion calculus; BookTransport(cust, origin, dest, dDate, rDate) and
BookAccomodations(cust, origin, dest, dDate, rDate) can be seen as call to other GOLOG pro-
cedures.

On the other hand, GOLOG gives to programs a logical semantics in extended situation
calculus, thus makes possible to express program properties (like correctness or termination)
and to reason about them by a theorem prover. In particular, being based on a formal theory
of actions, the language allows to reason about program execution and to consider the effects
of different courses of actions before committing to a particular behaviour. Given a domain
description Axioms - which is defined as a collection of axioms including a set of domain-
dependent axioms describing precondition and effects of atomic actions as well as the initial
situation, plus a set of foundational domain-independent axioms of the situation calculus- exe-
cuting a GOLOG program δ in a given initial situation S0 amounts to establish the following
entailment:

Program Execution

Axioms |= (∃s)Do(δ, S0, s). (3.1)

Notice that, like in Prolog, GOLOG programs are executed for their side effects, i.e. to
obtain bindings for existentially quantified variables. A successful execution of the program,
i.e. a successful proof, returns a binding for s: s = do(an, ...(do(a1, S0))). a1, . . . , an represents
an execution trace of the program δ for the given initial situation. Intuitively by the above
entailment we must find a legal sequence of actions (each action is executed in a context where
its precondition are satisfied) which is a possible execution of the program δ starting from the
situation S0.

The query 3.1 can be extended by an additional condition on the final state (φ(s)). This
additional condition expresses a special case of the classical planning task and it can be very
practical in many applications: the program definition constrains the search space of reachable
situations in which to look for a legal sequence for achieving φ.

Various extensions of GOLOG have been developed. CONGOLOG incorporates concur-
rency, handling concurrent processes with different priorities, high-level interrupts [20, 21].
With IndiGolog programs can be executed incrementally to allow for interleaved action, plan-
ning, sensing, and exogenous events.

Original formulation of GOLOG did not deal with programs containing sensing actions,
providing to the agent fresh knowledge to be used for deciding how to act. Such actions are
crucial for allowing the agent to deal with incomplete knowledge about the domain or to monitor
the value of fluents in domains where exogenous actions that are not under the agent’s control
might occur. Handling sensing actions requires to introduce an epistemic level for modeling
agent’s knowledge, which is missing in GOLOG. Moreover, in presence of sensing actions the
planning task as expressed by 3.1 is no longer adequate and a more complex notion of plan
than given by the classical view of plans as mere sequences of actions is required.

Levesque’s planning theory builds on the top of an action theory based on classical situation
calculus, suitably extended to handle sensing actions[61]. A new language for defining plans as
robot programs is introduced. Robot programs may contain conditionals and loops, a sequence
of actions being merely a special case. They may contain sensing actions as ordinary actions
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and, similarly to [45, 12], it is possible to formally prove the correctness of a complex program
respect to a given goal state. The planning task is specified as the problem to find a robot
program that achieves a goal state when executed in a certain initial state, no matter how the
sensing turns out. However, the paper does not suggest how to automatically generate such
correct robot plans.

3.6.2 DyLOG

As GOLOG, the language DyLOG, that we are going to briefly review, is designed for specifying
agents behaviour and for modeling dynamic systems. As a main difference, it arises fully inside
the logic programming paradigm: while GOLOG programs are defined by procedural statements
in an Algol-like language, DyLOG programs are defined by sets of Horn-like rules, and a SLD-
style proof procedure is introduced, which executes programs as proves theorems.

DyLOG DyLOG is a high-level logic programming language for modeling rational agents.
It is based on a modal theory of actions and mental attitudes where action modalities are
used for representing primitive (see section 3.2.2) and complex actions, while belief modalities
model the agent’s internal state [8]. It accounts both for atomic and complex actions, or
procedures, for specifying the agent behaviors. Atomic actions are either world actions, affecting
the world, or mental actions, i.e. sensing and communicative actions which only affect the agent
beliefs. Complex actions are defined through (possibly recursive) definitions, given by means
of Prolog-like rewrite rules (which are interpreted as axioms of the logic - grammar logics) and
by making use of action operators from dynamic logic, like sequence “;”, test “?” and non-
deterministic choice “∪”. Formally complex actions are defined by a set of axioms of the form
〈p0〉ϕ ⊂ 〈p1〉〈p2〉 . . . 〈pn〉ϕ, where p0 is the procedure name the pi’s can be i’s primitive acts,
sensing actions for modeling information reception, test actions (actions of the form Fs?, where
Fs is conjunction of belief formulas) or procedure names.

A DyLOG agent can be provided with a communication kit that specifies of its communicative
behavior [3], defined in terms of interaction protocols, i.e. conversation policies that build on
FIPA-like speech acts. The communication theory is viewed as a homogeneous component of
the general agent theory, as both conversational policies, that guide the agent’s communicative
behavior, and other policies defining the agent’s complex behavior are represented by procedures
definitions (procedure axioms).

The action theory allows to cope with the problem of reasoning about complex actions
with incomplete knowledge and in particular to address the temporal projection and planning
problem. Intuitively DyLOG allows to specify the behavior of a rational agent that reasons
about its own behavior, chooses a course of actions conditioned on its mental state and can use
sensors and communication for obtaining fresh knowledge. In this spirit it has already been used
with success for agent programming, in implementing web applications. In [5] an application
has been developed where a virtual tutor helps students to build personalized study curricula,
based on the description of courses viewed as actions. Recent works [3, 2, 4] focussed on using
reasoning about actions techniques supported by DyLOG for customizing the composition of
services, based on a semantic description of the services. In particular the ability of reasoning
about interaction protocols has been exploited for customizing service selection and composition
w.r.t. to the user’s constraints.

In DyLOG the agent behavior is described by a domain description, which includes, besides
a specification of the agents initial beliefs, a description of the agent behavior plus a commu-
nication kit (denoted by CKitagi), that encodes its communicative behavior. Communication is
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supported both at the level of primitive speech acts and at the level of interaction protocols.
Thus, the communication kit of an agent agi is defined as a triple (ΠC ,ΠCP ,ΠSget): ΠC is a set
of laws defining precondition and effects of the agent speech acts; ΠCP is a set of procedure ax-
ioms, specifying a set of interaction protocols, and can be intended as a library of conversation
policies, that the agent follows when interacting with others; ΠSget is a set of sensing axioms
for acquiring information by messages reception.

The following is an example of DyLOG procedure expressing a conversation policy that a
customer service (agent C) could follow in order to interact with a restaurant booking web
service. The subscripts next to the procedure names are a writing convention for representing
the role that the agent plays; so, for instance, Q stands for querier, and C for customer.

(a) 〈reserv restC(Self, Service, T ime)〉ϕ ⊂
〈yes no queryQ(Self, Service, available(Time)) ;

BSelfavailable(Time)? ;
get info(Self, Service, reservation(Time)) ;
get info(Self, Service, cinema promo) ;
get info(Self, Service, ft number)〉ϕ

The customer asks if a table is available at a certain time, if so, the restaurant informs it
that a reservation has been taken and that it gained a promotional free ticket for a cinema
(cinema promo), whose code number (ft number) is returned. The question mark amounts to
check the value of a fluent in the current state; the semicolon is the sequencing operator of two
actions.
yes no queryQ(Self, Service, available(Time)) is a procedure defining a conversation policy for
asking information on the truth of a given fluent. It builds on the top of FIPA-like performative
as inform and queryIf modelled as primitive actions in the modal action theory. get info’s
are special sensing actions for modeling the reception of messages.

DyLOG allows reasoning about agents’ behavior, by supporting reasoning techniques for
proving existential properties of the kind “given a procedure p and a set of desiderata, is there
a legal sequence of actions conforming to p that, when executed from the initial state, also
satisfies the desired conditions?”. In case we deal with communicative behavior, it can be
intended as the query: ”given a conversation policy p and a set of desiderata, is there a specific
conversation, respecting the policy, that also satisfies the desired conditions?”.

Formally, given a DyLOG domain description Πagi
containing a CKitagi with the specifica-

tions of the interaction protocols and of the relevant speech acts, a planning activity can be
triggered by existential queries of the form 〈p1〉〈p2〉 . . . 〈pm〉Fs, where each pk (k = 1, . . . ,m)
may be an atomic or complex action executed by the agent, or a sensing action. Checking if
the query succeeds corresponds to answering to the question “is there an execution of p1, . . . ,
pm leading to a state where the conjunction of belief formulas Fs holds for agent agi?”. Such
an execution is a plan to bring about Fs. As in GOLOG the procedure definition constrains
the search space. Actions in the plan can be action performed by agi or special actions that
can be read as the assumption that a certain input will be received as result of sensing.

The ability of making assumptions about the outcome of sensing is necessary in order to
actually build the plan. Depending on the task that one has to execute, it may alternatively
be necessary to take into account all of the possible all the possible sensing outcome or just to
find one of them for which the goal is achieved. In the former case, the extracted plan will be
conditional, and for each sensing action it will generally contain many branches as the possible
sensing outcomes. Each path in the resulting tree is a linear plan that brings about Fs. In the
latter case, instead, the plan is linear. A goal-directed proof procedure has been developed that
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implements such kinds of agent’s reasoning and planning, and allows to automatically extract
linear or conditional plans from DyLOG procedures [8, 3].

3.6.3 IMPACT

IMPACT Impact [65, 59] is an international research project led by the University of Maryland.
The principal goal of this project is to develop both a theory as well as a software implementation
that facilitates the creation, deployment, interaction, and collaborative aspects of software
agents in a heterogeneous, distributed environment.

In IMPACT system all agents have the same architecture and hence the same components,
but the content of these components can be different, leading to different behaviors and capa-
bilities offered by different agents. The system provides the possibility to select data structures
that best suit the application functions desired by users of the application they are building,
thus “agentizing” pieces of code of arbitrary software programs. Finally the agent is built on
the top of it.

The first step is to have an abstract definition of what that body of code looks like. The
system need a specification of the data types or data structures that the agent manipulates, with
associate a domain which is the space of objects of that type. The above set of data structures
is manipulated by a set of functions, constituting the application programmer interface or API
of the package on top of which the agent is being built, that are callable by external programs.

Once defined the data structures, the data types and the functions manipulating them, is
possible to use a unified query language to query them. If p is the name of a package, and f
is an n–ary function defined in that package, then p : f(a1, . . . , an) is a code call. It can be
read as “execute function f as defined in package p on the stated list of arguments”. An atomic
code call condition is an expression of the form in(X,p:f(a1, . . . , an)) which succeeds if X
is in the set of answers returned by the code call in question. Finally, a code call condition is
a conjunction of atomic code call conditions and deconstruction and constraint operations2.

In addition to the data types of the code that an agent is built on top of, IMPACT provides
a special “messaging” package which may be “added on” to agents so that they are able to
handle messaging. At any given point in time, the actual set of objects in the data structures
(and message box) managed by the agent constitutes the state of the agent.

The agent has a set of actions that can change its state. Such actions may include reading a
message from the message box, responding to a message, executing a request “as is”, executing
a modified request, cloning a copy of the agent and moving it to a remote host, updating the
agent data structures, etc. Even doing nothing may be an action.

Every action has a precondition, a set of effects that describe how the agent state changes
when the action is executed, and an execution script or method consisting of a body of physical
code that implements the action. For instance, when a robotic agent executes the action
move((X,Y),(X1,Y1)), not only must its state be updated to reflect the move, but an execution
script to actually move the robot to its new location must be executed. Such an action may be
stated as follows:

1. Precondition: in((X;Y); robot data : location())

2. Add list: in((X1;Y1); robot data : location())

2a deconstruction operation accesses the x field of a variable V ranging over records that have an x field. V.x

> 25 is a constraint which checks if this condition is true.
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3. Delete list: in((X;Y); robot data : location())

The agent has an associated body of code implementing a notion of concurrency. Intuitively,
a notion of concurrency takes a set of actions as input, and returns a single action (which
“combines” the input actions together) as output. There are numerous possible notions of
concurrency.

Each agent has a set of action and integrity constraints the states of the agent are expected
to satisfy. The former are needed in order to prevent that some specific actions {a1, . . . , an}
are concurrently executed, the latter assure a sort of consistency.

Each agent has a set of rules called the Agent Program specifying the operating principles
under which the agent is functioning. These rules describe the do’s and dont’s for the agent.
They specify what the agent may do, what it must do, what it may not do, etc. The Agent
Program uses deontic modalities to implement what the agent can and cannot do. If α(~t)
is an action with parameters ~t, then Oα(~t), Pα(~t), Fα(~t), Doα(~t), Wα(~t), are called action
status atoms. These action status atoms are read (respectively) as α(~t) is obligatory, permitted,
forbidden, done, and the obligation to do α(~t) is waived.

If A is an action status atom, then A and ¬A are called action status literals. An agent
program is a finite set of rules of the form:

A ←− χ ∧ L1 ∧ . . .∧ Ln

where A is an action status atom, χ is a code call condition, and L1 ∧ . . .∧ Ln are action
status literals.

When the agent is initially constructed and deployed, all integrity constraints are satisfied
by the agent’s state so to ensure that whatever the agent does, it maintains consistency of the
integrity constraints by never executing actions that force it to transition to an inconsistent
state. An agent B can directly change an agent A’s state only by sending it a message (and
thus causing an update to the agent’s mailbox). All other changes to agent A’s state must be
made by agent A, perhaps as a response to such a message from agent B. Everytime an agent
A receives a message, its integrity constraints may get violated. The agent’s job is to compute
a set of actions to take which, if executed concurrently, satisfy the following conditions:

1. satisfies the action constraints;

2. leads to a new state (of the agent) that satisfies the integrity constraints;

3. satisfies all rules of the agent’s program.

In fact, in this framework, a status set is a set of ground action status atoms that preserve
such conditions, and also satisfy some consistency conditions.

An important point to note is that agents continuously respond to messages (state changes)
by computing such a status set, and concurrently executing all the actions of the form Doα in
that status set. The entire implementation of the IMPACT system is built to efficiently and
scalably support this need.

3.7 Reasoning about interaction on the semantic web

Recent years witnessed a rapid evolution of the concept of world-wide web, moving from an
information providing web to one that provides “services”. In this perspective the web is seen
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as a platform that supports the execution of activities, not only carried on by human beings
but in particular by software entities. The idea is to develop an infrastructure that allows the
automatic retrieval of software devices –based on a machine-interpretable semantic description
of what they will do–, their execution, and their automatic composition and interoperation,
aimed at performing complex tasks. The challenge lays in the achievement of the capability of
making a set of softwares, gathered on-the-fly according to the current goals of the user but
developed independently, interoperate so to achieve a given goal. A lot of research is currently
being carried on about these topics, and some proposals have been done, although none can
yet be considered as “the solution”.

One model that seems to fit particularly well the described scenario is to consider the
services as agents, whose interoperation is based on communication. Indeed, the web service
must follow some, possibly non-deterministic, procedure aimed at getting/supplying all the
information necessary to perform its task or resulting from it. More precisely, talking about
agents, a web service behavior can be expressed as a conversation protocol, which describes the
communications that can occur with the other agents.

3.7.1 Interactions as communications

Communication and dialogue have intensively been studied in the context of formal theories
of agency [25]. In particular, a great deal of attention has been devoted to the definition
of standard agent communication languages (ACL), such as FIPA and KQML. The crucial
issue was to achieve interoperability in open agent systems, characterized by the interaction of
heterogeneous agents, where it is fundamental to have a universally shared semantic.

Agent communication languages are complex structures because a communicative act must
specify many kinds of information, such as its content and the kind of performative. The defi-
nition of formal semantics for individual communicative acts has been one of the major topics
of research in this field. Most of the proposals are ultimately based on the philosophical the-
ory of speech acts developed by Austin and Searle in the sixties. Following the basic insight
of the speech act theory, communications are not just considered as transmitting information
but as actions that, instead of modifying the external world, affect the mental states of the
involved agents. As a consequence, individual speech act semantic has been given in terms of
preconditions and effects on mental attitudes, as it is commonly done with action semantic,
and standard techniques for reasoning about change have been exploited for proving conver-
sation properties, planning communication with other agents and for answer selection. In this
line, many approaches in the literature are based on variants of modal logic, in which mental
attitudes, such as beliefs, goals and intentions, as well as communicative acts are represented
by modalities [14, 39, 26].

Only recently the attention has been moved to formalize those aspects of communication
that are related to the conversational context in which communicative acts occur [46]. The
formalization of conversation policies adds a higher semantic level, which improves the interop-
erability of the various components (often separately developed) and simplifies the verification
of compliance to the desired standards. In the area of agent languages based on logic, some
examples of definition of protocols for guiding the agent communicative behavior can be found
in [60, 3]. By working at the level of protocols, agents can more easily be seen as individuals,
developed independently, on different platforms and with different approaches, a very attractive
view in the applicative field of web applications and web services. For all these reasons we focus
on a semantics of communication that supports the specification and reasoning about single
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speech acts, as well as the specification and reasoning about speech acts in the context of a
conversation protocol.

Instead of referring to a mentalistic approach as described above, some authors have pro-
posed a social approach to agent communication [64, 35]. The reason is that the mental approach
is not well suited to those cases in which the history of communications is observable but the
internal states of the single agents are not. In the social approach communicative actions affect
the “social state” of the system, which consists of social facts, like the permissions and the com-
mitments of the agents, which are created and modified along the interaction. The dynamics of
the system emerges from the interactions of the agents, which must respect these permissions
and the commitments (if they are compliant with the protocol). The social approach provides
a high level specification of the protocol, and does not require the rigid specification of all the
allowed action sequences by means of finite state diagrams.

3.7.2 Representing protocols of interaction

In this section we describe in more details the approach to protocol representation, that is based
on the action metaphor. The reason is that by this approach it is possible to represent in a
uniform way the communicative behavior and the non-communicative behavior of the agents.

The basic idea of this approach is that protocols are described by procedures built upon
a predefined set of speech acts. Each speech act is an atomic communicative action, usually
involving two agents. In the last years a lot of efforts have been devoted to the study of
speech acts. One of the major results is due to FIPA, a non-profit organization aimed at
producing standards for the interoperation of heterogeneous software agents. The FIPA Agent
Communication Language (FIPA ACL) defines not only the syntax of a set of speech acts, but
also their semantics, which is but trivial.

For instance, in the specifications of FIPA ACL, we read that the inform speech act denotes
a communication between a sending agent and a receiving agent, that indicates that the sending
agent knows that some proposition is true, that it intends that the receiving agent also comes
to believe that the proposition is true, and, that it does not already believe that the receiver
has any knowledge of the truth of the proposition. The first two properties defined above are
straightforward: the sending agent is sincere, and it has generated the intention that the receiver
should know the proposition (for instance, because it has been asked). The last property is
concerned with the semantic soundness of the act. If an agent already knows that some state
of the world holds (in our case, that the receiver already knows the truth of the proposition),
it cannot rationally adopt an intention to bring about that state of the world, i.e. it will not
perform the inform act.

Note that the property is not as strong as it might appear. In fact, the sender is not required
to establish whether the receiver knows the proposition. On the other hand, from the receiver’s
point of view, an inform message entitles it to believe that the sender believes the content of the
message, and that the sender wishes the receiver to believe that proposition as well. Whether
or not the receiver will actually believe the proposition is a function of the receiver’s trust in
the sincerity and reliability of the sender.

From this example we can notice that speech acts may have preconditions to their execution
and effects, that are described in terms of what the involved agents know (or believe) about the
object of the communication and about each other. Therefore, they can suitably be represented
by means of agent programming languages for reasoning about actions and change. One such
language, that is particularly interesting because it not only allows the definition of speech
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acts but also of conversation protocols, is DyLOG, introduced in [7, 8] and set in a modal logic
framework.

Representing interaction protocols in DyLOG

In DyLOG, the integration of a communication theory [55, 3] in the general agent theory is
obtained by adding further axioms and laws to the agent domain description. In the following
we will denote agents by agi or agj . Let us now briefly describe the language components that
allow communication, which are: speech acts, get message actions, and protocols.

Speech Acts are atomic actions, described in terms of preconditions and effects on the agent
mental state. They have the form speech act(sender, receiver, l), where sender and receiver
are agents and l is either a fluent literal or a done fluent. Such actions can be seen as special
mental actions, affecting both the sender’s and the receiver’s mental state. In our model we
focused on the internal representation, that agents have of each speech act, by specifying agi’s
belief changes both when it is the sender and when it is the receiver. They are modelled by
generalizing the action and precondition laws so to allow the representation of the effects of
communications performed by other agents on agi mental state. Such a representation provides
the capability of reasoning about conversation effects. Speech act specification is, then, twofold:
one definition holds when the agent is the sender, the other when it is the receiver. In the first
case, the precondition laws contain some sincerity condition that must hold in the agent mental
state. When agi is the receiver, the action is always executable. Let us consider as an example
the DyLOG representation of the FIPA ACL inform speech act, described a few paragraphs
above:

a) 2(Bagi l ∧ BagiUagj l ⊃ 〈inform(agi, agj , l)〉⊤)
b) 2([inform(agi, agj , l)]M

agiBagj l)
c) 2(BagiBagj authority(agi, l) ⊃ [inform(agi, agj , l)]B

agiBagj l)
d) 2(⊤ ⊃ 〈inform(agj , agi, l)〉⊤)
e) 2([inform(agj , agi, l)]B

agiBagj l)
f) 2(Bagiauthority(agj , l) ⊃ [inform(agj , agi, l)]B

agi l)
g) 2(Magiauthority(agj , l) ⊃ [inform(agj , agi, l)]M

agi l)

Clause (a) states that an inform act can be executed when the sender believes l and believes
that the receiver does not know l. When agi is the sender it thinks possible that the receiver
will adopt its belief, although it cannot be sure about it –autonomy assumption (b)–. If it
believes that agj considers it a trusted authority about l, it is confident that the receiver will
adopt its belief (c). When agi is the receiver, it believes that l is believed by the sender agj (e),
but it adopts l as an own belief only if it thinks that the latter is a trusted authority (f)-(g).

Get Message Actions are used for receiving messages from other agents. They are modeled as
a special kind of sensing actions, because from the agent perspective they correspond to queries
for an external input, whose outcome is unpredictable. The main difference w.r.t. normal
sensing actions is that they are defined by means of speech acts performed by the interlocutor.
Formally, we use get message actions defined by an axiom schema of the form:

[get message(agi, agj , l)]ϕ ≡ [
⋃

speech act∈Cget message

speech act(agj , agi, l)]ϕ (3.2)

Intuitively, Cget message is a finite set of speech acts, which are all the possible communications
that agi expects from agj in the context of a given conversation. We do not associate to a
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Figure 3.1: The AUML graph represents the communicative interactions occurring between the
querier and the informer in the yes no query protocol.

get message action a domain of mental fluents, but we calculate the information obtained by
looking at the effects of the speech acts in Cget message on agi’s mental state.

Conversation protocols We suppose individual speech acts to take place in the context of
predefined conversation protocols [46] that specify communication patterns. Each agent has a
subjective perception of the communication with other agents, for this reason each protocol has
as many procedural representations as the possible roles in the conversation. Let us consider,
for instance the yes no query protocol reported in Fig. 3.1, a simplified version of the FIPA
Query Interaction Protocol [26]. The protocol has two complementary views, one to be followed
for making a query (yes no queryQ) and one for responding (yes no queryI). In the following
get answer and get start definitions are instances of the get message axiom.

〈yes no queryQ(Self,Other, F luent)〉ϕ ⊂
〈queryIf(Self,Other, F luent); get answer(Self,Other, F luent)〉ϕ

[get answer(Self,Other, F luent)]ϕ ≡
[inform(Other, Self, F luent) ∪ inform(Other, Self,¬Fluent) ∪
refuseInform(Other, Self, F luent)]ϕ

Intuitively, the right hand side of get answer represents all the possible answers expected by
agent Self from agent Other about Fluent, in the context of a conversation ruled by the
yes no queryQ protocol.

〈yes no queryI(Self,Other, F luent)〉ϕ ⊂
〈get start(Self,Other, F luent);
BSelfFluent?; inform(Self,Other, F luent)〉ϕ

〈yes no queryI(Self,Other, F luent)〉ϕ ⊂
〈get start(Self,Other, F luent);
BSelf¬Fluent?; inform(Self,Other,¬Fluent)〉ϕ

〈yes no queryI(Self,Other, F luent)〉ϕ ⊂
〈get start(Self,Other, F luent);
USelfFluent?; refuseInform(Self,Other, F luent)〉ϕ

The yes no queryI protocol specifies the behavior of the agent Self , that waits a query from
Other; afterwards, it replies according to its beliefs on the query subject. get start is a
get message action ruled by the following axiom:

[get start(Self,Other, F luent)]ϕ ≡ [queryIf(Other, Self, F luent)]ϕ

We can define the communication kit of an agent agi, CKitagi , as the triple (ΠC ,ΠCP ,ΠSget),
where ΠC is the set of simple action laws defining agi’s primitive speech acts, ΠSget is a set of
axioms for agi’s get message actions and ΠCP is the set of procedure axioms specifying the agi’s
conversation protocols. Thus a domain Description for an agent agi is defined as a triple
(Π,CKitagi , S0), where CKitagi is a communication kit, S0 is agi’s initial set of belief fluents,
and Π describes the non-communicative behavior of the agent. In particular, Π is a tuple
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(ΠA,ΠS ,ΠP), where ΠA is the set of agi’s world action (actions that affect the environment of
the agent) and their precondition laws, ΠS is a set of axioms for agi’s sensing actions, ΠP a set
of procedure axioms (complex actions), as well used for affecting the world.

By exploiting nested beliefs a subjective representation of conversation protocols has been
taken, in which an agent makes rational assumptions on its interlocutor’s state of mind. Notice
that, since we are only interested in reasoning about the dynamics of the local mental state, our
approach differs from other logic-based approaches to communication in multi-agent systems,
as the one taken in Congolog [63], where communicative actions affect the global state of a
multi-agent system.

3.7.3 Reasoning about communication and protocols

Reasoning about conversation protocols is a means for proving properties of the communication
in a group of agents, verifying if it satisfies some properties of interest. In the case in which
communication is expressed as the effect of a set of communicative actions (speech acts), rea-
soning means to wonder about the changes occurring to the mental state of an agent –or of the
set of agents– involved in the communication. By doing this, it is possible to understand the
effectiveness of a protocol with respect to a task of interest for the agent that might initiate the
conversation. for instance, the agent might decide whether to select a certain service depend-
ing on what the interaction allows or does not allow to communicate during the interaction.
Another interesting case is verify if the composition of a set of protocols, each followed by a
different agent, will allow the achievement of a desired goal.

Reasoning about communications and protocols in DyLOG

As we have seen, a communication kit, integrated in DyLOG, allows to describe the commu-
nicative behavior on an agent in an explicit and high-level way. Agents can reason about these
descriptions and, thus, about the interactions that they are going to enact. One useful task is
to prove if there is a possible execution of the protocol, after which a set of beliefs of interest
(or goal) will be true in the agent mental state. Notice that such a form of reasoning implies
making assumptions about the mental state of other agents, those with which the interaction
will take place.

Let us recall that, given a DyLOG domain description, it is possible to reason about it and
formalize the temporal projection and the planning problem by means of existential queries of
form:

〈p1〉〈p2〉 . . . 〈pm〉Fs (3.3)

Each pk, k = 1, . . . ,m in (3.3) may be an (atomic or complex) action executed by agi or an
external speech act, that belongs to CKitagi (by external we denote a speech act in which our
agent plays the role of the receiver). Checking if a query of form (3.3) succeeds corresponds to
answering to the question “is there an execution trace of p1, . . . , pm leading to a state where
the conjunction of belief fluents Fs holds for agi?”. Such an execution trace is a plan to bring
about Fs. The procedure definition constrains the search space.

In presence of communication, the problem of reasoning about conversation protocols is
faced (a conversation is a sequence of speech acts). Indeed, in the case in which the pi’s are
conversation protocols, by answering to the query (3.3) we find a conversation after which
some desired condition Fs holds. This kind of reasoning is extremely useful in the application
framework of service interoperation over the web. Given a service communication protocol,
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it makes in fact possible to find a specific interaction sequence, which on a hand allows the
achievement of the desired goal, while on the other, it is an instance of the conversation protocol
made public by a service of interest or resulting from the composition of the protocols followed
by a group of services that should cooperate. Conversations usually contain actions that allow
the reception of messages from other agents, whose content is unknown at planning time.
Nevertheless, the existence itself of a protocol allows the agent to make assumptions on such
messages, which must range in the set of the possible answers foreseen by it.

Depending on the application, it might be reasonable to choose an approach that allows
the agent to extract a conditional plan that leads to the goal independently from the answers
of the interlocutor, as done in [3]. Alternatively, it might be useful to find a linear plan that
leads to the goal, given that some assumptions on the received answers hold. This weaker
approach does not guarantee that at execution time the services will attain to the planned
conversation, but it allows us to find a feasible solution when a conditional plan cannot be
found. For instance, consider a service for booking cinema tickets: before the actual interaction
takes place it is impossible to know if a sufficient number of seats is actually free, however, the
decision of whether beginning an interaction with that service does not depend on knowing in
advance that the goal will be reached but rather on the fact that the interaction will occur in
a way that satisfies the requirements (for instance, to be sure that the service will not ask for
a telephone number). Actually, if no seat is available the goal of making a reservation will fail.
The real advantage is that the information contained in the protocol is sufficient to exclude a
number of alternative services (or possible composition in the case of service interoperation)
that, anyhow, would never satisfy the goal.

DyLOG proof procedure is a natural evolution of [7, 8] and is described in [55]; it is goal-
directed and based on negation as failure (NAF). NAF is used to deal with the persistency
problem for verifying that the complement of a mental fluent is not true in the state resulting
from an action execution, while in the modal theory we adopted an abductive characterization.
The proof procedure allows agents to find linear plans for reaching a goal from an incompletely
specified initial state. The soundness can be proved under the assumption of e-consistency, i.e.
for any action the set of its effects is consistent [23]. The extracted plans always lead to a state
in which the goal condition Fs holds.

3.7.4 Semantic Web

The semantic web effort is aimed at transforming the web, currently constructed so to be
browsed, sought, and used by humans, in a platform that allows the automatic retrieval and
invocation of resources by machines themselves. To this aim, the first necessary step is to enrich
the representation of web resources by means of semantic information represented so to be
machine-interpretable. A second aspect of the transformation to which the web is undergoing,
is that resources more and more often are functionalities, software or hardware devices, such
as weather forecast services or web-cams. Hardware/software devices accessible via the web
are called “web services”. In this context, there is is a growing need of allowing the users to
perform tasks that require the retrieval of services based on the description of their function
and also their composition, aimed at executing complex tasks. For instance, organizing a trip
might require the use of services for booking train tickets, reserving a room at a hotel and
checking bus schedules. These tasks are currently executed by the user him/herself, but it is
desirable to develop techniques for retrieving and composing services in an automatic way. One
possibility is to use the techniques, developed in Artificial Intelligence, for performing symbolic
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manipulation (e.g. reasoning techniques). To this aim, it is necessary to have access to a high-
level description of the functionalities of the service and, in particular, to how it works. In the
literature it is already possible to find a few proposals of languages for web service description
and for the description of their interactions, i.e. OWL-S [54] and WSDL/BPEL4WS [17, 13].

Languages for Web Services representation OWL-S, BPEL4WS

As the huge amount of information on the web urged the development of standard languages
for representing the semantics behind the HTML (e.g. RDF [57], OWL [53]), recently some
attempt to standardize the description of web services has been carried on (OWL-S –previously
DAML-S– [54, 18], WSDL [68], BPEL4WS). The use of standard descriptions is aimed at
allowing the automatic discovery of web services, their automatic execution and monitoring,
and (the task we will focus on in this paper) automatic composition.

While the BPEL/WSDL initiative is mainly carried on by the commercial world, with the
aim of standardizing registration, look-up mechanisms and interoperability, OWL-S is more
concerned with providing greater expressiveness to service description in a way that can be
reasoned about [15]. In particular, a service description has three conceptual levels: the profile,
used for advertising and discovery, the process model, that describes how a service works, and
the grounding, that describes how an agent can access the service.

More precisely, three parties are involved in a web service transaction: the service requester,
the provider, and some infrastructure components. The service requester seeks a service provider
to which delegate the execution of a task. In an open environment such as the Internet, the
requester may not know ahead of time of the existence of the provider; in order to find one,
it relies on infrastructure components, that act like registries. Within the OWL-S framework,
the service profile provides a way to describe the services offered by the providers, and the
services needed by the requesters. An OWL-S profile describes a service as a function of
three types of information: which organization provides the service (contact information), what
function the service computes (the performed transformation described in terms of required
inputs and produced outputs, plus conditions on the environment that must be satisfied in order
for the transformation to occur and produce results), and the characteristics of the service (the
categorization of the service w.r.t. to a reference ontology).

A service profile provides a concise description of the service to a registry, and ideally its
only purpose is advertisement. Once the service has been selected, however, the requester
will control the interaction with the service by means of the process model. In particular,
the process model describes a service as an atomic, a simple or a composite process in a way
inspired by the language Golog and its extensions [44, 28, 48]. Atomic processes are directly
invocable, they have no subprocesses, and execute in a single step. Simple processes, instead,
conceived of as elements of abstraction; for instance they can be considered as a simplified view
of a composite process. Composite processes are decomposable into simpler processes. Their
structure can be specified by using the following control constructs: sequence, split, split +
join, choice, unordered, condition, if-then-else, iterate, repeat-while, and repeat-until. Such a
decomposition normally shows, among other things, how the various inputs of the process are
accepted by particular subprocesses, and how its various outputs are returned by particular
subprocesses.

In this perspective, a wide variety of agent technologies based upon the action metaphor
can be used. In fact, we can view a service as an action (atomic or complex) with preconditions
and effects, that modifies the state of the world and the state of agents that work in the world.
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The process model can, then, be viewed as the description of such an action; therefore, it is
possible to design agents, which apply techniques for reasoning about actions and change to
web service process models for producing new, composite, and customized services.

The task of web service composition in the OWL-S context has been faced by some re-
searchers. The most relevant work has been carried on by McIlraith et al. [15].

The basic idea is that services correspond to atomic actions, whose composition is based on
their preconditions and effects. In particular, the precondition and effect, input and output lists
are flat; no relation among them can be expressed, so it is impossible to understand if a service
can follows an interaction protocol that allows various interactions. Indeed, the advantage
of working at the protocols level is that by reasoning about protocols agents can personalize
the interaction by selecting a course that satisfies user- (or service-) given requirements. This
process can be started before the actual interaction takes place and can be exploited for web
service composition as well as for web service search.

An alternative language to OWL-S is BPEL4WS (Business Process Execution Language for
Web Services [13]), a notation for specifying business process behavior based on Web Services.
In this approach, a business process is either executable, and in this case it models the actual
behavior of a participant in a business interaction, or it is a so called business protocol, i.e. a
description of the mutually visible message exchange behavior of each of the involved parties,
without revealing their internal behavior. The process descriptions for business protocols are
called abstract processes. BPEL4WS was born to overcome the limits of WSDL, the W3C
standard language for web service description. The interaction model supplied by WSDL is
essentially a stateless model of synchronous or asynchronous interactions. However, models
for business interactions typically assume sequences of (either synchronous or asynchronous)
message exchanges, within stateful, long-running interactions involving two or more parties.
To define such interactions, a formal description of the used message exchange protocols is
needed, in which the mutually visible message exchange behavior of each of the parties is clearly
specified, without revealing the internal implementation of the involved processes. BPEL4WS
separates “transparent” data, i.e. data relevant to public aspects, as opposed to “opaque”
data, that internal/private functions use. Transparent data directly affects the public business
protocol, whereas opaque data is significant to back-end systems and affects the protocol only
by creating nondeterminism. Going back to the ticket booking example, the (non)availability
of a sufficient number of seats would be opaque data, and cause nondeterminism. BPEL4WS
explicitly allows the use of nondeterministic data values to make it possible to capture the
essence of public behavior while hiding private aspects. The language is layered on top of
several XML specifications (WSDL 1.1, XML Schema 1.0, and XPath1.0) but makes no use of
semantic information; in particular, WSDL messages and XML Schema type definitions provide
the data model used by BPEL4WS processes. The language is quite rich and, for each received
message, it allows the definition of activity to execute by means of the following operators:
receive, reply, invoke, assign, throw, terminate, wait, empty, sequence, switch, while, pick, flow,
scope, compensate.

Research on the use of planning techniques for composing web services described by means
of BPEL4WS has been carried on by some researchers, such as the one by Pistore, Traverso
and Bertoli.
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3.8 Action Languages and Semantic Web Services

3.8.1 A simple scenario

In this section we will define a simple scenario aimed at showing the advantage of expressing
and reasoning about the interaction protocol followed by web services.

Let us consider a software agent (we will refer to it as pa) whose task is to crawl the internet
for executing specific requests of a given user; indeed, pa is a user personal assistant. Let us
suppose that pa current task is to book a ticket at a cinema where a given movie is shown. In a
web service context, it will have to look for a provider of a cinema booking service by consulting
a registry, and interact with it accordingly, supplying the requested information. As a further
condition, let us imagine that the user requested the personal assistant not to use his credit
card number in the upcoming transaction. Suppose also that two cinema booking services are

Customer Service Provider

yes_no_query(available(Film)

inform(cinema(C))

yes_no_query(pay_by(c_card))

inform(cc_number)

inform(booked(Film))

[available(Film)]

[available(Film)]

[available(Film),pay_by(c_card)]

[available(Film),pay_by(c_card)]

Customer Service Provider

yes_no_query(available(Film)

inform(cinema(C))

yes_no_query(pay_by(c_card))

inform(pay_by(cash))

inform(booked(Film))

[available(Film)]

[available(Film)]

[available(Film),~pay_by(c_card)]

[available(Film),~pay_by(c_card)]

Customer Service Provider

yes_no_query(available(Film)

inform(cinema(C))

inform(cc_number)

inform(booked(Film))

[available(Film)]

[available(Film)]

[available(Film)]

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.2: The three AUML graphs [52] represent the communicative interactions occurring
between the customer (pa) and the provider; (a) and (b) are followed by click ticket, (c) is
followed by all cinema. Formulas among square brackets represent conditions on the execution
of the speech act.

available, called click ticket and all cinema respectively, that apply two different interaction
protocols, one permitting both to book a ticket to be paid later by cash (Fig. 3.2 (a)) and to
buy it by credit card (Fig. 3.2 (b)), the other allowing only ticket purchase by credit card (Fig.
3.2 (c)). These descriptions would induce a human assistant to choose click ticket, selecting
the option to pay cash; this choice can be done because we can reason about the consequences
of communicative acts and procedures.

3.8.2 Reasoning about interaction for selecting and composing ser-
vices in DyLOG

Web service selection

The problem that the personal assistant pa has in the Web service scenario outlined above can
be read as an example of web service selection. In this section we show how it can be naturally
turned into a planning problem in presence of communication, as the one treated by DyLOG

[3, 2]. In fact the question pa tries to answer is: “is there some possible conversation, that is
an instance of the protocol followed by the Web service provider and satisfies all the conditions
posed by the user (e.g. at the and of the interaction the service must not know the user’s credit
card number)?”. In a way, pa wonders if it is possible to personalize the interaction with its
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interlocutor so to achieve certain goals. Let us take a DyLOG domain description containing
the description of the get ticket 1C protocol reported above, suppose that pa knows the credit
card number (cc number) of the user but it is requested not to use it, and consider the query:

〈get ticket 1C(pa, click ticket, akira)〉Bpa¬Bclick ticketcc number

that amounts to determine if there is a conversation between pa and click ticket about the
movie akira, that is an instance of the conversation protocol get ticket 1C , after which the
service does not know the credit card number of the user.

Agent pa works on the behalf of a user, thus it knows the user’s credit card number
(Bpacc number) and his desire not to use it in the current transaction (¬Bpapay by(c card)).
It also believes to be an authority about the form of payment and about the user’s credit card
number and that click ticket is an authority about cinema and tickets. This is represented by
the beliefs:
Bpaauthority(pa, cc number) and Bpaauthority(click ticket, booked(akira)). The initial men-
tal state will also contain the fact that pa believes that no ticket for akira has been booked
yet, Bpa¬booked(akira), and some hypothesis on the interlocutor’s mental state, e.g. the belief
fluent Bpa¬Bclick ticketcc number, meaning that the web service does not already know the
credit card number. Suppose, now, that the ticket is available; since pa mental state con-
tains the belief ¬Bpapay by(c card), when it reasons about the protocol execution, the test on
Bpapay by(c card)? fails. Then clause (b) is to be followed, leading pa to be informed that
it booked a ticket, Bpabooked(akira), which is supposed to be paid cash. No communication
involves the belief Bpa¬Bclick ticketcc number, which persists from the initial state. Even when
the ticket is not available or the movie is not known by the provider, the interaction ends with-
out consequences on the fluent Bpa¬Bclick ticketcc number. The briefly described reasoning
process leads to find an execution trace of get ticket 1C , which corresponds to a personalized
conditional dialogue plan between pa and the provider click ticket, always leading to satisfy the
user goal of not giving the credit card number.

One important observation: the fact that it is possible to plan a conversation that leads
to the fulfillment of some goal does not imply that by its execution the goal will actually be
achieved. For instance, think to the case in which the user got a free ticket but no free seat
remains at the selected cinema. The fact that the cinema is fully booked is an information that
will be known only at execution time. The planned conversation is, actually, a linear plan that
leads to the goal given that some assumptions about the possible answers of the interlocutor
are respected during the interaction. If such assumptions are not satisfied at execution time,
the plan fails. It would be interesting to continue the presented work by integrating in this
approach to service composition a mechanism for dealing with failure and replanning. This
form of reasoning is necessary in order to arrive to real applications (e.g. a recommendation
system) and it could take into account also preference criteria explicitly expressed by the user.
Such criteria could be used to relax some of the constraints in case no plan can be found or
when a plan execution fails.

Web service composition

Let us now consider the case of a user who wants to spend an evening out by going both to
a restaurant and then to a cinema. He wants to make a reservation at both places and he
is a little restrictive about the possible alternatives. He wants to see a specific movie (e.g.
Nausicaa) and he wishes to benefit of some promotion on the cinema ticket but he is not eager
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to communicate his credit card number on the internet. If, on one hand, searching for a cinema
or a restaurant reservation service is a task that can be accomplished on the basis of a set of
characteristic keywords, stored in a registry system used for advertisement, the other kinds of
condition (look for promotions, do not use credit card) can be verified only by reasoning about
the way in which the web service operates and, in particular, about the interaction protocol
that it follows. To complete the example, suppose that two restaurants and two cinemas are
available, but only restaurant1 takes part to a promotion campaign, by which it gives to each
customer, who made a reservation by the internet service, a free ticket for a movie. On the
side of cinemas, suppose that cinema2 accepts reservations but no free ticket, whereas cinema1
accepts to make reservations by using promotional tickets or by using the credit card.

We imagine the search and composition process as divided in two steps. The first step (not
described in this work) is keyword-based and is aimed at restricting the attention to a little
set of services, extracted from a registry system. The second step is a further selection based
on reasoning which is realized by using DyLOG [4]. During this step the agent personalizes
the interaction with the services according to the requests of the user and dismisses services
that do not fit. To this aim, the agent reasons about the procedure comp services (a possible
implementation of it is reported below), that sketches the general composition-by-sequencing of
a set of services, based on the interaction protocols (service(TypeService,Name, Protocol)),
that we suppose explicitly given in the service descriptions identified by the first step.

〈comp services([ ])〉ϕ ⊃ true
〈comp services([[TypeService,Name,Data]|Services])〉ϕ ⊃

〈Bpaservice(TypeService,Name, Protocol) ;
Protocol(pa,Name,Data) ;
comp services(Services)〉ϕ

Intuitively, comp services builds the sequence of protocols to apply for interacting with a set of
services, so that it will be possible to reason about the whole. The presented implementation is
quite simple but is sufficient as an example and generally it could be any Prolog-like procedure.
Before explaining the kind of reasoning that can be applied, let us describe the protocols, that
are followed by the web services of our example. Such protocols allow the interaction of two
agents, so each of them has two complementary views: the view of the web service and the view
of the customer, i.e. pa. In the following we will report (written in DyLOG) the view that pa
has of the protocols.

(a) 〈reserv restC(Self,WebS, T ime)〉ϕ ⊂
〈yes no queryQ(Self,WebS, available(Time)) ;

BSelfavailable(Time)? ;
get info(Self,WebS, reservation(Time)) ;
get info(Self,WebS, cinema promo) ;
get info(Self,WebS, ft number)〉ϕ

(b) 〈reserv rest 2C(Self,WebS, T ime)〉ϕ ⊂
〈yes no queryQ(Self,WebS, available(Time)) ;

BSelfavailable(Time)? ;
get info(Self,WebS, reservation(Time))〉ϕ

(c) [get info(Self,WebS, F luent)]ϕ ⊂ [inform(WebS, Self, F luent)]ϕ
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Procedures (a) and (b) describe the customer-view of the protocols followed by the two consid-
ered restaurants. The customer asks if a table is available at a certain time, if so, the service
informs the customer that a reservation has been taken. The first restaurant also informs the
customer that it gained a promotional free ticket for a cinema (cinema promo) and it returns
a code number (ft number).

(d) 〈reserv cinemaC(Self,WebS, F ilm)〉ϕ ⊂
〈yes no queryQ(Self,WebS, available(Film)) ;

BSelfavailable(Film)? ;
yes no queryI(Self,WebS, cinema promo) ;

¬BSelfcinema promo? ;
yes no queryI(Self,WebS, pay by(c card)) ;

BSelfpay by(c card)? ;
inform(Self,WebS, cc number) ;
get info(Self,WebS, reservation(Film))〉ϕ

(e) 〈reserv cinemaC(Self,WebS, F ilm)〉ϕ ⊂
〈yes no queryQ(Self,WebS, available(Film)) ;

BSelfavailable(Film)? ;
yes no queryI(Self,WebS, cinema promo) ;

BSelfcinema promo? ;
inform(Self,WebS, ft number) ;
get info(Self,WebS, reservation(Film))〉ϕ

(f) 〈reserv cinema 2C(Self,WebS, F ilm)〉ϕ ⊂
〈yes no queryQ(Self,WebS, available(Film)) ;

BSelfavailable(Film)? ;
get info(Self,WebS, pay by(cash)) ;
get info(Self,WebS, reservation(Film))〉ϕ

Clauses (d) and (e) are the protocol followed by cinema1, (f) is the protocol followed by cin-
ema2. Supposing that the desired movie is available, cinema1 alternatively accepts credit card
payments (d) or promotional tickets (e). Cinema2, instead, does not take part to the promotion
campaign.

Let us now consider the query:

〈comp services([[restaurant,R, dinner], [cinema,CIN, nausicaa]])〉
(Bpacinema promo ∧ Bpareservation(dinner)∧
Bpareservation(nausicaa) ∧ Bpa¬BCINcc number ∧ BpaBCINft number)

that amounts to determine if it is possible to compose the interaction with a restaurant web
service and a cinema web service, so to reserve a table for dinner (Bpareservation(dinner))
and to book a ticket for the movie Nausicaa (Bpareservation(nausicaa)), exploiting a pro-
motion (Bpacinema promo). The user also specifies that no credit card is to be used
(Bpa¬BCINcc number), instead the obtained free ticket is to be spent (BpaBCINft number),
i.e. pa believes that after the conversation the chosen cinema will know the number of the
ticket given by the selected restaurant but it will not know the user’s credit card number. Let
us suppose that pa has the following list of available services:
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Bpaservice(restaurant, restaurant1, reserv restC)
Bpaservice(restaurant, restaurant2, reserv rest 2C)
Bpaservice(cinema, cinema1, reserv cinemaC)
Bpaservice(cinema, cinema2, reserv cinema 2C)

then the query succeeds with answer R equal to restaurant1 and CIN equal to cinema1.
This means that there is first a conversation between pa and restaurant1 and, then, a con-
versation between pa and cinema1, that are instances of the respective conversation proto-
cols, after which the desired condition holds. Agent pa works on behalf of a user, thus it
knows his credit card number (Bpacc number) and his desire to avoid using it in the trans-
action (¬Bpapay by(c card)). It also believes to be an authority about the form of payment
and about the user’s credit card number and it believes that the other agents are authorities
about what they communicate by inform acts. The initial mental state will also contain the
fact that pa believes that no reservation for dinner nor for nausicaa has been booked yet,
Bpa¬reservation(dinner) e Bpa¬reservation(nausicaa), the fact that pa does not have a free
ticket for the cinema yet, ¬Bpacinema promo, and some hypothesis on the interlocutor’s men-
tal state, e.g. the belief fluent Bpa¬Bcinema1cc number, meaning that the web service does not
already know the credit card number. In this context, the agent builds the following execution
trace of comp services ([[restaurant, R, dinner], [cinema, CIN , nausicaa]]):

queryIf(pa, restaurant1, available(dinner)) ;
inform(restaurant1, pa, available(dinner)) ;
inform(restaurant1, pa, reservation(dinner)) ;
inform(restaurant1, pa, cinema promo) ;
inform(restaurant1, pa, ft number) ;
queryIf(pa, cinema1, available(nausicaa)) ;
inform(cinema1, pa, available(nausicaa)) ;
queryIf(cinema1, pa, cinema promo) ;
inform(pa, cinema1, cinema promo) ;
inform(pa, cinema1, ft number) ;
inform(cinema1, pa, reservation(nausicaa))

We can easily see that there is no other execution trace of comp services that satisfies the goals.
This means that, in the search space defined by this procedure, it is not possible to use with
success any other composition of the services (e.g. restaurant1 with cinema2) and this does not
depend on the possible outcomes of conversations. Observe that arbitrary compositions of the
services, i.e. compositions that cannot be found as executions of comp services, may satisfy
the user’s goal; in order to find them one could use a general-purpose planner. However, there
are situations in which one has a general schema for the desired solution, which is helpful for
reducing the search time.

3.8.3 Specifying and verifying systems of communicating agents in a
temporal action logic

DyLOG is a sequential language which can describe the behavior of a single agent and prove
existential properties, such as finding a sequence of actions achieving some goal. A more gen-
eral problem is that of modelling systems of communicating agents, so as to be able to prove
properties of the whole system. In this section we present a theory for reasoning about actions
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which allows to describe the behavior of a network of sequential agents which coordinate their
activities by performing common actions together[31, 32]. This theory is based on the Prod-
uct Version of Dynamic Linear Time Temporal Logic (denoted DLTL⊗) [37], a logic which
extends LTL, the propositional linear time temporal logic, by strengthening the until operator
by indexing it with the regular programs of dynamic logic. Moreover, the formulas of the logic
are decorated with the names of agents, thus allowing to describe the behavior of a network of
agents which coordinate their activities by performing common actions together.

This logic provides a unified framework for specifying and verifying systems of communi-
cating agents: Programs are expressed as regular expressions, (communicative) actions can be
specified by means of action and precondition laws, properties of social facts can be specified
by means of causal laws and constraints, and temporal properties can be expressed by means
of the until operator.

Let us give a quick overview of the logic.

The logic DLTL and its product version

First we recall the syntax and semantics of DLTL as introduced in [38]. DLTL is an extension
of LTL in which the next state modality is labelled by actions and the until operator is indexed
by programs in Propositional Dynamic Logic (PDL) [36].

Let Σ be a finite non-empty alphabet whose members are interpreted as actions. Let Prg(Σ)
be the set of programs on Σ, defined as regular expressions. A set of finite words, representing
computation sequences, is associated with each program by the mapping [[]] : Prg(Σ) → 2Σ∗

.
Let P = {p1, p2, . . .} be a countable set of atomic propositions. The set of formulas of

DLTL(Σ) is defined as follows:

DLTL(Σ) ::= p | ¬α | α ∨ β | αUπβ

where p ∈ P and α, β range over DLTL(Σ), and π ranges over Prg(Σ).
A model of DLTL(Σ) is a pair M = (σ, V ) where σ is an infinite sequence of actions and V

is a valuation function. Given a model M = (σ, V ), a finite word τ ∈ prf(σ) (a finite prefix of
σ), and a formula α, the satisfiability of a formula α at τ in M , written M, τ |= α, is defined
as usual for the classical connectives. Moreover:

• M, τ |= αUπβ iff there exists τ ′ ∈ [[π]] such that ττ ′ ∈ prf(σ) and M, ττ ′ |= β. Moreover,
for every τ ′′ such that ε ≤ τ ′′ < τ ′ , M, ττ ′′ |= α.

The formula αUπβ is true at τ if “α until β” is true on a finite stretch of behaviour which
is a computation sequence of the program π.

The derived modalities 〈π〉 and [π] can be defined as follows: 〈π〉α ≡ ⊤Uπα and [π]α ≡
¬〈π〉¬α. Furthermore © (next), 3 and 2 of LTL can be defined as follows: ©α ≡

∨

a∈Σ 〈a〉α,

3α ≡ ⊤UΣ∗

α, 2α ≡ ¬3¬α.
Let us now recall the definition of DLTL⊗ from [37]. Let Loc = {1, . . . ,K} be a set of

locations, the names of the agents. A distributed alphabet Σ̃ = {Σi}
K
i=1 is a family of (possibly

non-disjoint) alphabets, where Σi is the set of actions which require the participation of agent
i. If an action a belongs to Σi and to Σj , the two agents i and j will synchronize on this action.

Let Σ =
⋃K

i=1 Σi.
Atomic propositions are introduced in a local fashion, by introducing a non-empty set of

atomic propositions P. For each proposition p ∈ P and agent i ∈ Loc, pi represents the “local”
view of the proposition p at i, and is evaluated in the local state of agent i.
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The formulas in DLTL⊗(Σ̃) are boolean combinations of formulas with the main constraint
that no nesting of modalities Ui and Uj (for i 6= j) is allowed. A model of DLTL⊗(Σ̃) is a pair
M = (σ, V ), where σ ∈ Σ∞ and V = {Vi}

K
i=1 is a family of functions Vi, where each Vi is the

valuation function for agent i. The satisfiability of formulas in a model is defined as in DLTL,
except that propositions are evaluated locally and the sequence of actions σ is projected on the
alphabet of local actions of each agent.

Action theories and protocols

Given a set of communicating agents, each agent participating in an action execution has its
own local description of the action determining the effects on its local state. The global state
of the system can be regarded as a set of local states, one for each agent i. The action laws
and causal laws of agent i describe how the local state of i changes when an action a ∈ Σi is
executed. The underlying model of communication is the synchronous one: the communication
action comm act(i, j,m) (message m is sent by agent i to agent j) is shared by agent i (the
sender) and agent j (the receiver) and executed synchronously by them. Their local states are
updated separately, according to their action specification. Though, for simplicity, we adopt
the synchronous model, an asynchronous model can be easily obtained by explicitly modelling
the communication channels among the agents as distinct locations.

A protocol defines the meaning of communicative actions involved in the conversation. In
particular, by adopting a social approach, the protocol describes the effects of each action on
the social state of the system. These effects, including the creation of new commitments, can
be expressed by means of action laws. Moreover, the protocol establishes a set of preconditions
on the executability of actions (permissions), which can be expressed by means of precondition
laws. Each agent has a local view of the social state and the execution of a communicative action
can in general affect both the state of the sender and the state of the receiver. In particular,
all agents can see the effects on the social state of the actions to which they participate.

For instance, in the example of Section 3.8.1 there are two agents, the personal assistant
pa and the web service ws providing ticket booking. The conversation protocol for the two
agents will be given through a set of action laws and constraints in the form of permissions or
commitments. Since our theory does not allow to express a global states, the protocol will be
projected on the local states of the participating agents. Observe that, since the two agents
participate in all communicative actions, they have the same local view of the social state, and
of the action laws and constraints of the protocol.

Let us assume that pa is the sender of the following actions queryIf(pa, ws, available(Film)),
askBooking(pa, ws, Cinema), give cc(N), whereas the actions whose sender is ws are inform(ws,
pa, at(Film, Cinema)), inform(ws, pa, ¬ available(Film)), makeBooking(ws, pa, Cinema),
sendTicket(ws,pa). The effects of actions will be described by action laws such as (where
k = pa,ws):

2k([queryIf(pa,ws, available(Film))]kasked(Film)
2k([makeBooking(ws, pa, Cinema)]kbooked(Cinema)

where asked(Film) and booked(Cinema) are fluents of the social state.

Commitments can be effects of actions and will be represented by special fluents. They
can be base-level commitments, of the form C(ag1, ag2, action) (agent ag1 is committed to
agent ag2 to execute the action), or they can be conditional commitments of the form
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CC(ag1, ag2, p, action) (agent ag1 is committed to agent ag2 to execute action, if the condition
p is brought about).

For instance, when the web service finds a cinema, it commits to make the booking, if the
customer asks it. Furthermore it commits to send a ticket if the customer gives its credit card
number.

2k([inform(ws, pa, at(Film,Cinema))]k
CC(ws, pa, askedBooking(Cinema),makeBooking(ws, pa, Cinema))
∧CC(ws, pa, cc given, sendT icket(ws, pa))

Some reasoning rules have to be defined for cancelling commitments when they have been
fulfilled and for dealing with conditional commitments. For instance we can have the law (where
k = i, j):

2k((CC(i, j, p, a) ∧©kp) → ©k(C(i, j, a) ∧ ¬CC(i, j, p, a)))

saying that a conditional commitment CC(i, j, p, a) becomes a base-level commitment C(i, j, a)
when the condition p has been brought about. This law is a causal law.

The protocol can specify constraints (permissions) on the execution of actions by giving
precondition to the actions. For instance ws will not send the ticket before the credit card
number has been given:

2k(¬cc given → [sendT icket(ws, pa)]k⊥)

meaning that sendT icket(ws, pa) cannot be executed in those states in which ¬cc given holds,
i.e. cc given is a precondition of the action.

An agent i satisfies its commitments when, for all commitments C(i, j, a) in which agent i
is the debtor, the temporal formula:

2i(C(i, j, a) → 3i〈a〉i⊤)

holds. Such a formula says that, when an agent is committed to execute action a, then it must
eventually execute a.

Note that a protocol specified in this way is less rigid that the one given in Fig. 1, and
can have different executions satisfying the action laws, preconditions and commitments. For
instance the customer can leave the conversation before asking booking (the web service will
have no base-level commitments to fulfill), or after asking booking and receiving confirmation,
but before giving the credit card number (in this case the web service will only be committed
to make booking, but not to send the ticket).

Reasoning about protocols

Given a protocol, we denote with Di the domain description of agent i, i.e. its action laws and
causal laws3, with Permi the set of precondition laws of the actions whose sender is i, and
with Comi the set of all temporal formulas, as the one above, describing the satisfaction of the
commitments of agent i.

3Actually Di must also model the frame problem. To deal with it we make use [31] of a completion construc-
tion which, given a domain description, introduces frame axioms for all the fluents in the style of the successor
state axioms introduced by Reiter [58] in the context of the situation calculus.
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If we do not know the behavior of any agent, we can only reason on the protocol by proving
some properties of it, by assuming that all agents respect their permissions and commitments.
This can be formalized as a validity check of the formula:

∧

j

(Di ∧ Permj ∧ Comj) → p

where j ranges over all agents.
Assume instead that we know the behavior of some agents. For instance we are given a

program (regular expression) πws which describes the behavior of the web service. In this
case we would like to verify that ws always satisfies its social fact, i.e. its permissions and
commitments. Since we don’t know anything about the behavior of pa, we can only assume
that it respects its social facts.

If Progws is the domain description of the behavior of ws, the following formula:

(Dws ∧ Progws ∧ Dpa ∧ Permpa ∧ Compa) → (Permws ∧ Comps)

is valid if in all the executions of the system, in which agent ws respects its specification Progws,
and pa (whose internal program is unknown) respects the protocol specification (including its
permissions and commitments), the permissions and commitment of agent ws are also satisfied.
In general it is possible to prove that an agent is compliant (respects its “social facts”) under
the assumption that all other agents in the protocol are compliant.

Proofs and model checking

The above verification and satisfiability problems can be solved by extending the standard
approach for verification and model-checking of Linear Time Temporal Logic, based on the use
of Büchi automata. As described in [38], the satisfiability problem for DLTL can be solved in
deterministic exponential time, as for LTL, by constructing for each formula α ∈ DLTL(Σ) a
Büchi automaton Bα such that the language of ω-words accepted by Bα is non-empty if and only
if α is satisfiable. Actually a stronger property holds, since there is a one to one correspondence
between models of the formula and infinite words accepted by Bα. The size of the automaton
can be exponential in the size of α, while emptiness can be detected in a time linear in the size
of the automaton.

The validity of a formula α can be verified by constructing the Büchi automaton B¬α for ¬α:
if the language accepted by B¬α is empty, then α is valid, whereas any infinite word accepted
by B¬α provides a counterexample to the validity of α.

LTL is widely used to prove properties of (possibly concurrent) programs by means of model
checking techniques. The property is represented as an LTL formula ϕ, whereas the program
generates a Kripke structure (the model), which directly corresponds to a Büchi automaton
where all the states are accepting, and which describes all possible computations of the program.
The property can be proved as before by taking the product of the model and of the automaton
derived from ¬ϕ, and by checking for emptiness of the accepted language.

Model checking can be adapted to the proof of the formulas given in the previous section, as
follows [33]. Let us assume that the negation of a formula to be proved can be represented as
F ∧ϕ, where F contains the completion of the action and causal laws in the domain description
and the initial state, and ϕ the rest of the formula. We can derive from F an automaton
describing all possible computations, whose states are sets of fluents, which we consider as
the model. In particular, we can obtain from the domain description a function transa(S),
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for each action a, for transforming a state in the next one, and then build this automaton by
repeatedly applying these functions starting from the initial state. We can then proceed by
taking the product of the model and of the automaton derived from ϕ, and by checking for
emptiness of the accepted language. Note that, although this automaton has an exponential
number of states, we can build it step by step by adopting a construction on-the-fly, similar to
the construction used by model checkers based on LTL.
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Chapter 4

Business Rules

4.1 Introduction

Business rules are “statements about how a business is done, i.e. about guidelines and restric-
tions with respect to states and processes in an organization” [9]; they “formulate a law or
custom that guides the behavior or actions of the actors connected to the organization” [6].
Business rules can be formalized and explicitly managed, but they are often implicitly cap-
tured in corporate documents, spreadsheets, workflow descriptions and information systems,
scattered all over the organization.

Before we continue to investigate the characteristics of business rules, we should clarify
our interpretation of the term “organization” and how business rules and organizations are
interconnected. A popular definition of the term organization is provided by Galbraith [34]
who writes:

“First, organization emerges whenever there is a shared set of beliefs about a state of affairs
to be achieved and that state of affairs requires the efforts of more than a few people. That is, the
relationships among the people involved become patterned. The behavior patterns or structure
derive from a division of labor among the people and a need to coordinate the divided work.
Thus, a primary contribution of organization structure is to coordinate the interdependent
subtasks which result from the division of labor. Second, the analysis and the points just made
above introduce the essential attributes of organization and allow us to define what we mean by
the term organization. We can say that organizations are (1) composed by people and groups of
people (2) in order to achieve some shared purpose (3) through a division of labor (4) integrated
by information-based decision processes (5) continuously through time”.

This definition assumes that organizations are driven by shared goals and therefore emerge
naturally in order to achieve those goals. However, what role do business rules play in this
picture? Our answer is that business rules are the manifestations of the common (shared) will
of the individuals who take part in an organization. While many business rules are (implicitly)
introduced from external sources like the culture or the law, in many other cases, business rules
are negotiated between the members of the organizations or their representatives. The goal of
writing down those rules is to gain reliability and predictable operations of the organization.
Another important reason for explicit business rules is efficiency.

There are numerous examples that show the long tradition of formalized rules to govern
organizations and business. Some are found in old Egypt and describe the construction of
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pyramids, others describe the administration of the Chinese Empire of the Chou Dynasty,
published 1100 B.C. [34]

Galbraith summarizes the main reasons in favor of using formalized rules as follows [34]:

• Coordination: In complex situations, the execution of tasks may need synchronization of
the work done by several persons.

• Precision: The execution of as far as possible formalized tasks is precise over time, i.e.
everybody knows what to do in every considered event.

• Efficiency : A machine(like) consistency of the task execution may lead to more efficient
production, like in the automobile industry.

• Fairness: Especially government organizations have to secure an equal treatment of every
client; hence they strive to formalize their behavior in order to protect clients and also
employees.

Today, a number of business rules are explicitly written down, commonly in organizational
handbooks which contain systematically collected and specified business rules; they describe
the static and dynamic aspects of an organization: the positions within the organization, verbal
descriptions of rights and duties of the employees, and the business processes, which are often
described as graphical models, illustrating the tasks do be accomplished, their dependencies,
time restrictions, and responsibilities.

Another, usually smaller and more homogeneous subset of the business rules of an orga-
nization is captured by information systems, which often are also used to enforce those rules.
Clearly, not all business rules are candidates of being explicitly written down and formalized.
Schmidt has established a series of criteria which may help to decide which types of rules and
tasks are eligible of formalization [65]:

• Repetition rate: A task is executed only once or may be repeated several times. If a
certain repetition can be assumed, then the task is suited for being formalized as business
rules. The repetition rate normally increases with the size of an organization, where it
often decreases towards the upper levels of the organizations hierarchy.

• Constancy : A specific task can be executed in different ways depending on a specific
situation. In a very unstable and dynamic environment, task execution is mostly less
constant and therefore the task should not be formalized. However, if the constancy of
repeated tasks is high, its formalization may be appropriate.

• Complexity : The complexity can be measured in regard to the number of elementary
tasks to be interrelated. The higher the complexity of an organizations or a part of it is,
the more need arises for coordination by e.g. formalization.

• Determinability : The execution of tasks can be more or less determined in advance. One
extreme are non-deterministic tasks, whereas others are fully determined and may even
be automated.

Rules that fit those criteria can be operationalized by transforming them into executable
rule expressions, e.g. into a declarative logic based rule languages.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: In the next section we will take a
closer look into the various different types of formalizations of business rules, most notably
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reaction rules, derivation rules and integrity constraints. In Section 4.3 we will survey the most
prominent modern rule-based systems and their applications. In Section 4.4, we will give an
overview of frameworks that aim to standardize and unify the notations of rules. The Section
4.5 will be devoted to the problem of conflicting rules and rule prioritizing. Finally, we discuss
the possibilities and challenges for rule-based systems in today’s web driven environment and
we establish a list of use cases and requirements for the application of rules on the Semantic
Web.

4.2 Typology of Formalized Business Rules

In this section we are particulary concerned about the explicit formulation of business rules. We
follow the top-level classification illustrated by [70] and [72], which bases on [16] and distinguish
three families of business rules: Reaction rules, derivation rules and integrity constraints. In
the following, we will characterize these types of rules and their components.

4.2.1 Reaction Rules

Reaction rules are concerned with the invocation of actions in response to events. They state
the conditions under which actions must be taken. They define the behavior of a system (or an
agent) in response to perceived environment events and to communication events [72].

Reaction rules, often called ECA (Event-Condition-Action) rules, are conceptually of the
following type:

ON event

IF condition is fulfilled

THEN perform action

This concept assumes an event controller, which monitors certain types of events, and upon
occurrence of such an event, the condition of the rule is evaluated. If the condition is true, the
action associated to the rule is executed.

In the following, we will discuss these three components of ECA rules in more detail.

The Event Component

ECA rules have been implemented for different application environments and for some time
there was no common framework to describe the events signaled to the rule engines. How-
ever, along with some research projects in the field of active databases, implementation- and
application-independent frameworks for the classification and detection of events have been
proposed.

A prominent example is the event algebra Snoop [17], which is used as the event specification
component of the Sentinel active database system [18]. Snoop is built around a concept of
parameter (or event consumption) contexts, i.e. contexts that defined the semantics of events.
This makes the approach extensible and widely applicable because new contexts with new
event semantics can be introduced. Thus, applications of Snoop such as presented in [10],
which applies Snoop to XML events, are possible.

In Snoop, an event is defined as an atomic occurrence, i.e. it happens completely or not
at all. Further, events can be annotated by event modifiers like begin-of and end-of, which
transform arbitrary time intervals into two logical instantaneous events.
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Events

Primitive Events Composite Events

Database Events Explicit Events Temporal Events

Absolute RelativeTransaction /
Procedure /

Function

Access Insert /
Delete /
Update

Figure 4.1: Snoop’s event hierarchy [17]

A classification of the event types supported by Snoop is illustrated in Fig. 4.1. Snoop
distinguishes primitive and composite events. Primitive events are finite sets of events that
are pre-defined in the (application) domain of interest. Snoop foresees the following types of
primitive events:

• Database events: These events represent the basic database management system (DBMS)
operations, i.e. access, insertion, deletion and update of data. Further, the beginning and
the end of database transactions, attached procedures and functions are also considered
relevant events.

• Explicit events: These are events specific to the application environment and business logic
of the system; they take place outside of the DBMS and need to be explicitly signaled to
the system.

• Temporal events: These events are referring to points in time. They can be specified as
an absolute time point (e.g. a cut-off date), or as a relative time point (e.g. the date of
delivery of goods which depends on the date of the order).

Composite events are recursively constructed over other composite events and primitive
events. The means for combining events to more complex events are Snoop’s event operators,
which include:

• Disjunction (∨): The disjunction of two events E1 and E2, denoted as E1 ∨ E2, occurs
when E1 occurs or E2 occurs.

• Sequence (;): The sequence of two events E1 and E2, denoted as E1;E2, occurs when E2

occurs provided E1 has already occurred.

• Conjunction(Any, All): the conjunction event, denoted
Any(I, E1, E2, ..., En) where I ≤ n, occurs when any I events out of the n events occur,
ignoring the order of their occurrence. The All operator can be used to specify that I = n,
i.e. that all the listed events have to occur.
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• Aperiodic operator (A, A*): The event A(E1, E2, E3) occurs each time the event E2

occurs within the temporal interval defined by the occurrences of E1 and E3. The event
A ∗ (E1, E2, E3) occurs only the first time this happens.

• Periodic operator (P, P*): The periodic operator is used to repeat an event during a
specified interval P (E1, [t], E3) where E1 and E3 are events and the constant t is the
specification of the time between each event. Only those periodic events that occur
within the interval between E1 and E3 are signaled.

Examples of the complex events that can modeled using these operators are shown below;
we take the examples directly from [17] and use their simplified syntax to make the rules more
readable:

Example 1: “Sample IBM stock every 30 minutes from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. each day and
compute the maximum value over a day”. This rule can be written as follows:

On P*(8 a.m., [30 mins.]: IBM-stock-price, 5 p.m.)

Condition true

Action compute maximum

Example 2: “When four withdrawals are made on an account in a day, do not allow further
withdrawals”. This rule can be expressed as follows:

On A(8 a.m., Any(4, withdraw-on-an-account*), 5 p.m.)

Condition true

Action block further withdrawals

The Table 4.1 gives an overview over a variety of active database systems and compares the
various properties of the event components of the systems to the Snoop/Sentinel approach. The
tables shows which of the systems support database, temporal, explicit and complex events.
Further, it shows which concepts support event modifiers and which support parameter contexts.

The Condition Component

If an event of an ECA rule is signaled to the rule engine, the condition of that rule will need to
be evaluated in order to decide whether the rule is eligible to be fired or not. The separation of
event and condition specifications provides both extensibility and a clear understanding of the
“when” (an event), the “what” (a condition) and the “how” (an action).

A condition is a boolean function of data values, such as “the credit is greater than 100”.
A condition does not produce any side effect. It may be valid over an interval of time, while an
event is atomic.

Conditions define states of a database or an expert system, and as such they can be inter-
preted as guards that protect transitions in a state-transition system. A guarded transition will
only fire if its guard condition is fulfilled.

According to [43], the condition component can be classified into elementary and composite
conditions:

• Elementary conditions are conditions on sets or literals (i.e. atomic predicates or negated
predicates). An example of a set condition would be “if person X is element of the
customer list”. An example of a predicate condition is “if salary > 100”.
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Table 4.1: Overview of event concepts in the active database world (modified presentation of
[17])

Feature / Primitive Event Types Expressiveness
System Database Temporal Explicit Complex

Events
Event Mod-
ifiers

Parameter
Contexts

Ariel Yes Set of time
values

No No Post No

Interbase Yes No No Disjunction Pre, Post No
Postgres Yes No No Disjunction equiv. to

post
No

Starbust Yes No No Disjunction Post No
HiPAC Yes Absolute,

relative
Yes Disjunction,

Disjunc-
tion, Se-
quence,
Not

Pre, Post No

Ode Yes Yes Yes Relative,
Prior Se-
quence,
Choose,
Every, fa,
faAbs, !

Before, Af-
ter

No

ADAM Yes Timed
events

No No Before, Af-
ter

No

SAMOS Yes Explicite
specifica-
tion

Yes Disjunction,
Conjunc-
tion, Se-
quence,
Not

Pre, Post No

OSAM* Yes No No Disjunction before, af-
ter

No

Snoop Yes Absolute,
Relative

Yes Or, Se-
quence,
Any, Pe-
riodic,
Aperiodic

User de-
fined
(begin-of,
end-of, ...)

Recent,
Chronicle,
Contin-
uous,
Cumulative
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• Composite conditions are constructed by applying boolean operators like conjunction
and disjunction to the (elementary and composite) conditions to form more complex
conditions.

The Action Component

The action component of an ECA rule specifies what the system is supposed to accomplish
in case the specified event occurs and if the associated conditions holds. As in events and
conditions, we can distinguish two kinds of actions [51]:

• an elementary action that is comprised of a single task to be carried out

• a composite action that is a structure – usually, a sequence – of several tasks to be
executed.

Furthermore, we can distinguish actions by their use, i.e. by the effects they achieve [43]:

• Data manipulation actions encompass the creation, modification, retrieval, derivation and
deletion of data. These data objects are not necessarily stored in a database but may also
be stored outside the automated part of an information system (e.g. on a form). Insert
and delete concern entire tuples and the other three may involve specific properties.

• User actions encompass a task which may be related to a data object but does not imply
one of the operators mentioned above. User actions may contain any text, e.g. “call
supplier and reorder product”. A detailed syntax for their content (i.e. the specification
of certain actions) is not always feasible.

• Message actions consist of a message to a processor of the information system. This
message may be issued to an application or a human actor. A business rule whose action
can be classified as a message action is called an alerter. The message can inform the target
person on a situation and may trigger a specified action. Thus, the syntax for message
actions contains at least a message and sometimes also the recipient of the message.

More on the definition of actions can be found in Chapter 3 of this report.

4.2.2 Production Rules

Production rules are similar to ECA rules; they may even be considered a special case of the
general concept of reaction rules [72].

The term “production rules” was originally introduced in the context of formal grammars.
For example, each rule in a Backus Naur form (BNF) specification of a context-free language
is called a “production”. However, here we use this term differently: In rule based systems,
productions rules are of the form IF C THEN A, where C is a condition and A is any kind of
action, including external procedures/methods. For example, the information “IF a person is
walking and if the weather is rainy THEN this person needs an umbrella” can be represented
by the following rule:

(defrule check-equipment

(walking ?person)

(rainy-weather)

=>

(assert (needs-umbrella ?person)))
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The inputs to production rule systems are a set of such production rules, i.e. condition-
action pairs of the form if condition then action. The other two components of a production
rule system are:

• Working memory : The memory holds the description of the current state of the world in
a reasoning process. Most production systems allow to create networks of objects, defined
by object templates which have one head and one or more slots (i.e. attribute fields).

• Recognize-act cycle: The conditions (i.e. left hand side of the rules) are continuously
matched against the known facts in the working memory. If one rule applies, it is fired,
that is, its right hand side is executed. If more than one rules apply, the conflicting rules
are added to a goal agenda, ordered and then executed sequentially. This cycle continues
until all rules are satisfied.

The fact that production systems are responsible for determining the set of applicable rules
at a given time relieves the programmer (rule modeler) from considering and codifying all the
paths by which a rule may become applicable or inapplicable.

The most efficient algorithm for implementing such production systems is the Rete algorithm
[32]. The Rete algorithm is the only known algorithm for production systems whose performance
is demonstrably independent of the number of rules in the system. An algorithm similar to
Rete is TREAT [54], which differs in several aspects of the organization of the internal working
memory of the algorithms.

Examples for production rule systems are CLIPS and JESS, which will be described in more
detail in Section 4.3.

4.2.3 Derivation Rules

Another class of rules that is widely used for the specification of formal business rules are deriva-
tion rules. Derivation rules allow to derive knowledge from other knowledge by an inference or
a mathematical calculation [72].

Each rule expresses the knowledge that if one set of statements happens to be true, then
some other set of statements must also be true (or become true). Using a set of such rules, it
is possible to specify the behavior of systems by means of logical specifications. This leads us
to the term Logic Programming [49], which is a well-known programming paradigm based on a
subset of First Order Logic, named Horn clause Logic.

A program P is composed by a set of Horn clauses (i.e. implications) of the form A ←
B1, ..., Bn. Each such Horn clause can also be interpreted as a disjunction of literals with at
most one positive literal, i.e. ¬A ∨ B1 ∨ ... ∨ Bn.

The execution of a program is driven by a query (or goal) of the form ← B1, ..., Bm. Given a
program P and a query ← B1, ..., Bm, the purpose of an execution is to determine whether the
conjunction B1∧...∧Bm is a logical consequence of the program P , i.e. whether P |= B1∧...∧Bm

In the following, we briefly discuss programming environments that build on the idea of
Logic Programming and that implement several different calculi for different types of logic
programs, with slightly different semantics and application areas.

Prolog

Horn clauses form an important class of statements, since the consistency of a set of Horn
clauses can be checked in a systematic and efficient manner. The most prominent example of
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a language exploiting the advantageous properties of Horn clauses is Prolog. A first Prolog
system has already been built in the early seventies and much of its underlying theory was
subsequently provided by [47]. The calculus for reasoning over Prolog programs is called SLD;
due to the nature of Horn clauses, SLD is both sound and complete, i.e. for all goal statements
in this system that are really true, the calculus will prove that there is no refutation of it and
that all statements the calculus determines to be true happen to be really true.

Prolog departs from pure logics by supporting numerous extra-logical features, e.g. numeric
operations and the CUT. The CUT is a construct that can be used to steer the SLD resolution
process. Logic programs that do not exploit such extra-logical constructs are often called
Ordinary Logic Programs (OLP).

Datalog

A variant of Prolog, Datalog [20], is used to implement deductive database systems. These
systems are called deductive, because they are able to deduce new facts from the data already
stored in the database.

Datalog is used to define rules declaratively in conjunction with an existing set of relations,
which are themselves treated as literals in the language [25]. A deductive database uses two
main types of specifications: facts and rules. Facts can be compared to relations in RDBM
systems, while rules can be compared to SQL views. One of the fundamental differences to
SQL views, however, is that Datalog based views (i.e. rules), may involve recursion and hence
may yield virtual relations that cannot be defined in terms of standard relational views[25].

XSB Prolog

Another variant of Prolog is XSB, which is a research-oriented Logic Programming system for
Unix and Windows-based platforms. In addition to providing all the functionality of Prolog,
it contains several features not usually found in Logic Programming systems. Among these
features are the availability of SLG resolution [21] and the handling of HiLog [22] terms.

SLG resolution is a bi-directional evaluation strategy, also called “tabling”; it uses partly
top-down, partly bottom-up evaluation and ensures completeness for a large class of programs,
enjoying the advantages of both evaluation schemas. The use of tabling allows for a different,
more declarative programming style than Prolog that can be of use for a number of problems.

XSB also includes HiLog, a capability to process programs which have complex terms in
predicates or functors. This allows programmers to program in a higher-order syntax, who can
think of programming with parameterized predicates or with predicate variables.

These facilities significantly extend XSBs capabilities beyond those of a typical Prolog sys-
tem, which justifies viewing XSB as a new paradigm for Logic Programming.

Smodels and DLV

Similar to XSB/SLG, which provides a more declarative style of programming than standard
Prolog does, the Smodels [55] toolkit is based on an implementation-independent declarative
semantics – the stable model semantics – which makes it much easier to develop applications
because one does not have to worry too much about the internal implementation specific aspects
of the system. Smodels is applied to range-restricted function free normal programs for which
the stable model semantics is computable. Smodels can be used to generate stable models for
such programs. In addition to model generation, Smodels can be used for query evaluation,
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i.e. it is able to answer queries over the models generated, which makes it an alternative for
traditional logic programming engines like Prolog.

Another inference engine for logic programs under the stable model semantics is DLV [23].
In contrast to Smodels, which is applied to normal programs, DLV is applied to disjunctive
programs.

Both systems offer highly efficient implementations with attractive computational properties
and they keep on being extended to handle priorities, cardinality constraints, weight constraints
and numerous other features that are useful in many application domains.

Courteous Logics

Courteous Logics (CL) [39] extend Ordinary Logic Programs to include prioritized conflict
handling, while maintaining computational tractability. Further, CL extends Ordinary Logic
Programs with classical negation.

Each CL clause is an Ordinary Logic Program clause, i.e. it does not contain CUTs, etc.
However, Courteous Logic Programs extend Ordinary Logic Programs by introducing a labeling
of the clauses and by allowing users to use these clause labels to specify (meta-) rules that
govern the conflict handling between the rules in the system.

Courteous Logics can be implemented on top of Logic Programming systems like Prolog;
there exists a compiler that transforms CLPs to executable Prolog programs [39].

4.2.4 Integrity Constraints

An integrity constraint is an assertion that must be satisfied in all evolving state and state
transition histories of an enterprise viewed as a discrete dynamic system [70].

In the literature, the following types of integrity constraints are mentioned:

• State constraints : These constraints must hold at any point in time. An example of a
state constraint is “a customer of the car rental company EU-Rent must be at least 25
years old”.[70]

• Structural assertions: An important type of state constraints are structural assertions
[42]. A structural assertion is a statement that something of importance to the business
either exists as a concept of interest or exists in relationship to another thing of interest.
It details a specific, static aspect of the business, expressing things known or how known
things fit together.

• Process constraints: These refer to the dynamic integrity of a system; they restrict the
admissible transitions from one state of the system to another. An process constraint may,
for example, declare that the admissible state changes of a RentalOrder object are defined
by the following transition path: reserved → allocated → effective → dropped−off .[70]

Integrity constraints can be found in many different systems and use very different notations;
Constraints can be expressed:

• as IF-THEN statements in programming languages

• as explicit assertion statements supported by programming languages such as C++, Eiffel
or in the recent Java 2 version 1.5.
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• as CHECK and CONSTRAINT clauses in SQL table definitions and as CREATE AS-
SERTION statements in SQL database schema definition[70], c.f. also Section 4.3.1.

• structural assertions can be modeled as UML or entity/relationship diagrams and can be
augmented by state constraints represented as OCL (Object Constraint Language) [74]
expressions in the UML diagrams.

Integrity constraints can also be seen as a special case of ECA rules, because they perform
a certain action (e.g. repair the database) in the event of a violated integrity constraint.

4.3 Implementation of Rules in Information Systems

4.3.1 Rules in Active DBMS

Conventional (passive) database management systems (DBMS) solely serve as systems to store
data in persistent data structures and to answer queries about the data stored. These passive
DBMS do not actively perform any actions on their own.

Active DBMS on the other hand, use rules – mainly based on the ECA paradigm – to describe
activities to be carried out by the system. Active DBMS have been defined as “database systems
that respond automatically to events generated internal or external to the system itself without
user intervention” [8].

Active DBMS monitor events and then react appropriately; hence, active databases present
a reactive behavior (compared to the passive behavior of typical DBMS): they execute not only
user transactions, but also the rules specified.

Many commercial relational systems like Oracle, DB2 Sybase offer this functionality, in the
form of triggers (standardised in SQL-3); other examples for active relational DBMS are Ariel
[40], Postgres [68] and Starbust [75]. There do also exist object oriented active databases such
as HiPac [26], Sentinel [18] and EXACT [28].

In most relational active DBMS, the event-, condition- and action-components of the ECA
rules are implemented as follows:

• Events are the beginning or the end of SQL INSERT, UPDATE or DELETE operations.
However, there exist implementations like [36] for Sybase or [48] for Sentinel that extend
the scope of the DBMS by temporal and complex events.

• Conditions that determine whether the rule should be executed are represented as boolean
SQL expressions. However, those conditions are to be evaluated not once but for all the
tuples that may be affected by the operation. This means that some tuples may be
changed by a trigger while others are left unchanged, because the condition did not apply
to them.

• Actions to be taken are usually a sequence of SQL statements or whole database trans-
actions; however, external programs and procedural attachments are also supported by
many systems.

In the following we illustrate how to specify active rules as triggers in the commercial
database system Oracle:
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CREATE TRIGGER totalrevenue AFTER INSERT ON sales FOR EACH ROW

WHEN(NEW.id IS NOT NULL)

UPDATE department

SET revenue = revenue + NEW.amount

WHERE NEW.dept = department.id

The trigger is named totalrevenue and the event it reacts to is an INSERT operation on
the table sales. The trigger is called after the INSERT is performed; another option would be
to call the trigger before or instead of the insert operation. The keyword NEW represents each
of the inserted tuples. In the example it is used to access the value of field amount of the new
sales entries, which is then added to a field revenue of the department which has generated
the sale(s).

There are several options for how the triggered event is related to the evaluation of the rule’s
condition. There are three main possibilities for rule consideration [30]:

1. Immediate consideration: The condition is evaluated as part of the same transaction
as the triggering event, and is evaluated immediately, either before, after or instead of
executing the triggering event.

2. Deferred consideration: The condition is evaluated at the end of the transaction that
included the triggering event. In this case, there could be many triggered rules waiting
to have their conditions evaluated.

3. Detached consideration: The condition is evaluated as a separate transaction, spawned
from the triggering transaction.

Similarly, there are several possibilities concerning the relationship between evaluating the
rule condition and the execution of the rule action. The three possible options are again
immediate, deferred and detached execution; most active systems use the first option, i.e. the
action is immediately executed after the condition is successfully evaluated [30].

Besides the reactive behavior described above, modern database systems are able to capture
and enforce another type of rules, i.e. integrity constraints, which have been laid out in Section
4.2.4. Constraints are declarations of conditions about the database that must remain true.
These include attributed-based, tuple-based and referential integrity constraints. The database
system checks for the violation of the constraints on actions that may cause a violation and
aborts the action accordingly. Below we briefly illustrate those constraints:

• Constraints on attributes: Database systems allow to attach constraints to the fields
definitions of tables. For instance, a modifier not null may be used to disallow NULL
values for the defined attribute; the unique and primary key modifier force the field
value for each tuple to be unique. Here an example of table definition that puts several
constraints on the attributes of the table:

CREATE TABLE employee(

id INTEGER NOT NULL PRIMARY KEY,

name VARCHAR (5) NULL,

projects SMALLINT NOT NULL DEFAULT 0

)
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The id value has to be unique and must not be NULL, the name may be NULL and the
projects value must not be NULL but has to be 0 (zero) as a default value.

• Constraints on tables: Some database systems allow to create constraints that go beyond
the scope of single attribute constraints but rather may span over multiple attributes. For
this purpose, the CHECK clause is used. In the example below, a constraint on the table
employee is introduced which enforces that every employee is associated to precisely one
department of the organization:

CREATE TABLE employee(

id NUMERIC(4) PRIMARY KEY,

dept VARCHAR (5)

CHECK( dept IS NOT NULL AND

1 = (SELECT COUNT(*)

FROM departments AS d

WHERE d.id = dept)),

)

• Assertions on the data model : to allow constraints with an even wider scope – spanning
over the whole data model – the CREATE ASSERTION construct is provided by the SQL.
The example below tells the DBMS to ensure the (overly simplified) policy that there
must always be more projects than project managers in the organization:

CREATE ASSERTION haveProjects (

CHECK ((SELECT COUNT(*) FROM projectmanger) <

(SELECT COUNT(*) FROM projects))

)

• Referential integrity constraints: Another very popular type of constraint rules in
databases are referential integrity constraints, which are enforced on so called “foreign
keys”, i.e. attributes whose values refer to keys of other (associated) tables. These con-
structs allow to define rules which tell the DBMS how to behave if a referenced value
changes or gets deleted. In the example below, we tell the DBMS that the field dept

of the table employee needs always be kept in sync with the corresponding value of the
department’s id:

CREATE TABLE EMPLOYEE(

id NUMERIC(4) PRIMARY KEY,

dept VARCHAR (5) NOT NULL,

FOREIGN KEY (dept) REFERENCES departments(id)

ON UPDATE CASCADE

)

In addition to the (integrity) constraints illustrated above, many relational DBMS support
the creation of relational views, which can be seen as a (restricted) kind of derivation rule.
For instance, to derive all accounting clerks from the organization’s workforce, a view can be
defined as follows:
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CREATE VIEW accountingclerk (

SELECT * FROM employee

WHERE dept=’acct’)

4.3.2 Rule-Based Programming Environments

While the logic expressed in a rule can be written as imperative code, a rule-engine offers many
benefits. Instead of locking the logic up in code written by developers, the logic can be moved
out-board external to the actual application. In this way it is possible for non-developers to
change the logic without having to rebuild the system. Additionally, by codifying all of the
system rules in a central location, they are no longer scattered throughout the application. This
allows for easier validation of the systems requirements and analysis of the logic of the system.
In the following we briefly review popular rule engines.

Mandarax

Mandarax [29] is an open source java library for business rules. This includes the representation,
persistence, exchange, management and processing (querying) of rule bases. The main objective
of Mandarax is to provide a pure object oriented platform for rule-based systems.

In Mandarax, rules are presented as clauses that consist of a body (the prerequisite or
antecedent of the rule) and a head (i.e. the consequence of the rule). The prerequisites and the
conclusion are facts, which themselves consist of terms and predicates associating those terms.
Under the object oriented notation supported by Mandarax, terms represent objects while
predicates on the other hand represent relationships between terms. Terms can be constants,
variables or complex terms; complex terms are terms that can be computed from other terms
(functions).

Many rule engines used in production systems use data that is originally stored in (relational)
databases. This requires considerable effort to keep the database and the rule-based systems in
sync. Mandarax introduces a concept called “clause sets” to address this problem. Clause sets
are basically iterators over collections of clauses. Such a clause set could be defined around an
SQL query: the query returns a result set and the clause set builds facts from the records at
query time. Replication of data is therefore not necessary any more.

The Mandarax engine uses an object oriented version of backward chaining mechanism
similar to Prolog; this is in contrast to popular rule engines like ILOG or JESS, which use the
forward chaining Rete algorithm [32]. The Mandarax project offers several rule engines which
slightly differ in some implementation aspects (e.g. support of Prolog-like Cut, negation as
failure).

The Mandarax user manual discusses the advantages and disadvantages of their algorithm
in comparison to Rete [29]; as a possible advantage over forward chaining systems, they argue
that forward chaining systems are more difficult to integrate with databases, because all new
or updated tuples would need to be propagated to the rule engine’s memory-based fact base.
Further, they argue that the performance advantage of forward chaining systems does not
play out in most real world cases, since real world rule bases consist of a large number of facts
compared to a much smaller number of rules – which is ideal for backward chaining rule systems.

Like Drools, Mandarax offers tight integration with the Java language. This allows for
the reuse of business objects and logic and helps to increase the productivity of the software
development process. Arbitrary Java methods can be regarded as functions in Mandarax, while
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functions returning a boolean value can be considered as predicates in Mandarax. For instance,
a Java expression obj1.equals(obj2) is interpreted as a logical fact obj1 = obj2.

While Mandarax does support RuleML as an input format, not all of its functionality is
captured by RuleML. In particular, typing, complex terms and functions, clause sets and the
integration of SQL data sources are not supported by RuleML.

The Mandarax project is also developing a reactive variant of the Mandarax rule engine.
The engine – called Mandarax ECA – is an extension that can be used to program reactive
agents; events have registered event listeners (handlers), these listeners query the knowledge
base for the next action that must be performed.

ILOG

ILOG [46] is a rule engine and programming library that allows developers to combine rule-based
and object-oriented programming to add business rules to new and existing applications. The
ILOG rule engine is exposed to Java1 and C++ code via an application programmer interface
(API). Rules can be dynamically added, modified, or removed from the engine on the fly, i.e.
without shutting down or recompiling the application.

ILOG uses an optimized variant of the Rete algorithm, which makes it capable of handling
large numbers of rules within an application and achieving a high performance in handling rules.
Further, ILOG offers a wide range of enhancements, such as automatic rule optimizations which
occur transparently to the developer, auto hashing and indexing.

ILOG rules employs the ILOG Rule Language, which has a Java-like syntax and a variety of
language extensions. Developers have at their disposal full support of operators in expressions
and tests, Java-like syntax for interfaces, arrays, and variable scope management.

An ILOG rule is composed of the following three parts: a header, a condition part and
an action part. The header defines the name of the rule, its priority and packet name. The
condition part (also called left hand side, LHS) of the rule defines the conditions that must be
met such that the rule is eligible for execution. The action part is referred to as the right-hand
side (RHS) of the rule and specifies the activities to be carried out when the rule is fired.

The ILOG Rules rule engine can directly parse and output rules in an XML representation,
allowing the management of rules by standard XML tools. Further, the ILOG tool suite offers
a point-and-click editor to manipulate the rule base.

ILOG offers support for the selection and handling of collections of objects which may be
subject to rule processing. The advanced collection progressing allows objects to be accessed
even if they do not directly reside in working memory. Instead, objects can be linked by other
objects by fields or methods, and will be loaded dynamically by the system. This addresses one
of the common disadvantages of forward chaining systems.

Jess

Jess [33] is a Java based rule engine and scripting environment inspired by the CLIPS [35]
[62] expert system shell with its OPS5 [15] production rule language. Just like Mandarax,
Drooles and ILOG, Jess is augmented by an object oriented language (i.e. Java) to increase its
applicability for commercial projects (which often have a large legacy code base to support).

1The engine for Java is branded JRules.
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Jess can directly make use and manipulate Java objects. Moreover, it is a reference im-
plementation for the JSR-94 standardization proposal [69], which aims at providing a uniform
Java application programming interface to rule engines.

Like CLIPS, Jess is based on the Rete algorithm [32], the forward chaining mechanism for
production rule systems. Like all production rule-based systems, the functionality of Jess is
comprised of the rule base, the working memory and the recognize-act cycle (cf. Section 4.2.2).

Drools

Drools [24] is an implementation of the Rete algorithm tailored for the Java language, adapting
it to an object-oriented interface that allows for a more natural expression of business rules
with regards to business objects.

Drools is distributed under an Open Source license, and it offers an implementation of the
JSR94 Standard API.

Drools offers an extensible set of different ways (semantic modules) to specify rules. These
modules are centered around a unifying framework, the Drools Rule Language (DRL). The
framework provides XML elements to structure the sets of rules, specify the input parameters
of rules, their conditions and consequences and other properties.

The currently supported semantic modules built upon the DRL are Java, Groovy and Phy-
ton. The Java module, for instance, allows for semantics based upon the Java programming
language. Object types may be determined using Java classes while conditions and extractors
are formulated in terms of Java expressions. The consequence of rules may be written as an
arbitrary block of Java statements.

Drools offers several ways of conflict resolution. The simplest variant is the definition of
an attribute “salience”, where rules with higher salience values are given higher priority when
ordered in the activation queue. In the event that multiple rules are assigned the same salience
value, they are placed upon the queue in an arbitrary order. Another strategy is to initially
order activations by their complexity as measured by the number of conditions in each rule.
Rules with more conditions have a higher complexity and thus a higher priority when compared
to rules with fewer conditions. When rules have the same complexity, ties are broken using their
salience values. There does also exist the inverse form of this resolution concept, i.e. to chose
rules with the lowest complexity first.

4.3.3 Rules in Imperative Program Code

While the declarative rule languages described in the paragraphs above are well suited for the
governance of organizational rules, the largest amount of rules in today’s information infras-
tructures is still stored in programs written in imperative and object oriented languages like
COBOL (COmmon Business Oriented Language), various BASIC dialects, C, C++ and Java.

These languages allow the implementation of condition-action rules by the means of IF-
THEN-ELSE statements or other selection constructs. Most of today’s imperative languages
also allow for the modularization of rules by organizing them into functions, procedures, modules
and classes. The Java-based example below shows a function (method) that represents a rule
determining the tax rate of a given customer:

public float getTaxRate(Customer c)

switch(c.getCountry()) {

case EU : return 15.0;
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case USA : return 10.0;

case ASIA : return 12.0:

default : return 0.0;

}

}

The use of languages like Java has many advantages; especially object oriented programming
(OOP) languages are popular today, because OOP offers object polymorphism, method over-
loading, etc. which allow for the decomposition of complex structures into more manageable
components.

On the other hand, the “hardcoding” of rules into program code has several disadvantages,
one of them being the inability to change those rules without changing the source code.

Further, imperative and object oriented programs have a rigid execution flow, while rule en-
gines apply relevant rules in much more flexible ways; often the standard sequential semantics of
commands and methods does not allow for a simple, natural representation of the required con-
trol follow, which is supposed to be data- and inference-driven, as opposed to a rigid predefined
order on rule application.

All these issues add heavy burden on developers (programmers), who need to find a way to
capture the intended semantics of the business rules in imperative programs and then eventually,
when the business requirements change, have to apply those changes in the program code
and have to re-compile and re-deploy the application . Additionally, the transparency of the
calculation is lost, which makes it difficult for the user to understand (and verify) the results
of the program.

A first step to addressing these problems is usually to make the code configurable, i.e. to
extract the relevant business rules from the program code and to store them in separate places
where they can be changed during the runtime of the application. However, this actually
requires writing a rule engine; but then it is unlikely that such an engine can be competitive
with the highly optimized engines developed by the AI community in the last decades.

Therefore, the next logical step would be to employ dedicated rule engines to process the
rules, which would reduce much of the necessary programming efforts, because all the rule
handling algorithms would be outsourced to the rule engines with their highly optimized algo-
rithms.

Especially rule engines like Jess, Drools or Mandarax are attractive for this job, because they
can be tightly integrated with Java or other mainstream languages; this allows for reusing cer-
tain legacy code needed during the rule evaluation and execution. Similarly, there exist bridges
between Prolog rule systems and Java (e.g. InterProlog [27] for XSB and SWI Prolog; Jasper
for SICStus Prolog [66]) which allow to invoke Prolog from Java and to access Java objects
from Prolog, and there exist tools like MINERVA [53], which provides Prolog’s SLD calculus in
Java, allowing for platform independent Prolog programs that can be tightly integrated with
traditional Java programs.

This way, the advantages of both worlds – i.e. mainstream programming platforms and
modern rule engines and logic programming environments – can be combined. Efforts like the
upcoming JSR-94 standard [69] and numerous other rule APIs may help to achieve such hybrid
architectures in a standardized way.

There already exist some tools for the extraction of business rules, e.g. the Cobol Transfor-
mation Toolkit (CORECT) [67].
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4.3.4 Rules in End User Applications

As we discussed above in Section 4.3.3, it is a beneficial approach to make certain rules of an
application accessible from outside of an application’s source code to configure rules during
runtime. This approach is followed by many applications, e.g. by e-mail applications like
Microsoft Outlook and IBM Lotus Notes.

For instance, Lotus Notes allows to create rules for the handling of incoming e-mails. To
create such an e-mail handling rule, the user has to specify:

• A set of conditions: For each condition, the user selects a property of incoming mails
(e.g. sender, topic, priority) and a comparison operator (e.g. contains, does not contain,
equals) and then enters the value to be compared with. Then the user adds the condition
to the list of conditions of the mail handling rule.

• A set of actions: For each action, the user selects one of the available action items (e.g.
move to folder, send carbon copy, delete) and for each of the actions selected, additional
fields may need to be filled out (e.g. the carbon copy’s recipient). Then the user adds the
action to the list of actions of the mail handling rule.

After the rule is specified, the user may store the rule and switch it off or on. If the rule is
switched on, Lotus Notes triggers the evaluation of the rule upon each incoming email, and if
the condition is satisfied, the user-defined list of actions is executed automatically.

4.3.5 Rules in Business Process Descriptions

Business process descriptions lay out how agents (e.g. business partners, employees) interact
in order to successfully accomplish a given goal. In this respect, business process descriptions
fit our introductory definition of business rules (c.f. Section 4.1): they form statements about
how a business is done and they govern the behavior of the involved participants, which can be
both humans and information systems.

A business process description – often also called a workflow or business protocol – is com-
prised of a number of steps (tasks, activities), dependencies among those steps, routing rules,
events and a description of the participants and their roles.

The formal description of (business) processes and other stateful systems has been subject
of intensive research for many years. Well known formalisms to describe such dynamic systems
are Petri Nets [60], Statecharts [41], UML sequence diagrams [58], the pi-Calculus [52] and
various types of action logic (e.g. Concurrent Transaction Logic [14]).

These theoretical frameworks form the logical foundation of several of the currently relevant
business process description languages, e.g. the Business Process Execution Language for Web
Services (BPEL4WS) [71] (which is based on Petri Nets).

In the following we will describe how rules of the kind we outlined above in Section 4.2 can
be found in the description of business processes. We use the classification presented in [59],
who distinguish structure related, role related, message related, event related and constraint
related rules.

Structure Related Rules

Structure related rules describe how the tasks of a process are interconnected with each other,
i.e. how they are grouped and which interdependencies exist between the activities.
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Figure 4.2: An automaton based abstraction of a business process

This kind of information is normally captured by the underlying process model, e.g. by a
Petri Net or a Statecharts model. However, we can encode that information using rules as an
alternative notation.

The transformation of an automaton to a set of rules (and facts) is a straightforward under-
taking; for example, consider the automaton shown in Fig. 4.2; it is comprised of three states
S0, S1, S2 (drawn as circles) and three transitions t1, t2, t3 (drawn as arrows), which describe
how the process evolves. Each transition tn is guarded by a condition Cn and is associated to
an action An, which will be executed during the transition. This semantics can be represented
by the following set of facts and production rules:

(in-state S0)

(def-rule t1: (def-rule t2: (def-rule t3:

(and (in-state S0) (and (in-state S0) (and (in-state S1)

(C1)) (C2)) (C3))

=> => =>

(execute-activity A1) (execute-activity A2) (execute-activity A3)

(retract (in-state S0)) (retract (in-state S0)) (retract (in-state S1))

(assert (in-state S2)) (assert (in-state S1)) (assert (in-state S2))

The fact (in-state S0) tells the rule engine that the described system is in state S0 initially.
Each of the rules t1, t2, and t3 represent the transitions; for instance, rule t1 will fire if the
system is in state S0 and if condition C1 is satisfied, just like the transition defined by the
automaton. The execution of the rule t1 will lead to the transition from state S0 to state S2,
along with the execution of the associated action A1.

Role Related Rules

Role related rules govern the participants that are involved in a process. In [59], role assignment
rules are proposed to assign an activity to a certain role. For instance, in an e-commerce
transaction, we could use a role assignment to assign the activity of the delivery service to a
carrier.

if (delivery action is performed) then (Role-type is Carrier)

Other role related rule types are role binding rules, i.e. the assignment of a role to a
particular business entity, and event raiser rules, which may trigger events related to the roles.
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Message Related Rules

Message related rules regulate the use of information in a process; it is assumed that the entities
propagate information by exchanging messages. A message is a data structure, for instance
a tree based XML document. In [59], three types of message rules are proposed: message
distribution rules which govern the distribution of messages , message assignment rules which
assign messages to activities, and message dependency rules which can be used to derive the
dependencies between messages.

As an example, consider the following rule:

if(FlightBookingActivity has Input)then (Message contains

(departureDate, arrivalDate, fromAirport, toAirport)

The rule above is a message assignment rule for the input of the flight booking activity,
expressing that the input assigned to that activity has to contain departure and arrival date,
and the departure and arrival airports.

Event Related Rules

Event rules govern the behavior of processes in reaction to expected or unexpected events.
Activity influence rules regulate which activities are affected by which events. To determine
which events are handled by which event handler activities (i.e. which activities should be
carried out in case certain events occur), event handler rules can be defined.

As an example, consider the following rule:

if(delivery time exceeded) then (send email to customer)

This event handler rule indicates that if there are unforeseen troubles with the delivery, the
customer must be notified.

Constraint Related Rules

These rules steer the use of constraints in a business process, represented by the pre- and post-
conditions of the activities involved in the process. A pre-condition describes the requirements
that must hold in order to achieve any of the activity’s results. If a pre-condition is not fulfilled
and an activity is still carried out, the results are undefined. A post-condition describes the
effects the execution of the activities will achieve. If an activity is carried out with a valid
pre-condition, we can expect that the effect formula will evaluate to true in the world state
after the activity is completed, given that no errors occur.

The following rule is an example of a postcondition:

if(FlightBookinActivity is completed) then (Seat must be reserved)

A more thorough discussion of the specification of activities is given in Chapter 3.
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4.4 Rule Language Frameworks

Most of the rule-based systems developed over the time have introduced their own concept of
rules, along with proprietary notations to feed the rules into the systems. Those proprietary
languages are well suited to reflect the capabilities, limitations and the intended use of their
respective systems. On the other hand, a unifying framework to represent rules would be
desirable, especially in a Semantic Web context, where rules are published on the Internet
and agents may read and process those rules; a single unified markup syntax would ease the
development and maintenance of web agents.

Besides language proposals like the ARML [19], which is an XML based language for the
system-independent representation of reaction rules, there have also been efforts to provide
unified syntactical concepts for many types of rules – not just of a single family or vendor.
These approaches will be briefly discussed in the following paragraphs.

4.4.1 CommonRules

CommonRules [45] is a rule-based framework for developing rule-based applications with major
emphasis on maximum separation of business logic and data, conflict handling, and interoper-
ability of rules. Common rules was created as part of the “Business Rules for Electronic Com-
merce” project at IBM Research. The overall goal of CommonRules is to serve as a tool for the
communication of executable business rules between enterprises using heterogeneous rule sys-
tems, and to enable incremental specification of executable business rules by non-programmers.
Enterprises should be enabled to communicate their business policy rules about pricing, promo-
tions, customer service provisions for refunds, ordering lead time, and other contractual terms
and conditions, to a customer application, even when the seller’s rules are implemented using
a different rule system than the buyer’s system.

CommonRules provides a common “interlingua” rule representation for the exchange of
rules between heterogeneous rule representations employed in various rule-based applications.
It uses an XML based interchange format for rules, called Business Rules Markup Language
(BRML) [57], that corresponds to this interlingua and that can be seen as a predecessor of
RuleML. BRML’s expressive class is situated courteous logic programs, i.e., declarative logic
programs with negation-as-failure, (limited) classical negation, prioritized conflict handling,
and disciplined procedural attachments for queries and actions. BRML’s semantics is based
on Logic Programs and captures a common core shared by many commercially important rule
systems, including relational database systems, logic programming systems, production rule
systems and event-condition-action rule systems.

CommonRules includes sample translators between the BRML XML interchange format
and several existing rule systems. Developers (i.e. rule system vendors) can write their own
such translators. CommonRules also includes a Courteous Compiler (c.f. Section 4.2.3) that
implements the Courteous enhancement via a pre-processor that can be added modularly to a
variety of existing commercial rule systems.

4.4.2 Rule Markup Language (RuleML)

RuleML [13] [63] is a standardization initiative that was started in 2000 with the goal to
establish an open, vendor neutral XML based rule language standard, permitting both forward
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Figure 4.3: The RuleML hierarchy with 12 derivation-rule sublanguages [13]

(bottom-up) and backward (top-down) rules in XML for deduction, rewriting, and further
inferential-transformational tasks.

RuleML foresees a classification of the rule it supports. RuleML encompasses a hierarchy of
rules, from reaction rules, via integrity constraints and derivation rules to facts (i.e. premiseless
derivation rules). For these top-level families, XML DTDs are provided, reflecting the structures
of the rule families.

In the first two years of RuleML, the emphasis has been on the expression of derivation rules.
The Fig. 4.3 shows the various variants of derivation rules known in the literature. Based on
that ontology, concrete syntaxes have been crafted to express derivation rules in XML.

Another goal of RuleML is to integrate the rule markup language with ontology languages
like DAML+OIL and subsequently OWL. The current outcome of these efforts is a draft for
SWRL (Semantic Web Rule Language) [44], which is based on a combination of the OWL DL
and OWL Lite sub-languages of OWL with the Unary/Binary Datalog sublanguages of RuleML.

Another goal has been to provide an object oriented extension to rule modeling, as already
showcased by several rule engines (c.f. Section 4.3). To date (Summer 2004) there exists a
system of XML DTDs for slotted (i.e. frame-based) RuleML sublanguages including the Object-
Oriented RuleML (OO RuleML) [12]. Recent efforts also went into defining MOF-RuleML [73],
the abstract syntax of RuleML as an MOF Model and aligning RuleML with UML’s Object
Constraint Language (OCL).

A critical review of RuleML is given in [72]. One of the weaknesses identified by that paper
is the lack of support of ECA rules. This limitation is currently being addressed by a working
devoted to Reactive RuleML [1].
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4.5 Dealing with Rule Conflicts and Inconsistency

4.5.1 Conflicts Among Rules - Causes

In many logical systems, like Horn logic, there can be no conflicts between rules: once the
premises of a rule are satisfied, the rule is executed and its conclusion is drawn. This is due to
the fact that negation in the rule heads is not allowed.

Once we allow negation to appear in the rule head, the situation becomes more complicated
because it is possible that two rules may lead to contradictory conclusions.

Conflicting rules are not necessarily indications of an error in the knowledge base, but may
arise naturally in two different ways:

1. Conflicting rules are useful as a modeling feature. For example, rules with exceptions,
found in many policies, can be expressed naturally using a set of conflicting rules: a rule
describing the general case, and rules expressing exceptions. For example, the general
rule may say that all professors are tenured, while an exception rule may say that visiting
professors are not tenured.

2. Another type of application scenarios is reasoning with incomplete information. In these
scenarios, the available knowledge is insufficient to mace certain decisions, but we have
to make conclusions based on ”rules of thumb”. A typical scenario is emergency medical
diagnosis, where initial diagnosis and treatment needs to be made before the results of
medical tests become available. Note that new information may lead to a revision of the
initial decisions. These scenarios are closely linked to the area of nonmonotonic reasoning
[50] [3].

3. Conflicting rules also naturally arise in knowledge integration, when knowledge from dif-
ferent sources (and possibly authors) is combined. This scenario is expected to be partic-
ularly wide-spread on the Semantic Web, where a key idea is to import knowledge from
various sources and adapt it for own purposes.

4.5.2 What is A Conflict?

In the simpler case, a conflict is directly represented by logical negation: two rules are conflicting
if the head of one rule is the negation of the other.

However, there are more general cases which arise often in practice. For example, an invest-
ment consultant may base her recommendation on three levels of risk investors are willing to
take: low, moderate and high. Obviously, only one level of risk per investor is allowed to hold
at any given time. Thus, a rule suggesting reasons why low risk is appropriate for a particular
investor is conflicting with any rule with head medium or high risk.

In general, sets of atoms may be declared to be mutually exclusive.

4.5.3 Dealing with Conflicting Rules

The question is how to deal with situations where rules with conflicting heads can potentially be
applied. In first-order logic and related approaches, contradictory conclusions may be drawn but
have trivialization effects: every conclusion can be drawn from a contradictory set of premises.

This behaviour is deemed to be unacceptable for practical purposes. It considers contradic-
tions as error situations, but we explained previously that this is not necessarily the case.
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The next dichotomy is between credulous and sceptical approaches (terms used extensively
in the area of Nonmonotonic Reasoning). According to the first idea, conflicting rules should fire
and contradictory conclusions should be drawn, albeit without a trivialization effect: we should
not be able to conclude everything even if we have derived conclusions A and its negation. The
interpretation of such conclusions is that they are at least supported: there is reasoning that
supports the conclusions, though there may also be reasoning that concludes its negation.

On the other hand, sceptical approaches accept as conclusions only indisputable facts: a
rule can only be applied if possibly existing conflicting rules are inapplicable. Such approaches
are useful in situations where the cost of drawing a false decisions is higher than the cost of not
drawing conclusions.

Reasoning systems falling in this category are wide-spread in logic programming, knowledge
representation and the Semantic Web [2] [4] [5] [61].

4.5.4 Resolving Conflicts Using Priorities

If a sceptical view is taken, the case of rules not being applied is quite common. One way
of resolving such conflicts is to use priorities among rules. For example, the rule stating that
visiting professors are not tenured is stronger than the rue stating that professors are tenured.
With this information incorporated in the knowledge base, the conclusion that a particular
visiting professor is not tenured can be drawn even sceptically. The aforementioned works
make use of such priorities.

Obviously, we need ways of incorporating priorities in the reasoning process even in complex
cases. An extensive body of work is available in this directions [2] [4] [5] [56] [64]. We should
also mention work on developing rules systems tailored to the Semantic Web that are able of
dealing with inconsistent and incomplete information, among them [38] [7].

4.5.5 The Origin of Priorities

Priorities may arise from internal or external sources. Internal priorities are computed from a
set of rules based on the idea of specificity: a more specific rule is viewed as an exception to a
more general rule and should therefore be deemed to be stronger. For a system that computes
priorities based on specificity of rules see [11].

While useful, specificity is only one prioritization principle. To capture other principles,
most logical systems rely on priorities that are made available externally. That is, priorities
are considered to be a part of the knowledge base, as are rules and facts. External priority
information may be based on a number of principles:

• One rule may be preferred to another rule because it is an exception to another rule. Such
information is often stated explicitly in policies and business rules [5].

• One rule may be preferred to another because it is more recent. This principle is often
used in law and regulations.

Apart from these principles which apply to pairs of individual rules, priority information
may be based on comparing groups of rules. For example, in business administration the rules
originating from higher management have higher authority than those originating from middle
management. Or in knowledge integration, one source of rules may be known to be more reliable
than the other. This preference of groups is propagated to individual rules.
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4.6 Business Rules for the Semantic Web

In Section 4.3.3 we have discussed the advantages of explicit formal rules and dedicated rule
engines over hard-coded rules in programs: formal rules offer more flexibility, can be more easily
adapted during runtime and since they are easier to be read and analyzed.

While rule-based systems are very common in the traditional software markets, such as
production planning systems, enterprise information systems or end user software such as de-
scribed in Section 4.3.4, another new form of application delivery is currently developing: the
Web, along with emerging technologies like Web services and the Semantic Web. Software
built on top of those new environments are often characterized as being based on loosely cou-
pled components, in contrast to traditional software systems, which are commonly delivered as
monolithic blocks of software.

Furthermore, on the Web there is a tendency for very heterogenous user groups and heteroge-
nous hard- and software is used. In addition, the data sources of the web are not centralized,
leading to heterogeneity and volatility of the data (frequent changes, differing data schemas,
differing levels of service quality, etc.) to be processed; this poses another challenge to Web
based computing, for instance in the context of bio-informatics (cf. Working Group A-2 of this
project).

All those issues described above demand additional flexibility of the software, which, when
produces by traditional means, would place a huge burden on the developers, maintainers and
users of the software. Therefore, we suggest the application of rule-based techniques to build
Internet based systems. The rationale behind this is that declarative rules provide a higher
degree of flexibility and adaptivity of the applications, which, as pointed out above, is essential
for Internet based applications.

4.6.1 Business rules and Web Agents

Business rules in the context of the Web can be seen as declarative descriptions that steer the
behavior of (semantic) Web agents.

As Fig. 4.4 illustrates, a (semantic) Web agent may receive input from Web data sources
(e.g. an XML based data feed the agent is subscribed to), from other agents (e.g. SOAP Web
services it uses for certain tasks), from the human user (who might provide input via some user
interface including voice recognition) and, there might even be input generated by the rule-
based system itself (e.g. a production rule triggered by a timer event). In short, the behavior
of Web agents can be largely defined by rules. A standard notation for such rules would be
desirable to allow the exchange and analysis of such rules.

4.6.2 The Need For a Web Rule Language

However, as discussed in Section 4.4, no such universally usable rule language for the (Semantic)
Web exists yet. Therefore, it is a goal for future research to establish a model of the most
relevant rule types (i.e. derivation rules, reaction rules, production rules), which should fulfil
the following properties:

• there should exist a usable and intuitive XML based serialization format

• the language should be independent of the run time environments where the rules may
be executed
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• the conceptual model of the language should be formally and precisely defined, such that
semantics-preserving translations (e.g. to proprietary rule languages supported by certain
tools) are possible.

• the rule language should be ontology aware, i.e. there should be a notion of concepts
(classes) and roles (properties) to structure the data the rule engine operates upon.

4.6.3 An Example

A representative use case for rule-based Web agents was described by Gerd Wagner in [1]. This
use case describes a personal portfolio software agent, which monitors the price development of
the shares of the portfolio of its owner and reacts in response to significant drops in value, e.g.
by sending an alert to its owner.

The following predicates are used: “is exempt from profit taxes” (DR1) and “is significant”
(DR2). They are defined by means of the following two derivation rules:

1. DR1: An investment is exempt from profit taxes, if it is for more than 1 year in the
portfolio.

2. DR2: An investment is significant, if the value of the investment in the portfolio is more
than 10

The behavior of the agent is specified by the following five reaction rules:
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• Share drop and no profit taxes: If a share price dropped by more than 5% and the
corresponding investment is exempt from profit taxes, then sell the investment.

• Share drop with profit taxes: If a share price dropped by more than 5% and the cor-
responding investment is not exempt from profit taxes, then send an alert with high
priority.

• Share drop, significant investment with no profit taxes: If a share price dropped by more
than 3% and the corresponding investment is significant and is exempt from profit taxes,
then sell the investment.

• Share drop, significant investment with profit taxes: If a share price dropped by more
than 3% and the corresponding investment is significant and is not exempt from profit
taxes, then send an alert with high priority.

• Share drop, non significant investment: If a share price dropped by more than 3% and
the corresponding investment is not significant, then send an alert.

• Share crosses predicted boundaries: If a share dropped under a certain predefined price,
or its price has gone over a certain predefined value, notify brokers.
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Chapter 5

Controlled Natural Languages

5.1 Introduction

The following two quotations perfectly express our motivation to use a controlled language
within REWERSE.

“[...] a truly semantic web is more likely to be based on natural language processing than
on annotations in any artificial language.” – John F. Sowa, CG Mailing List, October 19, 2003.

“Controlled Natural Languages are subsets of natural languages whose grammars and dic-
tionaries have been restricted in order to reduce or eliminate both ambiguity and complexity.
Traditionally, controlled languages fall into two major categories: those that improve readabil-
ity for human readers, particularly non-native speakers, and those that improve computational
processing of the text.” [1]

5.2 Attempto Controlled English

5.2.1 What is Attempto Controlled English?

Attempto Controlled English (ACE) is a specification and knowledge representation language1.
ACE is a subset of English, meaning that all ACE sentences are correct English, but that
not all English sentences are allowed in ACE. ACE texts are computer-processable and can be
unambiguously translated into full first-order logic. ACE appears perfectly natural, but is in
fact a formal language with the semantics of the underlying first-order language. In brief, ACE
combines the familiarity of natural language with the rigour of formal languages.

Attempto Controlled English and the Attempto system are intended for domain specialists -
e.g. engineers, economists, physicians - who want to use formal methods, but may not be famil-
iar with them. Thus the Attempto system has been designed in a way that allows users to work
solely on the level of ACE without having to take recourse to its internal logic representation.

The use of ACE presupposes only basic knowledge of English grammar. However, being a
formal language ACE must be learned, and as experience has shown it can be learned in a short
time.

1cf. http://www.ifi.unizh.ch/attempto
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5.2.2 Attempto Controlled English in a Nutshell

The following is intended as a quick overview of the main features of the language ACE. The
complete language is described in the ACE Language Manual2.

Vocabulary

The vocabulary of ACE comprises

• function words (e.g. determiners, conjunctions, prepositions), and

• content words (nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs).

While function words are predefined by the Attempto system, users can define new content
words or modify existing ones with the help of a lexical editor. Alternatively, users can import
existing lexica. As a result, the Attempto vocabulary can be custom-tailored to the needs of
the respective domain. Furthermore, users can define aliases for a content word and attach
comments that explain the meaning and use of a word.

Grammar

The grammar of ACE defines and constrains the form and the meaning of ACE sentences via
construction and interpretation rules.

An ACE text consists of a sequence of sentences. There are

• simple sentences, and

• composite sentences.

Furthermore, there are queries that allow users to interrogate the contents of ACE texts.

Simple Sentences Simple sentences are built according to the following construction rule

subject + verb + complements + adjuncts

Complements (objects) are necessary for transitive and ditransitive verbs, whereas adjuncts
(adverbs or prepositional phrases) are optional. Here is a simple sentence.

A customer inserts a card.

All elements of a simple sentence can be elaborated upon to describe a given situation in
greater detail. To further specify the nouns customer and card we could add adjectives

A trusted customer inserts a valid card.

possessive nouns and of-prepositional phrases

John’s customer inserts the card of Mary.

or variables and quoted strings as appositions

2cf. http://www.ifi.unizh.ch/attempto
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The customer X gets a message “Invalid card.”.

Other modifications of nouns are possible through relative sentences that are described below.
We can also detail the verb, e.g. by adding an adverb

A customer inserts a card manually.

or by adding prepositional phrases, e.g.

A customer inserts a card into a slot.

We can combine the above enhancements to arrive at the sentence

John’s customer who is new manually inserts a valid card of Mary into a slot A.

that in spite of its complexity is still a simple sentence.

Composite Sentences

Composite sentences are recursively built from simpler sentences through coordination,
subordination, quantification, and negation. Coordination by and and or is possible between
sentences and between phrases of the same syntactic type

A customer inserts a card and the machine checks the code. A known and trusted customer
enters a card and a code.

Coordination by and and or is governed by the standard binding order of logic, i.e. and binds
stronger than or. The sentence

A customer inserts a VisaCard or inserts a MasterCard and types a code.

means that the customer inserts a VisaCard, or the customer inserts a MasterCard and types
a code. Commas can be used to override the standard binding order. Consequently, the
sentence

A customer inserts a VisaCard or inserts a MasterCard, and types a code.

means that the customer inserts a VisaCard and types a code, or inserts a MasterCard and
types a code.

There are two forms of subordination: relative sentences and if-then sentences. Relative
sentences starting with who, which, that allow to add detail to nouns, e.g.

A customer who is new inserts a card that he owns.

With the help of if-then sentences we can specify conditional or hypothetical situations, e.g.

If a card is valid then a customer inserts it.

Quantification allows us to speak about all objects of a class, or to denote explicitly the
existence of at least one object of a class. To express that all customers insert cards we can
write
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Every customer inserts a card.

or alternatively

Each of the customers inserts a card.

Both sentence mean that each customer inserts a card that may, or may not, be the same as
the one inserted by another customer. To specify that all customers insert the same card -
however unrealistic that situation may seem - we can write

There is a card that every customer inserts.

ACE does not know the passive voice. To state that every card is inserted by a customer we
can write in a somewhat stilted way

For each of the cards there is a customer who inserts it.

The textual occurrence of a quantifier opens its scope that extends to the end of the sentence,
or – in coordinations – to the end of the respective coordinated sentence. In the case of
several quantifiers this rule leads to the correct nesting of the scopes of the quantifiers.

In addition to these and other existential and universal quantifiers, ACE also provides various
constructs for plurals – for instance the cards, two cards, a card and a code, two kilos of apples
– and generalised quantifiers - such as at least, at most, less than, more than.

Negation allows us to express that something is not the case, e.g.

A customer does not insert a card.
A card is not valid.

To negate something for all objects of a certain class one uses no

No customer inserts a card.

or, equivalently, there is no

There is no customer who inserts a card.

ACE provides further forms of negation, for instance it is not the case that, not every, not all,
nobody etc.

Query Sentences

Query sentences permit us to interrogate the contents of an ACE text. Query sentences come
as yes/no-queries and as wh-queries.

Yes/no-queries establish the existence or non-existence of a specified situation, for instance

Does a customer insert a card?

With the help of wh-queries, i.e. queries with query words, we can interrogate a text for
details of the situation described. If we specified
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A new customer inserts a valid card manually into the slot at 9 o’clock.

we can ask for each element of the sentence, e.g.

Who inserts a card?
Which customer inserts a card?
What does the customer insert?
How does the customer insert a card?
When does the customer insert a valid card?

Note, however, that we cannot ask for the verb itself.

5.2.3 Constraining Ambiguity

To constrain the ubiquitous ambiguity of full natural language ACE employs three simple means

• some ambiguous constructs are not part of the language; unambiguous alternatives are
available in their place,

• all remaining ambiguous constructs are interpreted deterministically on the basis of a
small number of interpretation rules; the interpretations are reflected in a paraphrase,

• users can either accept the assigned interpretation, or they must rephrase the input to
obtain another one.

Note that ACE only handles structural ambiguity, but not lexical ambiguity. Altogether
there are about a dozen interpretation rules in ACE, one of which is the interpretation rule
for quantifiers we already encountered above. Here is an interpretation rule pertaining to
relative sentences. In full natural language relative sentences combined with coordinations can
introduce ambiguity, e.g. given the sentence

A customer inserts a card that is valid and opens an account.

it is not immediately clear whether the customer or the card opens the account. In ACE,
however, the sentence has the unequivocal meaning that the customer opens the account.
This is reflected in the paraphrase by curly brackets

A customer inserts {a card that is valid} and opens an account.

To express the alternative – though not very realistic – meaning that the card opens the
account the relative pronoun that must be repeated, thus yielding

A customer inserts a card that is valid and that opens an account.

with the paraphrase

A customer inserts {a card that is valid and that opens an account}.

Users who are learning ACE will soon realise that a sentence that in full English would be
ambiguous is unambiguous in ACE.
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5.2.4 Anaphoric References

An ACE text consist of a sequence of sentences interrelated by anaphoric references, e.g.

John is a customer. He inserts a card that belongs to himself and types a code X. Bill sees
it. He inserts his own card and types X. The code X is invalid.

In ACE anaphoric references – via pronouns, variables and definite noun phrases – can only
refer to preceding noun phrases. Proper names always refer to the same person or object.

During the processing of the text the ACE parser replaces each anaphoric reference by the
most recent accessible noun phrase that agrees in gender and number, and displays the
replacements in a paraphrase

John is a customer. [John] inserts a card that belongs to [John] and types a code X. Bill
sees [the code X]. [Bill] inserts [Bill’s] card and types [the code X]. [The code X] is invalid.

The search for antecedents of anaphora is governed by accessibility restrictions. For instance,
in the sentences

John does not own a card. He enters it.

it cannot refer to a card. Neither in

Every customer owns a card. It is correct.

In both cases the noun phrase a card is not accessible from the outside of the sentence in
which it occurs.

5.2.5 Domain Knowledge

The Attempto system is not associated with any specific application domain, nor with any
particular formal method. By itself it does not contain any knowledge or ontology of the
intended domain, of formal methods, or of the world in general. Thus users must explicitly
define domain knowledge through ACE sentences like

A card is valid.

In this sentence the words card and valid are processed by the Attempto system as
uninterpreted syntactic elements, i.e. any real world interpretation of these words is solely
performed by the human writer or reader. Whatever understanding we may have of the
concepts card and valid is not part of the ACE sentence, unless we decide to add information
explicitly, e.g. by sentences like

Every card that carries a code is valid.

In summary, the only source of information about an ACE text is the text itself. However, see
below how the Attempto Reasoner RACE uses additional knowledge about the English
language and about natural numbers in the form of auxiliary first-order axioms.
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5.3 Reasoning in Attempto Controlled English

To support automatic reasoning in ACE we have developed the Attempto Reasoner (RACE).
RACE proves that one ACE text is the logical consequence of another one, and gives a
justification for the proof in ACE. Variations of the basic proof procedure permit query
answering and consistency checking. Extending RACE by auxiliary first-order axioms and by
evaluable functions we can perform complex deductions on ACE texts containing plurals and
numbers.

Given the inconsistent ACE text

Every company that buys a standard machine gets a discount. A British company buys a
standard machine. A French company buys a standard machine. There is no company that gets
a discount.

RACE will determine two minimal unsatisfiable subsets

RACE proved that the sentence(s)

Every company that buys a standard machine gets a discount.

A British company buys a standard machine.

There is no company that gets a discount.

are inconsistent.

RACE proved that the sentence(s)

Every company that buys a standard machine gets a discount.

A French company buys a standard machine.

There is no company that gets a discount.

are inconsistent.

Given the ACE text

Every company that buys a machine gets a discount. Each of six Swiss companies buys a
machine.

RACE can deduce the sentence

A company gets a discount.

as follows

RACE proved that the sentence(s)

A company gets a discount.

can be deduced from the sentence(s)

Every company that buys a machine gets a discount.

Each of six Swiss companies buys a machine.

using the auxiliary axiom(s)

(Ax. 9): Definition of proper_part_of.

(Ax. 10-1): Every group consists of atomic parts.

(Ax. 22-1): Number Axiom.
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Note that this deduction uses predefined auxiliary first-order axioms that express
domain-independent knowledge about the English language – for instance the relation
between plurals and singulars – and about natural numbers – for instance their ordering
relation. The axioms that pertain to natural numbers can also access evaluable functions
expressed as Prolog predicates.

5.4 Future Work

Though ACE is already a powerful language supported by the tools of the Attempto system,
much remains to be done to make ACE useful for the REWERSE community. In the following
we briefly describe the requirements that we have identified so far. More tasks related to ACE
and the Attempto system are described in the REWERSE Technical Annex.

5.4.1 Verbalisation of Formal Languages

The basic idea of the project Attempto is to replace formal languages by Attempto Controlled
English (ACE) and to shield people who are not familiar with formal languages – and perhaps
do not want to become familiar with them – from any trace of formality.

On the other hand we have to realise that formal knowledge representation languages are
already widely used or – as in the case of the semantic web – are about to be used. How can
we make documents expressed in RDF, OWL and other languages accessible to people who are
not familiar with these languages? Our answer is “verbalisation of formal languages”.

The ACE parser APE translates an ACE text into an equivalent discourse representation
structure (DRS). In several project – unrelated to REWERSE – we have translated DRSs into
various other formal languages, for instance into the standard language of first-order logic, into
clauses, into the input language of a model generator, into the input language of an agent
system, and into statements of a query language.

This experience suggests the reverse translation, i.e. the translation of formal languages
equivalent to (a subset of) first-order logic into ACE via DRSs as common intermediate lan-
guage. We call this verbalising formal languages.

Unfortunately, the parser APE cannot run backwards, i.e. generate ACE from a DRS. Thus
we need a separate parser for generation.

We could rely on existing language development systems – for instance the KPML system3

– to develop a parser for the translation of DRS into ACE. Experience shows, however, that
independent parsers for the two translation directions will drift apart and eventually will no
longer process the same languages. To prevent this problematic development, we plan to in-
terleave the two parsers, that is to complement each grammar rule of APE for the direction
ACE ⇒ DRS by an appropriate grammar rule for the direction DRS ⇒ ACE. Having the rules
immediately adjacent will reduce the probability of the parsers drifting apart.

5.4.2 Support For Rule-Based Policy Specifications

The ACE language is perfectly suited to express rules. However, to serve as a rule language
some elements are missing, namely

• labels, and

3cf. http://www.fb10.uni-bremen.de/anglistik/langpro/kpml/README.html
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• conflict resolution.

Grosof’s Courteous Logic Programming [5] combines logic programming with prioritised
conflict handling and classical negation, and still remains tractable. We plan to extend ACE
by constructs that simulate Grosof’s labelling and prioritised conflict handling.

5.4.3 Negation-As-Failure

For practical applications one often uses logic programs with negation-as-failure to implement
a form of non-monotonic reasoning.

This is not sufficient, however, since some policy rules use both logical negation and
negation-as-failure, as for example

If a customer did not transfer an amount of money and the bank cannot prove that he did
not transfer the amount of money then the amount of money is credited to the account of the
customer.

These two kinds of negation where independently proposed for Logic Programs by Gelfond
and Lifschitz [3, 4] and by Pearce and Wagner [6, 8]. Later, Grosof developed Courteous Logic
Programming [5] which makes use of both types of negation. Similarly, Woo and Lam [9]
proposed stratified, extended logic programs providing both forms of negation.

ACE knows logical negation but not negation-as-failure. We plan to extend ACE by
negation-as-failure, and we will take the proposals of Grosof and of Woo and Lam as guid-
ing lines.

Grosof and independently Antoniou et al. [2] have shown that explicit negation-as-failure
can be replaced by rules with priority relations. We will also investigate this approach.

5.4.4 Decidability

First-order logic is semi-decidable for satisfiability and entailment. For problems requiring the
full expressiveness of first-order logic we have to live with this shortcoming, and - as experience
shows - can often do so without negative consequences. Many practically occurring problems,
however, are sufficiently constrained so that they can be expressed and solved in a decidable
subset of first-order logic. Other problems, for instance those arising in safety-critical domains,
even absolutely require decidability.

Of the many decidable subsets of first-order logic that have been identified so far, description
logics and languages derived from description logics, for instance OWL DL, seem to be the most
relevant in the context of REWERSE.

As the case of propositional logic shows, decidability does not necessarily imply computa-
tional tractability. Thus tractability is a separate issue. While OWL DL and its subset OWL
Lite have been carefully designed to be tractable, their superset OWL Full comes without any
computational guarantees.

Attempto Controlled English (ACE) – designed to provide high expressiveness – is equivalent
to full first-order logic and thus semi-decidable. The question we plan to investigate is ’Which
decidable, tractable and sufficiently expressive subsets does ACE have?’. Furthermore, these
subsets must be clearly defined to be acceptable to the users of ACE.
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Here are two approaches to find decidable, tractable and sufficiently expressive subsets of
ACE.

In the first approach we restrict the syntax of ACE and then investigate the properties
of the resulting sublanguage. A similar approach was chosen by Pratt-Hartmann [7] who de-
fined a series of fragments of English and then for each fragment identified the computational
complexity of determining satisfiability and entailment. Pratt-Hartmann’s results are not very
encouraging since his more expressive fragments of English have either exponential complexity
or are undecidable.

The basic idea of the second approach is to map a suitable decidable and tractable subset
of first-order logic, for instance OWL DL, to a subset of ACE. Before we can do this, however,
we need to extend ACE at least by language constructs to describe classes and operations
on classes. The mapping from first-order logic constructs to ACE constructs has to be done
manually but could by supported by the Attempto verbalisation component (cf. “Verbalisation
of Formal Languages” above).
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Part II

Requirements and Scenarios
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Chapter 6

Reference scenarios

6.1 A European use case on financial services

Background: This use case for European financial services was originally presented by Steve
Ross-Talbot; it involves Basel 2 [1], which is a major initiative in Europe to enforce policy within
the financial services domain. This includes retail and wholesale banking as well as insurance
services. The aim of Basel 2 is to ensure that the capital adequacy is properly enforced across
all financial service transactions within Europe. This includes everything from pensions to
insurance and mortgages.

As we move to a Europe which is free of barriers to trade we shall see more and more cross
border selling of financial service products. These products and services range from mortgages
to insurance to general savings products. These products underpin the fabric of European life
from secure accommodation for European citizens, to pensions. Further, it secures real inward
investment in European industry through equity participation and through European wide fixed
income products.

In Europe today it is not made easy for consumers to purchase such products nor is it made
easy for consumers to manage those products through their life cycle. Initiatives in member
states are trying to address some of the issues as they pertain to the entire life cycle of financial
service products (e.g. Britain’s FSA’s1 CP98 [2], CP121 [3], CP136 [4]). In Europe many of the
same issues are being addressed by Basel 2. The result will be a regulated and safe environment
in which products can be bought and sold and in which a fair market can be ensured through
the semantic comparisons necessary to support fair trade.

It is against this landscape and these regulatory requirements that we set out the use case
to show the relevance of rules and the power of the Semantic Web in meeting the needs of
European citizens and empowering them through the web to continue to purchase and manage
European financial service products.

Scenario: Our scenario involves buying a simple mortgage package that includes some
level of insurance that is used to underpin the risks inherent in products that have a very long
lifetime, while leveraging a rules-based Semantic Web.

Juan Sebastien is moving from Madrid, having got a new job in Kaiserslautern. He would
like to buy an apartment in Kaiserslautern for him and his family. He is married with one

1http://www.fsa.gov.uk/
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child and his wife is expecting their second in about 6 months. Before he leaves he wants to
buy a mortgage package (mortgage, property insurance and life insurance) that suits his needs.
Being a citizen of Europe he would like to buy from Europe and is seeking the best solution.
Today he can barely identify the best solution, since there is no way for him to easily compare
products which have a varied set of add-ons or give-back clauses attached to them, or even be
aware and understand them.

The Semantic Web of the future will provide Juan Sebastien with the necessary self-support
to buy the products that he wants over the web. It will provide him with the ability to compare
products through the use of rule based agents and ontologies, the underpinning of the Semantic
Web. Juan Sebastien, in this brave new world, will be able to ask questions of the Semantic
Web that he has never been able to ask of the web before, such as,

• What is the cheapest product?

• Why do I need to provide a 20% deposit for this product?

• Why does Bank X deny my request for product Y?

• If I am locally employed, but without citizenship, yet living more than 3 years there, can
I still get the special discount “as advertised”?

Furthermore, the back-office functions can be guaranteed to ensure that policy, as it pertains
to Basel 2 is adhered to, and that Juan Sebastien’s rights, as they pertain to freedom of
information (why not as well as why), are maintained.

Another typical complication is if Juan’s company is an international company, with global
rules for employee’s eligibilities, and with added local variation as necessary.

We propose Rule-Based Semantic Web technology to provide a higher level of self-support
in such scenarios: Rule-Based Semantic Web technology is a precursor – its ontological mod-
eling being of paramount importance to the ability to compare concepts – to the reasoning,
compliance as well as positive and negative explanations for decisions that are made. The rules
will ensure the consistency of the policy, easy sharing (even across national boundaries), and of
course, easy update.

Novelty of the approach

• European Business Language

– Rules are in the common business language of the provider

– Questions/explanation are in the language of the consumer

– Markup techniques (based on an XML language like RuleML) for rule exchange
between providers and between agents on the web

• User Empowerment

– Domain specific templates and natural language techniques to ensure user’s inde-
pendence in rules maintenance

– Knowledge sharing, rules visibility and easy exchange of ideas as part of the Semantic
Web

• Advanced queries and reasoning
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– Why and why not queries

– What-if queries

• Enhanced Productivity

– A single specification for business rules enforcement and advanced queries

6.2 Privacy protection

Background: New generation access control methods for open systems are based on the
exchange of electronic credentials and declarations (licence agreement acceptance, personal
data, etc.). Fine grained access permissions are likely to require numerous such exchanges during
each service use. Moreover, as users navigate across multiple sites or request composite services
(activating other component services), the number of credential and declaration requests may
grow enough to deteriorate usability and discourage the use of protected resources.

A second, related issue is privacy protection. Electronic credentials and declarations may
disclose sensitive information about the users. Several national regulations are imposing limi-
tations to the use and distribution of sensitive personal data. Still, users may want to reduce
the amount of sensitive information they distribute to servers in order to prevent abuses.

Then, suitable software components called personal assistants (PA) are meant to handle
credential exchange. Personal assistants are assigned two important tasks: making credential
exchange as transparent as possible while observing the user’s distribution policy.

Scenario: Maria Rossi is connected to NewAgePortal. The server wants Maria Rossi to
provide her personal data before granting access to the portal’s services. Maria Rossi’s PA asks
NewAgePortal for its privacy policy (e.g., formulated with the P3P standard), and compares it
with Maria Rossi’s policy. The latter is only partially fulfilled by the former, so the PA sends
to NewAgePortal a form which is only partially compiled, possibly using imprecise data (e.g.,
only birth year instead of full birthdate, or a zip code instead of full address). If NewAgePortal
accepts the partially compiled form as valid data, then navigation proceeds. Otherwise, the PA
may try different strategies, for example:

• if the user’s policy allows a distributed trust model, then the PA may check whether
NewAgePortal is commonly regarded as a reliable service; if so, the PA may send a
complete form to the server;

• the PA may ask the user whether she wants to make an exception for this site; for
this purpose, the PA may have to explain some of the features of the server’s policy,
highlighting how much it fulfills or departs from the user’s policy;

• if the user’s policy allows for lies, then the PA may fill in the form with incorrect infor-
mation; this strategy may be appropriate for some fields only, e.g., a false address may
cause delivery of a purchased article to fail; in some other contexts, a wrong address may
have no drawbacks.

One complication concerns usability. Given a service’s access control policy and a user
policy, is there any means for the client to get the service? Given a library of standard user
policies and a service policy, it may be interesting to perform this kind of analysis automatically,
before the service – or a new policy for that service – is activated.
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Further complications concern policy composition. The policy of any given organization
may have to be merged with the current regulations about privacy. The goal is synthesizing
a compound policy that enforces both the organization’s policy and privacy protection in a
maximally cooperative way, that is, with a minimal number of restrictions and constraints.

Novel aspects:

• Advanced trust models and trust management

• Automated policy comparison

• Power to the user

– user preferences

– interactive policies

– domain specific templates and natural language techniques to ensure user’s indepen-
dence in rules maintenance

• (semi) Automated policy composition

• (semi) Automated policy validation

6.3 Inter-organization business processes

Scenario: The architecture studio Bauhome has to interact with the offices of the city of
Munich to get authorizations, update building descriptions in the official databases, etc. The
city of Munich exports semantic workflow descriptions of all these processes, specifying which
forms are needed, whom they must be addressed to, what prerequisites should be fulfilled
by the requestor, etc. Such descriptions may change along time, as regulations and internal
organization change. Similarly, Bauhome describes its own internal workflows through machine-
understandable rules and formats.

From such descriptions, and given goals like “Construct new building in area X”, “Restore
building Y”, etc., Bauhome’s computer system automatically sets up an appropriate workflow
which is then fed into a workflow management system to support the goal activities. Changes
to regulations or office processes are automatically reflected into the workflow by re-planning
the activities using the new process descriptions and rules. Similarly, unexpected changes to the
internal organization of Bauhome may cause the workflow to be adapted to the new situation
in a machine-assisted way.

6.4 Sample policy verbalizations

Nonmonotonic rules: Nonmonotonic rules and nonmonotonic negation (negation as failure)
are essential to make decisions in the absence of complete information or complete directives.
Very common examples include:

• Open policies: In the absence of explicit denials, access is granted;

• Closed policies: In the absence of explicit authorizations, access is denied.
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• Inheritance: User, object and action hierarchies are used as a means for expressing policies
in a concise and manageable way.

For example, one may say that by default administration employees may read the folder
Admin. This rule is propagated down the hierarchy of users to all the members of the
administration, including – say – Joe Jackson; moreover the rule is propagated down the
hierarchy of objects to all the files in the subtree of the file system below the directory
Admin, including – say – letter.pdf. Then Joe Jackson is allowed to read letter.pdf.

Then it should be possible to formulate exceptions, such as “Joe Jackson cannot read
letter.pdf”, and adopt a suitable form of overriding to handle this apparent inconsis-
tency.

The issue here is how to verbalize nonmonotonic rules, that is, how to formulate them in
controlled natural language. A rule triggered by the non-derivability of an authorization can
be formulated in a number of alternative ways, e.g.:

• if nobody said that X can .... then ...

• if no authorization says that X can ... then ...

• if the policy does not state that X can ... then

• if there is no authorization ”X can ...” then ...

• X can ... if not explicitly forbidden

• X can ... unless stated otherwise

• if no user is authorized to ... then ...

• if X is not given the authorization to... then ...

Policy composition: (meta-rules) Given two policies P and Q (possibly crafted by different
(sub-) organizations, it should be possible to express compound policies such as:

• Grant the least/maximal privilege among those granted by P and Q

• As far as topic X is concerned, override P with Q

• Remove from P the authorizations occurring in Q

• Restrict P to object classes O1, . . . , On

• Close policy P under the rules in Q

Remark: From the above discussion it seems that nonmonotonic rule formulation and pol-
icy composition require linguistic means to refer to entire policies within the policies themselves.

Open issues:
The appropriate way of verbalizing the following specifications still needs to be found:

• Boolean conditions on file and user attributes.
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• Recursive conditions (e.g., for defining certificate chains)

Certificate chains are needed to specify chains of trust. Technically, certificate chains are
sequences of certificates C1, . . . , Cn such that each certificate Ci (1 ≤ i < n) certifies
the public key of the issuer of Ci+1. The issuer of C1 should be a known certification
authority.

• Default authorizations for classes of users, objects, and operations.

In particular, how to select different forms of overriding (most specific takes precedence,
explicit preferences attached to the rules, most specific along a path takes precedence,
non-overridable authorizations – also called strong and weak authorizations –, etc.)
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